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,PREFACE

. This project LINKING THE PROGRAMS OF SCOUTING AND THE SCHOOL FOR

"r ADVANCEMENT OF CAREER EDUCATION, 1,.s -nftcte 6 501-

withthe.Boy,ScOu.

FOR SCOUTING a project funded by the U.S. Office of Education, Of

of America, 'and was part of their CAREER EDUCATION PRO

Career Education.
'

The linkageliroject described herein was conducted by the Instructional

and Training Systems Program of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research

andc:Deveopment concurrently with a major project funded.bv the U.S. Office

of Education, Offtce.of Environmental Education. The environmental education

project was also concerned with linkirl9 Pro4rws of the forma I aid nonformal

educational sectors, but with an environmental rather than career, education

emphaSis.

The extent and depth of the education linkage project was made
.

possible only by its positton with respect to the environmental education linkage

oroject. While information regarding ;wog. tent (i e. career education

and environmental educattonYcouicLnot be transferred from one project to `the

other, inforTation and findings pertinent to interprganizational linkage was

applicable to both projects. The' resultinj exchange contributed ignificantly

to the career education project, whfch-benefitted frowthe base provided by

the environmental education -project

This report is organ zed in three parts. PAST ONE, REPORT. ON THE PROJECT,

sins two sections: Section a Overview of the Project, presents a general

approach to the,Oroject; project geals and objectives; project phases; and

interactions between: Far West Laboratory and'members-of the SCOUTING/USA

national staff, ectiori_II, ADeScieiptipe_ef_ Prolect, pretents,a diecusslon
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of the projett phases of research, analysis and model desini pilot'activities,

and evaluation; and presents findings, analysis, interpretation, and recommendations,

PART-TWO, CHARACTERISTICS OF A GENERAL MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION TOTHE
.

ALAMEDA PROJECT, presents in Sectioni, the general linkage mode-1 which is

applicable to general linkage efforts between frwmal and nonformal educational

agencies; and, in Section II; the application of this general model' to a specifiC

tuation,as documented in the pilot program conducted between Alameda, California

JlooTs end Sccpt ro 1. int or soction i cludns 71 dings and rctem

mendatiAs which g. rew out of that pilot project, and thus provides the most

IpeCific information for thf) developmnt of procedural guides which might be used

to acc.opli.sh linkage program.: in SCOUTING /USA' in the future.

PART THREE, DOCUMENTS kEONTING ON THE CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF

C NG/USA, indludeF the following three documents: Studyfteport_on_Career

EriUTAI.on__CwIt,Fntlr;. Unit Level Materials of the tub_Scoutini Division of

OPT AU;SplAKA20710=_C4Teer Educe Content in Unit Level Materials

ofOd Scoutin Division. of SCOUTING/USA:- and a Career Seminar Resource Packet

,,gplcring level). :The first two documents were developed as a result of the

application cf ar 3ten specified in the linkage model, that of identifying

goals and objectives of the linkage-relevant program. The Career_Seminar*Resource

Packet is a prototype version of aprotedural guide for use by Exploring
.

Executives in conducVng Career Seminarsone kind of linkage arrangement

already conducted by some Exploring programs.

ii



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project LINKING THE PROGRAMS OF tCOUT NO AND THE SCHOOLS FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF CAREEREDUCATION was conducted at the request of the Boy Scouts

of f r-Ir a 01.qtrYllos nt n TI(Jrt,nr,n yys fit'

strengthen collaboration between Scouting and schools for the purpose of im-

proving and extending the career education progrws of both agencies.- This

-effort was part of a larger project conducted by Scouts-4unded-by the U.S. Office

of Education--to study the place of career education in the total Scouting program.

The instructional and Training Systems '(ITS) Program of Ear West Laboratory

(FWL), in response to the Scout request, developed the.basic,plan'fdr a linkage

project and served as the facilitating organization. In this role, ITS'staff

coordinated the interaction among the various groups. Program Director was

Bela Banathy. And PrOject Coordinator was Dru Robinson,-

SCOOTING /USA was represented at the national,level by, members of the sta

concerned with career education on the three levels: Exploring was represented

by Audrey Clough; Scouting by Richard Dutcher; and Cub Scouting by' Russell ,Williams.

Project Coordinator was Ivan Stafford and, upon his retirement in Tate winter, the

Coordinator position was assumed bi-F,orrest'McVicar.

With direction from national Scodt staff members, the ITS project staff

approached a Sc ( . Council 'and Unified School,Disirict i n Alamda,,California.

These two groups were invited to participate in the yearlong project (September,

i916 to August, i911) to design,.develop, test,_ and report on a general linkage

and collaboration model and on possible school/Scout linkages arrangements

that might be'generated through implementation of the model.

At the same time,, the, ITS program staff was conducting a larger linkage

pro ect th the Alameda groups, focusing on environmental education pro

iii
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The knowledge base and general model specifications for linking formal and,

nonformal educational agencies were applicable to bath the career and environmental

education projects.

The careerNeducation linkage Project,was conducted in six stages, Those

.c's and their siquificant miter-mins are discussed below:

During the RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS stake, nrojact staff 9athered, studied,

and interpreted literature on Anterorganizational, linkages, and relate that '

A

information to the problem area of formal/nonformal educational agency linkages.

Linkage information indicated,that two basic requiremeras of Any linkage model

were-- those of coherence which would enable the model:to sustain operations--
0

and adaptabilitywhich wouldenable the model to adjust toch ing requirements

and demands.

The knowledg, base developectduring this stage'contr

and tojvoject decisions,throughout the-year. The base w

and added to as new information became avatiable.

buted to .model desigh

continually modified

During the DESIGN stage, the overall' specifications for the general model

were pr6duced. A study of overlapping as, well as Unique:goals and program domains

led tojthe'oonsideration of alternative linkage/in;tegration corgurations. These

were s ibmi tted to representativescpf participating agencies for comment.
. -

Alameda school and Scout people who were, interested in the project were

invited to form a Design Committee to contribute t- the model deSign and provide

ongoing professional input. The resulting group, omposed of some seventeen people
!-

lous levels in both 'n1 'mat regula through-out

project year. National Scout` i nput Iyas prow ded: periodically by visits from

representatives froM the national staff.' The contribution of` the Design Committee

-

throU hout the project was .significant,.

Ourihg the.DEVELOWNT stage, project staff and Design ComMittee Members

iv



worked togetr- to plan the pilot test program, including the steps necessary

for implemOtation. While career educat od was viewed as being most effectively

and meaningfully conducted in the context of real life, it became apparent that

planning and coordination activities necessary to provide such a context re-

qui red a nned deal cc rtaff time. les.

It,was also agreed:that_to be successful, linkage arrangements between

programs-require- certain level of existing program development. Consequently,

the linkage program which developed le Alameda focused mainly on the high school/

Ex6loring and,setendarily, middle school/Stouting,levels where both agencies already

eer
-conducted career education programs. On the other hand, little was achieved

on the elementary/Cub Scouting level, where because of the age group involved,

career education content-has low priority intoth organizetions.\

During the IMPLEMENTATION stge, members of the Designs Committee carried

out the six-week pilot test progr The main program which developed was a

series of events that provided a/small group of students /Scouts with 'xperiences

releVent to careers An energy and land use. Entitled the Alameda CoMmunity
ee

Career.Awareness (ACCAP) Project, the environmental emphasie was chosen to
eee

coordinate the career education project with its sister linkage proj et/emphasizing

environmental-education. Thrpugh ACCAP, twenty-five students /Scouts, took field

treips, heard speakers and participated in hands-oh activities designed to enable

them' to fulfill Merit Badge and skill award requirements and to make contributions

to school cTaeses.,

neACCAP pi'ogram(was judged xp nsive in i;erifis oi: s- a rf 'chile and effort,

,, e
and thus- provided a cautionary note that poteetial demands on personnel be an

. importarft considerationen thinking,aboUt a linkage plan. However, the program

was judged by student/Scout participants, their parents, selected teachers, and

Design Committee members as generally successful.

I 0
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Also dur ng the above t stages ( ign.s Development, and Implementation

project staff produced three documents that contributed to the 'linkage program

and which now provide Scouting with information relevant to the enhancemen

their emerging career, education program.

Two 5tudy:Repbr analyzc- the career educ&tion content cf the rani t lev:1

materials of Cub Scouting and Scouting programs respectively', and ma,, specific

and detailed recommendations for improving the career education content through

revisions and additions. The documents grew out of the finding proviouAy

indicated that successful linkage requires both organizations to have strong

content-related programs.

At the Scouting level, career education content exists in many ma erials,

notably the Merit Badge pamphlets, but there 'is a need to label it as such and

to adopt a career education_ framework. Attention tothe evelopment of a

Scouting careereduCatioli program istS0ei, ally important at the

.

Cub Scouting level, where, as indicated earlier, career education is minimal.

\
1

The third document was' developed for use on the Exploring level, where

career education concepts are a basic program component. This document is a

step-by-step procedural aide for use by an Exploring Executive in organizing

and conducting career seminar programs in high schools:-one kind of linkage

activity currently injuse by some Councils. This prototype Career Seminar Resource
\

..Packet was pilbt-tested in the Alameda project, and revisions based on feedback'

from project participants were made.

The EVAWATION stage, ongoing VI-mug _he year, provided tnformation for

decision- making in the course of the project and for judging the overall worth

of the project outcanes. Information was collected by such means as-questionnaires,

interviews, daily logs, observations, and', the Design Committee meetings where

opinions, attitudes, experiences and deas\were expressed.



Throughout the project, Design Comnmittee members were asked to play their

roles in a self-conscious manner; that is, to constantly examine, record, and

evaluate their actions and though

they were involved.

The final stage o the project, FORWARD PLANNING AND REPORTING, focused on

with respect to the linkage process in which

1=IULUIlle116d Wil Ul 1 61 ihlp; 1» 1e uv;Vvi u ilitli 01 ail

fur the general linkage model--cIefailing linkage costs, be fits and stens; the

description of the application of the general Model- to the Alameda pilot test

sithoin:-.hocprtino.frIrth of rPrompndations for career education and linki,)ne

emphases in the total Scouting program; and the preparation of the final versions

of the study reports and theicareer seminar guide. All of the .above are reported

on in this document.

In general, findings of the protect indicate that benefits can be obtain.

through linkage arrangements between schools and-Scouting, and that each agency

can gain froM and contribute to such an effort. Some linkage efforts can be built

upon existing linkages between schools and Sco4ing-the career interest survey,

for'example, as conducted for high schools by many Exploring programs--and

in othe.' areas, new exchanges can be worked out.

The schools in our pilot program,, for example,- found that a wealth of

career relevant content can be obtained through Scouting literature, notably

through the MeritiWge Pamphlets and they welcomed the use of these materials

in their career centers and classrooms: Th'is arrangement%provided Scouting with,

'potential membership contacts and, perhaps even More important, enhanced the image

of Scouting-as -a community educational agency,. Staff members of both organizations

.seemed to be more receptive to the other organization as a result of the inter-

action whfch occurred during the-Project.

Project results indicate several-areas in which Scouting could, continue

vii



e and/or career edUcation efforts:

The linkage model could'now be tested in other Council/school
cooperative arrangements across-ihe country. Procedural guides could
be deveTofied to facilitate thve arrangemenU.

A-traLing Program could be developed fo.Scouting personnel who are
interested in working with sChools. The Oogram would offer instruction
in linkage goals, strategies for attaining, them and,practica techniques
for carrying them out; and in decision-making and problem-solv ng skills,

A' dissemination plan could `be developed,lor making the model ava ,cable
to Scout personnel who areinterested in linkage.,

A positive attitude toward linkage could be encouraged within the
organization so that linkage is viewed as rewarding.

A-further comOtment could be made tor$couting's career education
,program through a coMprehensive planning and coordination effort
and through the materials-revisions, recommended 'in the'study reports
contained herein.







The problems and purpose addressed by the pr. .t-and the general approach

that was followe in carrytng 1t out are described below. Project goil and

objectives are stated, the relevant capabilities. of participating agencies

are spetified and the results and benefitsemerging from the cooperative effort

hese a0ncies are identified.

PROBLEM, PURPOSE, AND GENERAL APPROACH

Education is more than hooling. :The deVelolimeneof'young people and

the continuing development of adults is fostered by learning experiences in'

all facetS of life. Beyond- the boundaries of thl School, formal and nonformal

opportiMitits for learning emerge. in the home., in peer, neighborhood, social

and religious grbups ; through communi ty youth,and adult agincies ; thTough

priyate and public fempl oyees; through the media in many everyday life

situations.
a

'Deka educational opportunities and efforts. have been fragmented and

seParatpd from the schoOl and from e4ch other.ev n though ileiearch Indipgs

the domain of interagency cooperation suggest that linkage and in egration

of similar efforts May generate benefits Welrbeyond those produced the

16



separate efforts. Powerful potential couttapped bye

alliance among sectors of the cixonunity and

interested and involved, in education.

Problem

*societ..- that are

The fundamental problem i s the lack of coorditiatiovil tweeri !c. innal -and non-

formal. educational sectors, Effective and practi c 1 edL,Liation can 'occur most
. .

easily when the various systems within the total edjcat aaal opium 1 ty are closelyer
-linked ;mutually reinforcing one another's 'efforts and vathizing ccitQi ters spent.

Unfortunately, these sySteros are currently linked tvealdlosiii at al l - Formal

education is , functionally separate from the nonfonhai dna] s ctors and its

pots nti al for integrating

is, as yet undeveloped.

h the other educat i d141 sectors of the community

Career -education, perhaps more ith any other educkpthul dorm n , requires

such integration and l nkage. The most effective aricrilvahlhgful wa.e to conduct

. career education is in the . context of real life.

By definition and by philosophy, career education it'll the cismantling

of barriers ,sepirating fora al= education froenonfernal e,,ducational c=opportunities ,

situations.,-resources and experiences. ,Thus , carree edayscition invi an inter-
.

face , a linkage and' eventually an, integration "of career of education programs in

'the school with career education efforts and career deve-dr*ht opp rtuni ties

fable in various sectors' of. society. -This. holmtic. vvini of carer education'

implies the i denti fi cation , organization and use of chsperaiA caree"-- devel opment

resources regardless of where they are found.

The image of the broad-based view of educatiri

clearly 'articulated in the various program statenien

1?

sogyeSied above -- was

of - thnOffice _c:If Career



The purPo of the project is to strengthen and improve collaboration

between icho01$ and ScoOtingi and to develop and 'ist a model for

linking and integrating career educationin schools with the career development

programs of Scouting.

The model is to: (a) display procedures and tit on zational arrangements

for the linkhe and Integration of the career education parograms in the school

and scouting; and (b). Provide guidelines for thelenning; implementation and

evalua on of those procedures' and arrangements. The model should be-generic

fn nature and applicable to linkage in a variety'of comTUni.ties',

TIT application of the model (more specifically, the implementation

linkage d integration procedures and arrangements defined by the model) will:

,0 Infuse some of the career education curriculum content of the
school into the programs of Scouting.

Infuse WO of he career education program content and
approach, of Scouting into the curriculum of the school.

Develop ceeperative and mutually supportive linked
instructional :planning and manageMent arrangements in
erder te strengthen, enhance, extend ani Increase
capability and effectiveness in conducting career
education programs,

Demonstrate the (use of the) model for linkage and ante-
ration and the sOCial and educational benefits that accrue
om such linkage and integration.

111U211:111aaCktEt

the project was'carried out in one year. During thc dme; the linkage

And integration model Was developed in coniuntiori with a selected local Council and

educational agency, both located in Alameda, Cal fornia. It was planned that during

-a second phase ear two) the model could be introduced in othe communities with

other Scout Councils and local education agencies tiirtest its-4 neric property and

ange of applicability.



Be its nature_ the project dolled for i4olvemen of various educational
4

agenciete Accordingly, the project was carried but through the combined

efforts of a consortium of several agencies. The Fee West Leboratory for Educe-
,

t !

tional Research and. Development Was the facilitatpr brgapizatione. The Laboratory,

a nonproifit public,agency, has a major itmert to Improve the quality of

human life and to create better opportunities for learning. The Laboratory has

developed numerous e ucational pioducts and-programs,directed:at stages.of

edu c Oi on al deVelopeelt ranging from and including early childhood to graduate

level anti professionai development proje ts

During recent years, The Far West Laboratory has studied linkage arrangements

between formal and nonformal educational agencies that ire neional in 'scope.*
N.

Even thOugh the project has developed a generic linkage model that.is applicable

to a wide variety of nonformal education sectors, the model was designed with

the invoivenent of a specific educational agency in mind.

SCOUTIN6inSA was represented at the national level .6.e members of the

national staff and on !the Meal level through the participation of the AlaMeda

Scout Councih Characteristics of the community served by this council are
r-.

;discussed below. '

e . ,

A Community of 75,00g people,eAlameda is loceted in the San Francisco

Ay Area. Alameda is served by a school district that educates approximately

-10400 students and includes two high schools (grades 9-12); one continuation

I'
school, five middle schbols (gradesr6-8); nin elementary schools (K-5), and'

one children'] center. Adult education is als offers The ethnic break-

dowr of the student population is as followt: White e 7,162; Asiap or Pacific

-Islander . 856.;;Hispanic e 800; Black 506; and Native American' (including

*Linkage between thepubli education program of the Civil P
and the Boy Scouts of`America and 4-H (Banathy et al., 1975

ness Agency



A askan natives)_ z 9 e. presence of a .nav 1 base in the commun ity

contributes to the specil 'p- 'o student turnover.

PROJECT GOALS AND 0134ECT

The Far Welt Laberatory, SCOUTING!1:1A. and At Alameda School district

d in a cooperative effort to' atIv7,-,:e c r education by creating a model

for formal linkage between the fot,7,

goals'and objectives of this

e four-.p

sign a
facilitati
progreasi

find mat education sectors. The

and component means and methods for
,

linkage.anct i tntegratiintegration of career education '

is with those of scouting.

inkage model and:

ool career education curriculum content and approach
-4rograms of Scouting and;

infuse sow of the career education program content and approaches
of Scouting into,the school curriculum.

Design, develop, and validate cooperative and lutually supportive
instructional management arrangements between school and scouting
career education.programs and personnel in order to facilitate
the attainmOnt of Goals 1 and 2.

1 4: 'Describe the linkage model and report findings relevant to the
attainmeht of Goals 1, Z and 3 in ordell_ to-make the model accessible
to Scout Councils access the nation.

The emphasis throughOut the progam,was on the description of strategies.
r

would' result in this mport specified in Goal' 4. iikhope that

port will be useable and will. encourage program develo ent.on theynational



lOOal. levels. of SCOOtIN USA. Such programs, however, =will require real

t tion support:, including.attention to career education as a valid part

f_Scouting's program.

The goals diScr

specific objectives

/

dAbove were attained,by accomplishing the following

Analyze the overall aims, programs and-organizational (institutional)
characteristics of. career education Inschools and in SCOUTING/USA.

/

Define the extent towhiCh/there is goal:and program overlap and
congruence in organiiatiOnal and other institutional-characteristics.

Basedfon findings, design _a generic linkage model and construct alternative
configurations of that/Model for mutual program linkage and 'program
integration.

Specify program means, Methods and procedures that implement linkage
and program integration.

Outline a. plan foroilo-:.: implementation andtesting:.

Drplemelit and test the progra linkage in pilot settings.

Assess progri impact.

.Report findings of pilot implementation.

C.. PROJECT PHASES

for stages of the Career Education Linkage Project included:

esearch and Analysis

Design

Development

.Implementation

Evaluation

Forward Planning and Reporting



The Research andiAnalysis stage provided the information /knowledge base

needed as input for the design. of the linkageiintegrition_model. Oding this
- )

first stages'the knowledge-base for the project and definition of goals pro-

grams and organizational characteristics of schools and Scouti g was_ established.

Action-in this task area was initiated by Far West Laboratory with the project

staff developing specifications for the information and participating organ--

izations supplying the relevant information.

The project staff also_ analyzed~ the available data on the objectives,

programs and'organizati l characteristics of school and Scouting career education

-plans in order to determine the nature and scope of goal- and program overlap

and toospecifY areas where overlap did not exist or was only marginal. Findings

of the analysis were shared with' participating agencies: or their; comments and

validation,

During the Desijn stage, a description and arroverall specification of:the

components of the career-education linkaboa/intigiWoq model began. A study of

overlapping as will as unique goals and program domains led to the con:,,ideration

of various goals and; the seleCtion of-emphasesand'program additions and adapta-//

tions, Baied on these concerns,'a set Of alternative linkage/integration con-

figurations emerged.- These were then submitted to'representatives of participating

agencies for consideration.

11"hird. stage, "elorm"t, identified the means and neth(4 by which the

program. could be activated and linkage and integration could be implemented.

First, the means, tools, resources and descriptions of the methods and procedures

that were uged to implement linkage and integration were acquired. 'An ee view

of-SCOUTING/USA's career education program was achieved through analysis,- f the

i

career education content of their materials used at the unit level. A

survey of resovrces at the participati4 local education agency provided the,



information that wad used in coiSidering and selegting the means, tools and

resouftes needed to serve,as potential components of a pilot program of .:

linka ntegratiokr: Informati as also Obtained by identifying critical

reas' whert materials and resdurces were -not

.t

.Next, plans and arrangements for the-introductiOn of Pilot Testing, were

%eteveloped,iin coordination with the participating agencies. At the.hational

level, the limkage pilot program was developed with the involvement of members

of the national staff of SCOUTING/USA. At the local level, arrangements were

made with representatives of participatinr, 'total schools and the local -Scout

Council.

During the Implementation-stage, linkage/integration'programs were intro-
,

.

duced in a pilot setting. for a period of six-weeks in.orderto make an initial

1.

assessment of their impact on career educatiotl'programs. Component tasks -of

this stage included:

1. The orientation of: (a) schooi staff and studen__ participating
schools; (b) calbunity representatives; - and (c) parAcipating local
ScOut Councils and Scout units; and, (d) selected parents.

2. The introduction and operation Of a pilot-program, limited in scope
but with alrtheessential elementeof the linkage/integrationalodel,

e

The Evaluation stage, ongoing throughout theprOjet, involv=ed overseeing

and monitoring the design, development and Implementation phases, 41nd provided

information:for' (a) decision making in the course of the!project (formative

evaluation)-and (b) judging the .overall worth of product,.outcomes (su(nmative

evaluation). Design evaluation,was accomplished at various levels and included

youth cparents and professi opal representatives froM the participating agencies:

The final stage, rarclPl2LinhLans2siReorfory'tin_, iticluded this report

covering findings, the final development of a linkage/integratio, model,

and'recommendations for further research and,development effortsCwhich could
.

be undertaken, by SCOUTING/USA.

12



INTERACTION. BETWEEN BAR WEST LABORATORY
AND NATIONAL STAFF OF'SCOUTING/USk

nterac ion occurred between Par West LE'')oratory (FWL) and the national

level staff of SCO NG/USA throughout all phases of the project..

Drs. Ivan Stafford, SCOUTING/USA's Associate,Director of Finance Development

and Bela Banathy,

Director, met

West Laboratory's Instructional and Training Systemi Program

W.-project monitors in the Office of Education the 28th of

October, 1976. The following day, r Banathy visited SCOUTING/USA headquarters

and presented a seminar to_key, staff on linkage systems.
1

To further study the-state of the art, Ord Robinson, FW Project Coordinat6f*,

.

attended the Cournissioner's Conferentron.Careerlducation in Houston, Texas,

from Mon , November 8,1976, through Wednesday, November 10. 1976. The

necessity and value of linkage between formal-education and community-groups and

agencies in fosteriqg career education programs Was emphasized. At the conference

she met with natioal,Scout staff members and Exploring execution order, to

* exchange informatiom.regarding national and local programs..

On January 6 and 7., 1977, Dru ,Robinson visited the SCOUTING/USA headqua ers

in New Jersey. There she me wi a Audrey Clough,.Associate Director of Exploringl

Richard Dutcher, Associate Director of Scouting; Forrest McVi car, Associate

Director of Exploring; Russell Williams, Associate Director of Cub Scouting, and

others. Topics discussed included: 1) the national level goals and objectives

of SCOUTING/USA; .2 th-e produCtion by/focal councils Of Exploring - sponsored

Career Seminars; and 31 the progress of.the linkage project.

On JanuarY 26 and 27, 1977 chard-Dutcher, Associate Director of Scouting,
4

SCOUTING/USA; visited Far West Laboratory in San Francisco and attended a Design

Committeemeeting.in Alameda. the Design COmmittee meeting he contributed'

13



to model development and' provided input rega g.natiorial.application of the

model. I Later,- he reviewed the progress of the Design CpI ittee to date,,
b

stressing that model developersAust address themseiv, to the-fact tha Alameda

i ah atypical council. In addition, Mr. Dutchpr'exaMined and commented upon

the career education goals and objectives extrapolatediby Far West Laboratory

staff from Merit cadge requirements and materials.

Audrey Clough,Alsociate Director of Exploring, visited Far West Laboratory

on Februar 16 and 17. She contributed specifications for career seminar

linkagematerials and presented national perspectives.on linkage at the Exploring level.

She met with Alameda SCout Executive Dick Hipskind and Director of Geer

Education for the Alameda Unified School,Distrfit Robert Meier to disc ss

expectations for and pOte ti41 contributions to the linkage effort.

, _..., _/-
,

On March 3,t4 and 7 far West Laboratory staff met with Russell Williams,

/V'

.

re .

Assoc*ate,Uirector of-Cub Scouting, SCOUTINWUSA in San Francisco, Points-,

j_____,

,-. :.)

disissed at these meetings included: the basic thrust and'Structure of Cub
,

\

,

coutingas well_as\the'projected Calendar' of Events through%AuoUst 1978;
I

SCOUTING /USA's ,interest in career education and an Alabama-based project entitled

Pi-oject Free En erprise; and an' agreement that Far West Laboratory would report
/

findi cgs from a review of selected Cub Scout .literature on May 1, 1977:

'14





SECTION

RIPTI1 OF THE PROJECT/

The stages thmugh which project goals were attained are described here.

A. RESEARCH, ANALYSIS AND MODEL DESIGN

The intention here Was to establish the information /knowledge base requi red

for designing the linkage model. Ah extensive )fterature searchof relevant

arircies, periodicals and books yielded information that provided the basis for

the selection of _the generic characteristics of the linkage model .and, further,

for_destgn of the model 'at more specific levels of .application,

A report On the results of the literature survey summarized these findings

according to two general ofegorieii (1) coherence; Are the sets of operations

'defined clearly? Are they useful? Are they connected to each other by a

qogical:tissve th4t constantly and purposefully directs them to the specified

(linkage) end? and (2) adaptability? 1$ the model -sensitive to new information

and new neeJs? Can the structure adjust or regenerate itself without losing

power Or significance so thlat'diffiCUltiOS M.
1

resolved or the appropriate ends

acri vcd?

Within these two general categories the literature review delineated some

fUrther reqUireilenti for successful interagency linkage at various levels of spec-

ificity. For exa ple, the- need for considering the social, political and econ-

omic contexts of the participating, organizations encompasses the simplest and most

obvious first step for linkage- finding past linkages that were. effective.

In addition to the report on the literature survey, which served as an

important sodrce, for designing the linkage model, a series of fOur papers (by
S

a Panathy),relatedto alternative design methodologies forTconstructipTlinkage

is and programs was distributed to linkage'project staff and Design committee

17
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members. Inc GuTtir yeti sit 1-1.9 411Wt-i in this l

them in the design process for= their specific programs.

PILOT ACTIVITIES

guide

The Alameda Unified School District and the 16Cal Scout Council of Alameda

were identified as the representative agencies for the pilot Program: Partici-

pating agencies were selected through the cooperation of the national staff of

SCOUTING/USA lfor the nonformal sector) and the district level of the Alameda

School District (for the formal sector).

The Scouting participation, initiated on the national level, was arranged

through the Golden Gate Scouting Consortium--an organization of Bay Area

Scouting -oups. Ttle Alameda Council Scout Executive invited members of hi

volunteer staff to partic.ate in the program.

In the Alameda School District, initial contact was made with the SuPer-
-,i

intendent of Schools, who then enabled the project staff members to meet with

district level personnel.' Those district level people (Assistant Superintendent

in charge of Educational Services and the' Coordinator responsible for the career
.

education program of the district) then, coordinated the, selection of district

schools and personnel participating in the project.

Pilot activities for this project occurred on two levels Design Committee

and program.

1. Design Committee Level

The Design Committee consisted- of-seventeen people representing the Alameda

District, ;.,e Scout Council and the Far West Laboratory. The tasks of

8
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Lhc linkag2.C.11 '.'w

program development and Implemencing the linkage program,

Committee members were selected from various levels of the participating

organizations. Representing the Alameda Unified_Scheol District were teachers

from each school level (elementary, middle, and high school), counselors,. a
.

school vice-principal and. district Substitute teacher time

was paid for by the project.

The 1661,ScoUt representatives included the Scout Executive and

,volunteers working with the divisions within Scouting. 'Representatives from

the national Scout staff were present at several meetings.

-It was recognized early that attendanteat'the-daytime Design Committee

meetings would be difficult for Scout leaders- because of their.work commitMentsk,

Therefore, a part-time Scout liaison worker was employed by-the project to

convey iiT7--rmation and to coordinate plans between school and Scout participants

Eight all-day Design Committee meetings, involving all members, were held.

.

Various other meetings, involving smaller groups, were ,called when group members

indicated a need.

During the first Design Committee meeting an-Outline of Project PhaSes-
,

Was presented. It was stressed that the events occurring in each stage :would

depend' upon feedback from the last phase. At this first meeting, the concept

of linkage was introduced. Ideas implicit in linkage, as well as potential

costs and benefits, were examined, A need for cooperation, interdependence and

resource sharing was established. Stated as points to examine further were:

' 0 communications;

o community needs;

19
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boundary imperatives;

O per so 1 commitments and how to develop them;

O potential inequalities and conflicts.

Many.of the important components of a systems approach to education were

mccrwrzed. Powc,xT, goals of each of tfte, particloating organizatio: and hovr

they relate to the general interest of the learner was needed.

At the second Design Committee meeting; member's addressed. themselves to

the previously stated' need for clarification of the goals of participating

agencies and hoW thesegoals relate to the general interest of the learner.

Each Committee member in turn spoke about personal and organizatiOnal interests',

needs, resources, experietices',:and perceptions of linkage. 'Discussion again

turned tolinkage concepts such as further definition of linkage; the ways

which the untqueness ,clf an organization'eetails the uniqueness of organizational

linkage; the facilitator and the role of boundary personnel;and the structure of

the linkage system.

Those who attended the second Design Committee meeting recommended that the

nal product include a professional development component. It was agreed that

Far West Laboratory would integrate knowledge and resources from related projects

(for example: Experience-Based Career Education\, a national model developed

by the Laboratory). A 1976-77 school calehdar, noting significant dates in the

`school year, was circulated to help _the Design Committee plan for foture.meetin

The third meeting'opened with a slide and sound presentation of. the Far West'

Laboratory EXperienCe-Based Career Education project. Information presented ea e-
1

the concern of some members about making the-transition froM the theoretical

.1

-aspects of model development to,the practical aspects of program develOpment.

Committee members then returned to the topiC of personal and orianizational

perceptions of linkage.' Both sthool and Scout representatives° reiterated theilir

20



interest working together and their concern over such items as -urance,,,

sharing of information., legal considorationS and supervision.

The rest of the session was largely devoted, to discussion of a paper

,discussing design considerations relevant to ''institutional programs for linkage'

t

Among the topics were: legal and fiscal constraints; clearly defining goals

objectives and linkage expectations; and the need for continuous self-evaluation

(correction and adjUstment) and self crititisM of the functioning of the linkage

Also, therole.of boundary personnel or linkage management, systematic imple-
0

mentation arrangements, reward systems and provisions for conflict management

vrvbroached. One point stressed in the course of a complex- discussion was

that linkage could be perceived as a way in which organizations can respond

to the entirl community and its resource-4,
. .

Alsolthe role of the Design Committee.was again clarified and-representatives

fromOe school district, the Scout Council and the Far West Laboratory discussed

the allocation of role responsfbilities'for.developing-and implementing activities

during the pilotqbases of the program..

In an attempt to further delineate the reaponsibt ities-of the Design.

Conn ttee,a memorandum was distributed to Design Committee members before the

fourth meetinr stating that the meeting's purpose would be "to gather ideas and

make some choices for the instructional arrangements--and the resources

needed to carry them out--for a joint Alameda. Schools/SCOUTING pilot prograM

in career education." FOir the purpose of planning, Design Committee members

were asked to think in terms of-the following interrelated levels:.

High schools 'and Explorer Scouting

Middle schools and Scouting

6 Elementary schools and Cub Scouting

Far West Laboratory presented a number of idea papers

21
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including etiapaper77that dealt with establishing et6iAl and aesthetic objectives

for rreer education nn th gchool 1v17s

Aext, several topics were discussed, One the major issues agreed upon

.was the importance of awareness, as a first step, on both teacher and student

levels. Teachers, it was concluded, would need to be made aware of the value

of the Scout program. suggested to accomplish this included

offering teachers a class, workshop or in-service :trainlng to explain how the

Scout program can coordinate with the school prog ; emphasizing the -benefits

of the Scouting program during teacher orientation sessioms;,and disseminating
.

'Ian informational packet. It was pointed out that if students gathered material

for'such an informational packet, their awareness of the advantages of partici-

pating in -a Scout program would increase as well. It-was also recognized, however,

that some students might hesitate to openly support-such a program:because of
. .

peer pressure. ,Another 'suggested strategy that would increase awareness on

both levels was that of presenting the Scout program at a school assembly.

' ,
Discussion then turned to the important advantages that would accrue to

organizations participating in the project. Representatives- from the public-

school system perceived the linkage project as an opportunity to receive

excellent materials-(I.e., Merit Badge Pamphlets) for use in the:clatsroZ)m. Also,

the school/Sout linkage was perceived as a way of indiviqualizing instruction.

Scout representatives looked forward to sharing this material with the school

for several reasons. First, theyevidenced,the hope that'the.barrier of

exclusivity that has surrounded Scouting would diminish, and second, they saw

the school system functioning as a disseminator of Scout' information. It 'became

apparent, then,' that representatives of both groups would be pleased to see,,

Scout materialsmaterials used in career centers as well as classrooms. The possibility

of Scout activities qualifying students/Scouts/for school credit was also

discussed; as was the possibility of,greater parent participation'in both

22



school and Scout programs.

to fifth : mccting,

level development begun the week-before.

education were used.. to focus attention on goals. Members of the Design Committee

compiled the following list:

Career Education
0

man cnn
J,

documents related to careerVarious

Goals:

Career Awareness

Self Awareness

8ppreciations and Attitudes

Decision Making Skills,

Economic Awareness

Skill Awareness Beginning Competence

Employability Skills

Educational- Awareness

LiaLEE_PossibilitiPs:

Cross Tutoring/Training

Sharing of Materials

Scout Credit for School Activities

School Credit for Scout Activities

Collective Projects

COmMunity Relations /Recruitment

Sharing of Joint Projects. with Wider Community via. Scout /School
Connections

Capitalize on Scout Mobility

Teacher /Scout Leader Liaison



yes:7

Awarenevs o-f Career of.Family.an&F

Perception. of Careeri- as,Clusters

ramqiarity with Tool's And How to Use Them

-Students Able U\TAke Responsibility fa. Selves

Students Given Realistic Expectations

Activities:

Career Fairs

Guest Speakers

Field Trips

Career Possibilities Identified in C -unity Jobs (i.e. t ,n Er' gy
and. Land User

At the sixth meeting, Design Committee Members were asked to think ablut

an, overall, evaluation plan. Far West Laboratory representatives ind:cater

that evaluation would be conducted on both Design Committee and program levels.

To guide the Committee's,assessment of the Overall Evaluation Plan,, Far Ve

Laboratory suggested the following categories:

WatatARELMTIEL:

What additional information should-be sought?

_What additional sources of-information shoUld be us

O Are there additionatimes when, information should be gathered?

O Ait.e there additional methods of gathering information that.
should-be used?

Are there too many evaluation requirements for the Design Committee?

® Are sources appropriate for information sought

Will the presence of observers interfere with school /Scout program
procedures?, -
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Usefulness:

To what extent will and type pf infg .
at1on sought b-

useful in model and rrgr sign

What 14 the anticipated lsefulness of impact eval on

improving the program.

Whe_ ern thn methods en, fnr n til .409 j flfr9 ion li k. -ly

to produce meaningf41, 4190 fi cant' informati on?

c-- end' ions ;

0 What are The reCOMMI14419n4 for revisions in the evaluation plan?

meeting 'participants also discusSe0 the 4PrOxiMate date of 'the pilot test.

t was confirmed that the .best- time woul

r4n.six weea, n anticipation of

necessary materials, which Far We

be March.April and the the test would

it ichOrs Were asked to request the

LaPer orY ould purchase with project funds,

in early February. The Cur nit then WW1* erOgrem development efforts.

Before the seventh meeting, ComMittee meMber4 were notified that two

representatives of the scOuTINVIAA Notional Staff would Tend. Also, Far West

Laboratory sUggested that faaier efforts be concentrated inIthe following areas

1) Evaluation Flan A

COMPlete selected evaluation materialst. answering questions about

the proce5s 404 to Plan the pilot program; and,

Onsider. ideas for the evaluation of the pilot program itself.

Goaisandplgeotlyes

Look at the goals and ob,iectjyes of Scouting and the public
schools in career education to determine overlap, and applicationon

to the pilot program..

(1) Met- PrganTLILUNTI1Jti

continue planning
public relations.

lth special attention to fiasibility and

National level representatives from SCOUTING /LISA ere ntroduced; the

ttee members were browiht LTA° date on the'activities of the Scout Liaison_



member:and the possibility. of producing an audio-visual preSentation on the

linkage process was discussed. At this meeting, committee members finished

program level development and received evaluation instrtiments

Representatives of participating agencies in the Design .Committee meetings

were not only largely responsible for the design of the linkag process and of

tic pilot program, but also accomplished several important steps in developing

the linkage model.

First, Far West Laboratory utilized these meetingp as'a base from which to

introduce and disseminate information on the concept linkage itself. Second,

tentative but significant,persoinal contact between bOUndary personnel was

.established._ Third, information was shared between/the'Scout Council and the

Alameda School District regarding available and potential means, tools and

resources that could be components of a pilot program of linkage/integration.

Fourth,.specific interest areas and program plans'were developed.-.

A major part of Desigh'Committee effort was devoted' to the development, and

construction of the pilot program. This involved the consideration of various.

means, tools, resources,-methods and procedures. "It also involved the identifi-

.cation of critical means-, tools and materials hot-yet available. Plans for

the introduction of pilot testing were' put into final form and specific arrange-

ments for'the implementation of these plans were made.

The Scot! t liaison member of the Design Committee made contact with Scout

leadersat several Scouting events. Response was positive and nececs V

,angements 'we made for coordinating interaction between these Scout leadert

and school personnel..

Pubjicity for-the program was secured through-the local newspaper and

through such service organizations as the Rotary Club. Interest on the-part of

teachers, students, parents, Scout volunteers and Scouts was thus-generated.
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The collaborative strategy that evolved was entitled "The-Alameda Community

Awwpryiss Prilloct" (ACCAP).

,,TheACCAP program concentrated upcii careers in energy and land use and

included relevant field trips' and speakers. It decided that the udent

participants would be sell,ected through the Alameda Scout Council and, for

purposes of the pilot program, would be limited to twenty-five students at

middle and high school levels. Scoutmasters were informed of the program and

Scouts were, invited to participate. By involving themselves in the program,

Scouts could earn partial completion and completion certificates for badges

and skill awards.

'asks related to implementing the pilot prugraM included:

clearing all plans with local school administrators
(district' evel personnel and principals);

sending letters to parents of selectees before the start of the

n,program

checking insurance coverage with the Scouts;

selecting agencies and' speakers for field trip visits-atig
making school presentations (agencies- considered inclugd
The Bay Model, a.Marine Ecology Research Facility, .the

local power company, a nuclear power plant or nuclear-powered
ship, a solar-energy demonstration house, and a National Audubon

Wildlife Study Area

arranging an orientation e 1 g for participating students

cifij

conducting p-study of the Scouting requirements to determine
exactly what particiRants could gain from tie pilot program
that could contribute to their adVancement -n Scouting;

arranging transportation.

School and Scout personnel worked together to handle the arrangements

of the pilot program plan. The overall for the program was rridied

by a high school counselor, who was' in nharge of the Career Education-

n his schoo In that position, he supervised a new paraprofessional who



was responsible for daily operation of the Center. As part of her training

process, the paraprofessional assisted in the coordination of the ACCAP plans.

both organizations planned to contribute resources. Fur example, Scouts

had an excellent insurance program that covered the students on field -,pr

as well as experience in organizing teams of parents' to7provide trans.po tati on ,

Thus thcy rcsponsiblc f thosc e of thc pro ram. The sch ol,

on the other hand, provided such facilities as th.. above-mentioned Career.Center

for the Orientation Meeting; and such staffas the Paraprofessional it *large of

the Center.

Since the'last week of the pliot-prOgram coincided with Public Schools Week

in Alameda the pilot program was featured in a display in the high school

Career Education Center.

In summary, the ma5Or linkage activities included:

:Use of school. and S6vt fixilities and resources to plan and
conduct a career education program. The exemplary.program
that developed was entitled the Alameda Community Career Awareness
.Project (ACCAP). This year's-program had an environmental emphasis
and involved twenty -eight students /Scouts representing seven schools
in the Alameda Unified School District, and the Alameda'Council of
SCOUTING /USA. The prject provided students/Scouts with a series of
events exploring,environmental careers through Speakers, field trioS,
and experiential activities.

USe of Scouting literatureespecially Merit Badge pamphlets--
in the Career Centers at both Alameda'and_Encinal high schools
and in selected classrooms, (Of Design Committee members) at
all three levels thigh hool, middle school and elementary school).

Use of Scouting's insurance plan to cover students _involved. in
joint school /Scout career education activities.

4' Use Of the Career Center at Encinal High Sc}'ool to display
Scout posters and literature, especially Public Schoo
Week.

Scouts who had participated in the- linkage programs made'classroom
Obsentations in other classes as well as in their own classes.



in addition to the ACCAP program, one teacher also conducted a classroom-

bas program focusing on,. but not limited to, careers in environmental education.

School/Scout linkage activities in this program included:

Use of Scouting's personal growth agreement in the ssroom; and

Use of a JOB-0 career-interest survey to match career selections
with interests of students and Scouts.

Goals for this career education program were:

Through use of 30B-0 and a computer program, students would learn about
careers for which they are suited.

Students would have an increased awareness of

1) career possibilities;

E.7.eer requirements

career availability n Ihe future; and specifically,

career opportuniti" in conservation.

Students would explore a specific career and-report their findings
to the class.

Various materials were used. Activities included matching job titles with

duties performed and learch_ng the classified section of newspapers for a

variety of job types, (e.g., day vsnight, standing vs. sit,'ihg, indoor vs.

outdoor.)

The major linkage activity involved three student/Scouts who, after

learning about.and taking the JOB-0 in class, administered it to their fellow

Scouts at a troop meeting.

Merit Badge pamphlets were used in classrooms 6- other Design Committee

members and, while they were not necessarily specifi as career education

materials, they provided career-related content-for those classrooms.



EYAOATION

The evaluation of a linkage project can be viewed on four leve learner,

instruction'. l, institutional and societal. While the scope of this six -week

product meaningfui ?VcliUtt tt,9 019 sal
the learner, instructional and institutional levelswas possible. Within this

context, evalUation was both formative and summative. Since -the purpose of

this evaluation was to examine processes as well as products% a need was recog-
,

nixed in the everall'evaluetion plan-for evaluation of both design and impact,

and instruments were developed addressing these needs.

During the design phase, Design Committee nembers were asked to provide

Far West Laboratory With feedback in two major ways. First, a questionnaire.

entitled: "Critique, of the Design Committee Process" was distributed', to all

members. This questien*re required respondents to consider the usefulness,

deficiencies and strengths of the process used in formulating the design of a

linkage model. and program. cnnd, the Design Committeemeetings themselves

were a forum where opinions, attitudes, experiences and ideas, were rshar' and

discussed. Committee members understood that they were to play their roles

m a self-conscieus manner: that is, members-were encouraged to verball,

examine and criticize their own roles as participants in the committee.

Additional feedback on the Design Committee process was provided by a

Far last. Latcr;ato y observer/p articipant, the attended all meetings aA docvment

and suggested direction for the proceedings.

Other evaluation strltegies employed during the design phase of program

development included additional questionnaires and group discussions.. A form

.?entitled: "Questionnaire for Design Committee During Development of School/

30
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`Linkage Program" was distributed ll-. members. This questionnaire asked

respondents to report and discuss already-existing school/Scout linkage arrange-

ments and desirable improvements, to rate the extent to which various possible'

types and degrees of linkage were desired, to list perceived benefits and costs,

and to discuss the perceived feasibility of various linkages.

Near the completion of the Committee's program design work, gro-up discussion

and a questionnaire aimed at admihistrators focused attention on anticiRated

cost-effectiveness,problems within and feasibility of programs,and the extent

to which resources and components of school and Scout programs were expected

to be utilized.,

At an orientatiori meeting, Design Committee representatives presented the

Alameda Community Career Awareness Project program to interested Scouts and their

parents. At the end of the meeting,,euestionnaires were distributed to Scouts

,and parents to determine their reactions to the presentation. These questionnaires

elicited information regarding attitudes toward the program, previous learning

experiences and current awareness of career education.

In order to monitor the ACCAP program, the linkage proj4ct coordinator

interviewed teachers,'coonselors and administrators in the field during the

Pi ot-testflhasei The purpose_of,theStrinerviews was threefold. First, the

interview was structured to prOvide a working description of.the program.

Second, it provided information 46cerning participants' attitudes toward the

organizations'involved. Third, the questions served a troub)e7shooting functio

The last ACCAP activity was a presentation on careers in. regional parks,

given by a-Park Manager and coordinated for the schools by the Scout Council

,,fIExecutive.- InConjunction with that event, a Career Seminar Resource Packet was

developed by Far West Laboratory and tested by the Scout Council b(ecutive. A copy

of this packet is included in this report. The packet galie guidelines for presenting



an outside speaker. Ad evaluation form, asking for commits on the quality

and utility of the packet, Was then distributed to the user and td others
4

involved.

Finally, athe fait Design ComM e meeting held after the pilot program

had come to a clOte; an. "Evaluation of the Pilot Program" form Was distributed

to Design Committee members. This instriment),was designed to elicit attitudes`

the linkage program, improvements in linkage and Curricula, hosts /benefits,

of linkage', degree of attainment of liklkage desired, .changes` in pepptions of

the organizations involved; degree of receptivity to change, desire to continue/

expand linkage, and the usefulness of procedural guides.

The significance of the pilot test to the overall progress of linkage is

necessarily limited in scope. As stated earlier a six-week pilot test of this

sort cannot hope to affect linkage significantly on all-levels: societal,

institutional Instructional and learner. Time,.then, was a severe limitation.

Another problem was insufficient involvement of personnel from all levels

of the organizations.. For example, unit leaders from the Scout Council and

school principals from the school district were two groups which should have

been consulted with and informed about the project more than they were. Their

input would have been especially valuable in development and evaluation-stages.

A fregOintly discussed topic at Design Committee meetings was the importance

of motivation for linkage. In the case of the pilot test, impetus for linkage

did not originate within either of the linking organizations. Instead, it was

imposed upon the organizations involved.- This caused Design Committee members

and program leaders-to state that the linkage aspects of their programs were

sometimes forced: An actual interorganizational linkage would not have this

p oblem, Since the decision to link would be an internal one.

Finally, the part played by Far West Laboratory was more than that of



disinterested third party #40 Watt Lahorate )0it d tasks and provided

ser ices that were relevehi to, but biyorldb the usual duties of facilitator.

Ft 1 I Ci igNAL AND ttitERPRETATIoN

This section i s divided into (1) and t2

1. Design :Phase

Findings analysis and i

nesponbes 1.41 inrtg

tMpactphases.

rprtpti o: of the Desi gn phase are based Upon

or 1911 COMM __,PrOC

b) questionnaire for Design Committee buring Development of School/Scout

Linkage-Program; and d). Quest ons fur AdMiniatratort.

a) Response Wt. -:CritiOtie -of- the bast 'n.CdOinittee prpte-s

Representati of SCOUTING /URA end tht Alameda Unified School District

had soma difficulty working within the Design Committee context.

While DesAgn Committee me t raft d againSt meetiings devoted'

to discussion of the l i Pik &Ue siodel they altb complained of "not
. --

enough dific with regard to lt of the project. This

contradictory message suggests that lithough Far West Laboratory

presented enough material, it nevertheless was not'fully,successful

in comuniceing,the relevant information to Design CoMmittee members.

The participants were largely uncomfortable Working in a relatively

open-ended situatiOn. Sdme would have preferred to-have been told wheR: was

required, rather than to face the number of options that Far West
I.

Laboratory offered.



The was also oriticiS0 of the meetings themselves. F

was stated that they sh ld have been spaced farther

they should have been mo informal. Third,-Scout

_

have taken an active 1 early fn the-pro ect de

'Criticism of botb the me odeselectien of gn

Second,

upit leadert s

lopment Phase

ittee me

and the lack of formal p °vision for adminis 'rative approval /par icipation

at the individual school was also voieed

Finally, several gn Cominittee me bars were uncomfortable ab-

being asked to ca y on design an evaluation activities. S

expressed their lief that it Was Far West Laboratory's respo
I

sibility

to design the linkage programs and evaluate the design committee process,
I /

presumably without the requested input.

The Most helpful aspects of the Design Comm tee process incl ded

exchanging ideas,ind information, meeting at one another's pl tes of

business and becoming more-familiar with one another's intere is and

perspectives. When asked whether Or not the Deiign Committee process

was helpful and whether or not it would be helpful to others, the

majority responded that it was-and would be very helpful and useful.

o: quest
Devel

onnaire for. Design Committee Durdng
Anent of S ool/Scout Linkage. Program

A majority of Design COMmittee members indicated no previous4 perience''

,

,

with linkage. Chu introduced to the idea, however, most agreA it

would be either "desirable" or °very desirable" to establish institutional'

linkage arrangements. Specific linkage arrangements that participants,
.

said would be most teneficial included linkages,between school personnel



d out
nkage would fester

actitea cross and

and

Committee also mentioned sol fat o thai inhibit,th±a`desir-. r

ability of linkage, including colts in terms of time corking beyond
tY

Alt0,
/

normal buiiness hours) and d that those not

interested in contributing to.the linkage 'afar (and there ore not
. _

reaping the benefits) might rbesent"thOse brat, do TheDetig Committee

tr,m.1. " .n a d-tha ...... i kla etas II d durtug

the'design and impinnentaiion of linkage ireclu A. scheduling -(initial

los of efficiency and the n mit in many fb or attic
a

As previously stated, Design COM

in factor of lihkage-ihan against

it

trying to establish and /or expand school/gnu 1 n

a to reduce fragmenta
of belonging'

to utilize previously untapped resources;

to effect greaterAearning and peer group socialiIation;

to create wider interest and respect for Scouting;-

to improve the quality of school And Scout programs;

to, minimize duplication of human and phYtiCal resources,
thereby raising quality while lowering cost; and

and ease students1 sense.

totreate more learning options for students.



ReiPonie to; Questions for-AdWilistrators

Ddring thcdesign-pb e, administrato-r (i.e school

he Scout gxeceii4) members of the Design,ComUdttee held the opinion

being` Planned would adequately cover the kind and

of sebool/Scout-linkages-eaCh felt to-be!moit important._ H

cove moreever, they expressed the wish that teachers and studen

dirett encouragement to participate in Scouting-

The adiinistrators were sp it on the question of whether or not full

use of existing resources was accomplished in the program design.

One suggestion for increasing efficiency was to have Scout/student

participation in planning. The "need for a 1°61 projec manager to

_assist participants in planning activities and also to.monitor the

degree of achievement of each activity" was also stated.

'Administrators agreed thai: the program would probably be carried out

"completely as specified" or "almost completely as specified" in

the program design. However, they anticipated that'those implementing

the program might face problems in communicating the objectives of the.

program to non-Design Committee participants; in anging trans-

portation and. released time for school personhe4 in scheduling

of field trips and'act vities. Suggestions-for strategies that

might effectively deal with these difficulties-included publishing and

sharing plans with all interested parties especiallyschool principals

not involved in initial planning) and careful planning, and cooation

among schools, Scouts, troop leaders and parents.



veness of the program

ernetives to Proposed field trips ( "What exists

locally, that might achieve the tame objective? ). A second suggestion.

involved establishing the position ,of an on-site-coordinator at each

ggency office sin was pointed out that it was unrealistic to

d be available in each agency to coordinate and

execu kage-relited tasks-.

Isks analysis andinteroretation'of the Impact Phase of the .ACCAP project

based Upon responses to three categories of instruments: the ACCAP

onnaires for Sioutsi Parents, an 1 Teachers by the Career Seminar Resource

Packet Evaluation ; and c) thi- Design Committee Evaluation-of Pilot Program

Response, to the pardnt and Scout questionnaires distributed at the

ACCAP orientation meeting was positive,' warm and enthusiastic. There

was some constructive criticism (e.g.'"talk louder" and "Let some Scouts
,

do speeches' and stuff," and "Get the word to Scoutmasters and boys

as soon as possible "), but the majority reported the meeting as having

been well-un'and informative.

Students hat more, cautious than parent but again m

peoplepeoplelfourteen out of twenty -seven and eighteen out of twenty-seven

couts and eighteen out of. twenty -nine, and twenty -one out of



entynine for Parents, OtiVe ly) said that her thought pa-

tidipation in the project wa ery important" and that partfcipat ng

Scouti-would enJoithe\events " ery much.

.Averyone who returnedquestionnaire -decided. to .participate in the

project. Twenty-four parents out .of twenty-nine nty -four Scouts

out of twenty-seven said that the idea of schools and agencies such as

scouts working together on-such spedial projects as this one was ,a

"very good idea."

Ques (Aria wee e dydiA distributed the
conclusion of the ACCAP

experience. This time, Scouts, parents and one classroom teacher

of each SCout were asked to respond.

twenty-e ght part ctpating Scouts, twenty -four responded. The majority

stated they had learned from and enjoyed each of the ACCAP events. n

fact,.twenty Scouts reported.that..they thought the program was either

fairly or very .important to them persbnally. Four stated the program

was of average importance, and none stated it was either not very

important or not' important et all.

Fifteen Scouts said they enjoyed`the ACCAP activities "very much. ""

'Nice enjoyed them "quite a bit" and four said they were "O.K."

,Asked whether "the schools end Scouts shduld continue to work together

on projects such as this one, seventeen replied: "It's a ve y good



and two said theldea was average,

d the idea. was either not very good-or very poor.

Scouts were asked.if they had applied what they learned)

o Scouting activities. Ten Scouts replied they had not,

while eight said they, add had and three said they intended.to.

Three of the twenty-four did not answer the question. Asked if they-

had used 'information learned at ACCAactivities in schoolwork, twelve

replied that they had not, stx said,they had, two said. they intended

to, and four did not' answer the question.

Additional comments included suggestions for further ACCAP activities.

ought "it Would be more helpful to Work on only one Merit'Badge

her than parts of three," Other comments included such statements

'We AhoUld cOntinue it"; "It was f4n and I learned a lot'; and

."1 would like to be in another tine."

Seven parents returned post- ACCAP.gyestionnaii

Of these people, some had more than one child

o Far West Laboratory.

ideating in the pro-

gram. Asked to comment upon "What did yOu (or your son) thi-WCif the

event? do you think he learned? What problems, if 'any, did you

or he have? What did he seem to especially like? What else should

we know about his reaction to the event?", four respondents were able

to list specific items their children ha learned (or learned about),

one parent did not respond, and the other two responses were generally

favorable, but not sped*.



.

Two pare ed that t

for their.sons; four said

was "average importance.

considered the program very Im o an "

was "fairly important'!; and one said it

our repants stated that their sons

"; o said 'quite a bit'" and one said

and Scouts 'should dontinue to

as this one ' five said it was

fairly good idea." Generally,

enjoyed the events "very much

a 0.1( " Asked whether schoo

'work tcsgethe on special projects

"a very-go

sum

and two said "it's a

parents mere pleased with the program, C e parent, however voiced

concern that students "might miss too much chocil." Another parent

suggested that Merit Badge requirements be c pleted by the boys. as

ai group.

Finally, p rtidipatitg students were asked to give an ACCAP_HTeacher

Questionnaire" to one of their teachers*: Six of these questionnaires

were returned-by teachers to Far West Laboratory. One teacher voiced

reservations, concerning the effect of the,program on attitudes toward

school./ Others stated that missed schoolwork was not made up. Two

of the six teachers were unaware of- the ,program until they received
\

the-questionnaire and none of the teachii,i-repoited a carry-over-of

what students le arned on ACCAP outings into the clasSroom.

Evaluation: Career Seminar Resource packet-

The "Career Seminar Resource Packet" was compiled from several

SCOUTING/USA sources-. It .was intended to serve as a model guide for
7

a Scout Executive about -to conduct a Career Seminar. This prototype

model was distributed to and comments were solicited from six people:

two Scout representatives, -two school counselors, one school administrator,

and-one Para- professional in Charge of a high school career cente'r.
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Response to the packet wok -AltJ1000k-:041-f:.the

respondentSsai.d-;.that:.they.:W no previoue-elpetience or knowledge

of Career Seminars', all said that reading the packet,geve them a clear

notion of -Career Seminar it. All agreed that the packet would

be a. useful tool in organizing a seminar. Of the two Scout represen-

tatives who used the packet, one rated alp of the information as useful

and the other-Ica most of, the information es- useful. All respondents

were asked which aspec s of the packet were most useful. Responses

included:

entire packet;

Appendix A (Package f'w r Resource Reople).

e mnetrus.s.A v tccuuawki, anti

e the section outlining the four activity phases of groundwdrk.

The Scout representatives who implemented the Career Seminar

specific recommendations for additionsto the packet. First, they

suggested that the packet should state a need for resource, school and

Scout people -to Meet-and,plad -the details of the Career Seminar together.

The ,second suggestion was that seminar, leaders should be advised to

consider the size, 'as well as;,tha age, of the'audience.

Although the "Career Seminar Resource Packet' was originally conceived,

as a Scout.Executive's aids those who evaluated it agreed that it would

be Useful to school pe sonnel or to other organizations interested in

working with schools.

It was -nerally agreed that tiroducing a Career Seminar was a complicated

process. It involved prepdration and .follow -up activities as well as
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requiring representa ivies of hree separate anizat ons to join in

an efforti the benefits of which might not be immediately evident.
- I

Nevertheless, response to the Career Seminar idea,' as well is to the

Career Seminar Relource Packet, was enthusiastic.
I

Desi n Committee Eval on 0f Pilot Program

The Design Committee prckided- semmative evaluation of the pilo

project at the last Design Committee meeting, where an instrument'

entitleA: "Evaluation of the. Pilot Program" was distributed. Among

other things, this instrument was designed to elicit attitudes toward

the linkage program and suggestions for improvements in linkage and

curricula; tOdetermine the costs/benefits of linkage and ascertain
,

the usefulness of procedural guides. Thirteen Design Committee members

. were asked to respond to this questionnaire: Nine, people reported,

a greater appreciation of the application and value of linkage

arrangements while four replied that their basic attitude had not
P

changed over the course of the year.

Responding to a question concerning improvements related to the pilot

program, six people said that the curriculum had improved because of

the school/Scout linkage program. Other respondents cited increased

understanding, cooperatio and/or communication between the Scout

and school-staffs regarding their educatiowal goals and objectives.

Material sharing procedures and development of activities designed

to serve common objectives also benefited from the program.

Asked to respond to the question, "What have been the major costs
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of pr six people said_that money for

classroom subs ituies during the Coamittee meetings was

probably the majo cost. Other costs mentioned included additional

time responsibility fbr staff feelings offailure due to inadequate

linkage arrahgements,and money for purchase of such materials as the

Merit Badge pamphlets. 2

The list of major benefits was long. General ly, responses included

the folluding atigories:

increased awareness of one's own and other agencies as resources;

increased awareness of common' goals among agdncies;

reased awareness of the,o1rts de world 41 the classroom;

increased student interest in school and Scout programs;

opportunities for sharing and leadership experiences for all
participants;

the introduction of new materials /curricula; and

the refocusing and integration of an indivtdualis formal
and non-formal education.

Design Committee members were also asked whether or not the hoped-for

degree of linkage had been achieved.' Two respondents saidthat the

. degree of linkage attained coincided with their expectations for the

project. Two 'others stated that the degree of linkage attained some-

what, but not entirely, meeibeir expectations. _Of the five respondents'

registering disappointient in the degree of linkage attained, three

said that their major disappointment'stemmed from a lack of involvement

and participation on he part of Scout unit leaders.
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h their own and other

4 confi rmiti on of

d increased awarenessor no c

six-resp

in perceptions.

and app cia ion` of eitheiScouting or, of the possibilities and

dif icultits involved -in establishing linkage arrangements.-

Only one of the Design Committee members said that continuation of

;linkage was undesirablel"not enough time'is given to .learning...

reading, writ ig and math ). All other respondents. not only wanted

linkage to continue, but also offered suggestions for expansion. The

most common suggestion was to increase the number of participants and

participating agencies. Other Suggestions included:

O creation of an Advisory Committee composed of represeniatives
of organizations that are potential community linkages

e expansion -to other career clutters;

provision for early long-range planning; and

vxpansion of linkage to include those Schools/Scout units that
are willing to work together.

Finally, Design Comm ttee members were asked if procedural guides

could have been helpful to them, and what kinds of information such

guides,might contain Six respondents said they were satisfied with

the direction and guidelines Tered in the project. Ope felt that

procedural -guides would have been an inhibiting influence. One respondent

said that procedural guides "would help-.but..:inservice training ofi.
participants would be. better." Five respondents feit that procedural

guides could function to introduce and involve parti ipants in the

linkage process. Specific suggestions for guide sub_ ects included:
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ow ,- tal sh linkage;

what to expect from linkage;

ow'to call a meeting for all leadersend
n A cchno17

ach

how to organize and run an ntrar.- rganizational meeting'
deterMine if _linkage is desirable and feasiblp;

how to organize and run an inter-organizational eting to
establish mutual interest in linkage; and

how to disseminate information or rti cipating organizations
and on linkage itself.

__-/offaastorrwlalsis and jqrat%etationlr

Findings, analysis and 1.erpretation of the Dcsi9n Phase are based upon

responses to three instruments: a) . Critique of the Design Committee process;

b) Questionnaire for the Design Committee During Development of School/Scout

Linkage Program; 'and c) Questions for Administrators.

In the Critique, Design Committee members made specific suggestions

concerning Design Committee functions. The majority stated that the proces

worked well for them and said it would be'helpfuliuseful to others.

In responding to the ftiC154' Design Committee iremberc _prIrtp4

no previOUS experience with linkage. Eathusiasth was'neVertheless'high, and

Design Committee members suggeste,,specific linkagearrangements they perceived

as oeneticial. Costsof linkage were also indicated.

Adminicrator members (i.e. school adm trators or Scout executives

of the Design Comm ttee received an additional questionnaire. The consensus

expressedwas that the planned linkage program,Would be a significant one.
00

Isyefelor, specific smestions for increasing efficiency were presented. Several

impleMentation problems were anticiFiated and strategies for coping with these_

difficulties were-also suggested;
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Findings, analysis and interpretation pf the impact phase of the project

were based upon responses to: a) the ACCAP Questionnaire for Scouts, Parents

and Teachers; b) the Career Seminar .Resource Packet Evaluation; and _ the Design

Committee Evaluation of the Pilot Program.

Response from Scouts and parents to the ACCAP pre- questionnaim was favor-

able. Both interest and enthusiasm for the linkage progvvit were high. At

the conclusion ofthe ACCAP program, Scouts and parents were again queried.

was found that a high level of interest and enthusiasm had bean maintained.

Classroom teachers not previously directly involved with the linkage project

were less enthusiastic, and their response alerted the developers to the

importance of introducing linkage in a wide context early in the development

stage.

The,CareerSeminar Resource Packet was also evaluated. Responseto this

('type model was favorable. Respondents they received a clear notion of

tc, produce a Career Seminar. Those using the packet found it very helpful.

lmndations for additions to instructions and for wider dissemination were

also registered,_

Finally, .Marib3i w,,re astc to evaluate ne, linkage

program. A'majority of respondents' reported gaining a greater appreciation

of the application and value of linkage arrangements in general. Costs and

benefits to Scouting and to the schools, and the degrees of linkage achieved

were discussed, Respondents also reported gaining-increasedawareness and

appreciation of both their own and the other organization. The majorfty of

.committee members were strongly in favor of continuing the linkage and.offered

.suggestions pertinent to future linkage efforts.
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An intornrptatinn of rp45,710ar6 ffildin9% and, an ass s r -Jit of the nilot .

program outcgmes and model deign .44s led to.c, set of recommendations for

future projects to explore linkage areas between. the schools and

These recommendations fall-into five general categories:

1. Field Testing of the Mrldel;

2. Design and Development UT a Training Program for PoHnderY Personnel;

3. DeSign and Development of a Plan for Scout Dissemination of the
Linkage Models;

4 Emphasis. on Linkag- Attitudes Vithin the fO.rgan izatlor, end

Ueveiopment of Content Releva

L_IocaaLtkisLFthemm__
The linkage model contained here shout

Career Education Programs.

be vi d as an initial research

model which. can guide deVelopment-of a set of procedural guides. Thc, model

reflects the information contained in the KPOWledge base and includes- revisions

based on the pilot test data Asa Continuation of the effort to effect linkage

between the career education programs of Scouting. and the Schools, in extemive

field test of the model should be conducted. The resulting-adaptation of the

model should be applicable to a variety of se- ti Scouting

across the nation.

Further Study should.be conducted to expand the existing knowledge base,

could then be used to adapt the linkage and coordinationmodel designed

in the current prOject. Sub.objectives would include: (a) updating and analyzing

research findings- concerning interorgabizational Coordination; (b) collecting

and,organiiiI41ditional information about the goals, programs, and characteristics
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of the content area (career education) of schools and Scout rig;-- (c) further

determining their compati ty in matters concerning career education;

(d) developing working hypotheses; and (e) testing the hypotheses..

Fii u.f. V,T 2 ilecess,ilvy Lc. da 0;;S tha liarAc __AJ

model so that alternative linkage and coordination configurations could be

considered and theMostpromising ones selected for adaptation within the context

of.OmaCouncils And/or Districts.

The third step would be to develop or acquire the,ways-by which to active;

the program and to implement linkage and Coordination. Once the means, of

program implementation have been acquired, methods and procedures for their use

would have, to be described. At that1 point, an extended.field test program

could be censtruCtedincluding plans-for the introduction of the program and

for its evaluation.

s recommended that the field test linkage /coordination models he intro--

Auced into the setting of the participating o nizations for a period of four

to five months. The program would then be described and documented, and the

model revised accordingly. At that point, iissemination of the model :.ithin the

organization might be considered.
/_/

The adaptation of the general linkage model will involve the following

.

operatiOns:

Define organizational goals, programs and structural characteristics
of the agencieS participating in the linkage.

Determine goal, programs_ organizational overlap and compatibility.

Consider alternative linkage /integration configurations, and select
most promising configuration(s).

Design individual linkage coordination arrangements as alaptations-o:-
the general model.

Deveto imp ementation- 'ILA and make arrangements for implementation.

AP' Implement, test, and assess program impact and make adjustments.

0, Report findings.
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Development ofraTratninefremELfiejedlelypersennel

The analysis and interpretatiOn of the pilot test Findings clearly indicate

that the planning, implementation and-evaluation of linkage efforts require

tmac 501L4L22.e.V2t?ImAiTLialSLL-L!ILielti2LL:LaLiTIL6" trdineo la_LIMAUL,

procedures. The design and development of a training program should be accomplished

prior to the field testing of the model so that the training program cold be

pilpt-tested concurrent Y.

A training program or linkage system personnel should aim to facilitate

the development of competence in linking and coordinating educational programs

between Scouting and the schools.. The steps necessary to the accomplishment

of this training program are similar to the ones described above for adaptation

of the model:. first,'addttional research and analysis should be conducted in

order to eablish a knowledge bade relevant to the design of- the program;

-second, alternative designs for the program should be developed, the most

promising selected, and a training guide prepared; third specific training

materials should be developed, along with plans for test 1g them and arrangements

for introducing the program; and fourth, the training program'should be implemented

and evaluated and the findings_documented and reported.

The resulting training program for-linkage personnel would then be ready

field testing on a national basis. It should be emphastzed that the training

m focus would be on the 'experiential rather than the study mode. Since
8

linkage requires real skills, the training przlram would focus on .problem

posure within the functional context of Scouting and schools. Both pre-

and.in-service programs should be conside'red valuable.

Iraining_Requiremeqe_fer Linkage_ Personnel: A most important quality

of,a Systematically-designed/and developed linkage is'that it be self-generating

and adaptive. To maintain this independent adaptive quality, linkage personnel

mayneed competences beyond those of most organization managers.
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linkages, and are Imp' red in the general liF kage model. NeweVer to provide

the linkage personnel with he characteristics --at will insure adaptability, a

tra --ino system is required.

Linkage personnel need to knoa:tgpla_-ate i_05FsnAttAilitaihose

apAILAttapagtiol techniques for carrying outthe strategies. Moreover,

linkage personnel must knOv+_decisiortriglakin,anc-solving tedmi ues_that,

will the iinke...leetiye_kryi trui tfu I .

A linkage training program wouldaddress these areas:

Cbnt and problem -Sol y) The coordinator's role includes the awareness

of the valu-s; well as the dengers, of conflict and the skills: veded to handle

conflict. The coordinator must have,the knowledge and skill toforesee problems

and to bring, to bear resources of the linked oNAnizations to solve or channel

problems.

Negotiation an, Skill s The linkage arrangement mus,,; be

open 'to internal and external potentialities= Even after the initial negotiation

is completed, new situations that demand new negotiations may arise. Values,

goals,.and structures are going/ to be questioned', examined and reoriented ,icy

the iinkage,aAgemeht and by the linkage ,coordinator., Negotiation competences

are, themfore, imporwInt to the coordinator..

-5,11t2MLIhgpyAng Prac.i ee: Many of the qualideo of linkage arrangements

are derived from the qualities of systems in leneral. Thus, the coordinator

would be helped by knowing analytiea; and-5ynthetital skills' inherent in the

oach to unify !:eparate or fragmentedkoreanizatignal efforts;

on:' The,eoordinator's responsibllities include :judging objectively

the effectiveness and desirability of the linkage. The coordinator must know

S y.4 C

o'er . ht"* tpr i ctir ns deci ..rie different eteel, or on e different

goal and Integrate such dee, ons-intothe linkage.



o rlall sur` 3cuu S illtic1401 Lill e

A common and difficult problem for new project effo is to infor

others in the cAanization of the findings and products. Once the value of

linkage buLmen schools and Scouting has Peen established, interested individuals

thin Scouting must be enliste&those who are highly Motiuted to accompliSh

linkage. The question then becomes how 10 reach those individuals within the

organization who are ini;e. ted in the l 'nkage model, and in developing pro-

Cedural guides and or training programs for linkage personnel.

An intensive effort should be made to answer this question and to provide

access to the model.on a national basis; Products that would become a part of

this information effort might include: (a) a description of Models; (b) .a

,description of the research, development end impleMentation activities; (c) eval-

uation manuals; (d) reports on field test finds; (e) procedural guides- to

accompany linkage models; (f) a description of the training program; (g) pro-

cedural guides to accompany the training program; end (h) an update of the

literature review,'

information dissemination might be accomplished n the foll_. ng ways:

Distribution of a newsletter reportJng activities, results and participants
in successful linkage programs.

The design and dissemination of a brochure giving career education linkage
ideas.to content-related personnel in both. Scouting and schools.

issemination of inrormation on linkage/cooraination materials.

Dissemination of a filmstrip documenting Scouting's involvement in the
process of linkage.

The reporting of findings in appropriate professional periodicals and
at national conferences and meetings of SCOUTING/USA and the formal
education sector.

Future efforts might also consider the Ossibility of sending trained

acil i coups and/or c-3

linkage workshops. This is perhaps the,most effective method for reaching the .
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The above a ter.lFtives should each be given careful consideration, and any

or all of them included in a comprehensive information dissemination plan.

Emnhasis on-Linkage Attitudes Within the Orpanization''j

A special effort might be made ti. expand the thAking of Scouting personnel

to include the concept, of linking Scouting and the schoolS in a career education

effort. At the linkagetime, a positive linkage Attitude exists in A haphazard

'fashion in both,Scouting and in the public education comiunity.

This kind of effort is important in that results of the current project

clearly indicated that a key to the success of a linkage effort was the motivation

of. the participating organizations to accomplish such linkage, While the

development and implementation f a linkage model and:the linkage personnel

training program might contribute to a general climate favorAble to-'linkage,

they must be supplemented with other efforts to break down,the inherent resistance

on the part of any organization toward linkage. Careful attention should be

given to the findings in this area that are reported in the-model design of

the current project and other ways of contributing to new attitudes should

explored.

5. Development of Content Relevant to Career Educe

it 'was clearly,indicated-throughout the project that in order for a

successful linkage program to occur, the nelevint content of the educational
1

programs of the two, agencies must already be strang and effective. OtherWise,.

the linkage effort tends'tO be sidetracked by the need to strengthen the content.

The result may be to add on programs that require a great deal of staff time and

energy and serve to detract from the linkage effort.

s recommended that efforts be made tb develop the career education

ino at. All lnvels. This offnr4" should be viewed as a pre-linkage

requirement and can contribute substantially to the later success of a linkage program.
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F A RtNFRAI Norm.

APPLICATION TO THE ALAMEDA PROJECT

The general modals described this ,part of this
document,- first as--.it ,exists apart from any specific
application=and-tiaand; at-Wwii.apOlied to the
Project conducted in AlamedaCalifornia.

SECTION I A GENERAL MODEL

SECTION II THE ALAMEDA PROJECT:
quirsti.





In this section, we wi

Wilqk I

GENERAL MODEL

nt descriptions and definitions of key

linkage concepts and outline a 1 model for the linkage process. It should

be noted that the general model ts presented in order to detail a process that

has potential applicability in the creation-of cooperative,' coordinated...arrange-

ments (linkages) among-a veriety of formal and nonformal edLcational agenties.

The purpose of these linkages is to foster increased instructional/learning

resource capacity that can respond tothe needs of the learner in the-most

offocti and effiientmay. This general model.,can be used uy individoal agencies

to generate procedural guides relevant to their specific linkage requirements

Definition- of Linkage

Erty fink acing t`

An initial definitionof linkage consists of the following:

A tjalini is an arrangement between organizations whos internal components

llnw for 6Amitualcoordinatinn and/or exchange of resources and activities.

The expressed purpose of this arrangement is to achieve the goals and objectives

of each partitIpAtIng_o ani zation,

*In the case o- _Net he goal of these guides would be to accomplish

a linkage arrang nt between the career education programs of schools and
Scouting. Nere,10weverive Will discuss linkage .concepts and a linkage model

on a,ganerol bash only. kOication'ef the model to the Alameda projeCt

'All bit ditCuSd in Ptrt qr,ttV5n t!, 67. Th,1 ciPvlopTont of
procedurel.guides,should be the next step In Scouting's application d thss

model.



eqe.Ong in for years would

a local business providing speakers for a classroom career day would be a

linkage activity.

a 64e LAL.

n this definition. For instance,

From the standpoint of a linkage arrangement to expand education, the

difficulty with these types of activity lies in their looseness. They Are

usually carried out on an informal..,ad,hoc_basis.and are net usually executed
-0

in a way that anticipates the future needs of learners. They may also lack

institutional commitment. More importantly,_ they do not as a rule serve the

purpose of creating a structural relationship among agencies that increases their

potential -o- respond to the needs of the people they serve.

Thus, we suggest a tighter definition of linkage.

A ijrikk is a negotiated, authoritatiVe arrangement between organizations

the case of this general model, between.formal educational agencies and

another agency,in an expanded educatio pace) whose internal components allow

for a mutual coordination-And/or exchanges of resources or activities. The

expressed purpose to achieve not only each organization's-goals and objectives,

but also tp eel .gM mutually-defined goals and objectives that arise from

the linkage' process.

This definitiovimpl es that linkage is'a conscious process requiring

n tin o to !lly son

and objectives.-

the explicit detail, of goals

should be pointed out that while the linkage activity must

satisfy some portion of each organization's needs or goals, these goals oryneeds

do not have to be-Identical.-- From the standpoint-of the formal educational

system, linkage activities can satisfy educational or instructional goals.

0n the othir hand, from the standpoint of the other participating organilation,

4inkage activ ties ean_satisfy a wide variety of goals :eluding those that are

education, publ c service, or pertonnel oriented.
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For instance, a linkage arrangement between a school district's career

education program and Scouting's Exploring program mayysatisfy a different set

of needs for each organization. The school program's use of Exploring resources

may satisy a need for obtaining an additional, relevant curriculum resourte

and tie Exploring prcwaia wy be i3 isfying itS OW4 read for nt.al

members or fUtfilling a public. service obligation to the community.

In addition to satisfying,each organization's goals or needs, the linkage

process also e?lit ;is the 'licit Mdeatirication of goals and objectives and

the procedures an&structureg-to meet these. goals) for the linkage activity

A! if. Hence, in order t ensure that the linkage activity or ar anoement is

Successful, 'conscious planning ITOr' occur that will result in in additional set

of goals and objcetivee that full be unigee to those engaged`in the linkage

process.

Role of_ipde vp jslent linkage Agent

Up to this point, we have suggested. that linkage occurs between two or

. more independent organizations with overtures being initiated by One organization

an&transmitted to another. There i however, another alternative. Linkage

rirtld be facilitated by a third party - -an lependent, relatively neutral

organization. Although there is relatively little precedent for a third party,

facilitating the linking of organizationS for educational purposes, this type

of coordinating agency is relatively common iii tine tea6 care soci

delivery systems. Benson '974), in reviewing -the litei. e for applied

modes of coordination for welfare agencies, suggests that a third party can

influence cooperative interorganizational coordination. Thus, much of the

literature that may be useful to derive a model applicable to educational systems

would. be draWn from the health Ad social services fields.
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3. Roles In Linkage Rola-

Although linkage has been discussed as occurring between organizati

institutions, it most he unders1H-d that the actual coordination, planning

decision-making and 'implementation activities are carried out by people. These

people represent the institutions and in this capacity commit the institutions

to do `iiore than they, as ndivi 49ls, can do. When a third party enters the

picture; another group of individuals is involved. Thus, we suggest that

distinct categories of individuals, each with, differing roles, ire invo y

the linkage process:

rF

Boundaryjersonnel.: These individuals represent the participating

organizations and as such have the authority tb go beyond each

organization's limits or boundaries to perform communication and

negotiation, roles regardin the linkage proCess. A number of

fndividuali may be included in the boundary personnel from each

organization. One of these individuals shoUld, however, be appointed
I

as Cooranator. It will be the )responsibility of this individual to

coordinate the linka e. rocess within zati

Linkage Facilitator: The linkage facilitator represents the thfr-d=

22rIyailigmAy play a role ininitiating_and maintainingthelinkage:

arrangement. As a result acilitator,must possess the skills

to analyze organizations linkage arrangements and provide

the framework for implementation of these arrangements. The linkage

-4
facibtator may also provide training for bou dary personnel,,particu,7

.larly the linkage coordinator, u flat pidnoed activities can be

-carried out effectively. (Note: The question of support and source

of authority for linkage facilitators in the educational setting

is n lmnnrtant. that hac not ,,e0n fully OplorPd..)
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Costs and'Benefits of Linka e

Although we are suggesting that the long-range benefit of linkage - related

activities would be to expand the systems space of education, on a sho rt --term

basis there are a number of costs and benefits that each organization must

consider in the linkage process. A list that was developed by Beal and Middletor

(1915) follows. It has been adapted to illustrate ossible costs and benefits

from an educational agency's perspective. Since' any one of these costs and

benefits may provide powerful motivation for an organization to enter into or

avoid linkage, they might best he dealt with by a third-party facilitator.

(1) BENEFITS-POTENTIAL'

a. Maximize, make optimal use of or expand resources baie. Resources may
include money, -physical facilities, equipment, supplies; publications,
services, administrative staff, pans,-professionals, volUnteers and
available knowledge and skills.

b. Reduce-overlap pr duplication of programs or acti es.

Enlarge scope of present programs.
F

d. /Reach neveand different groups of people.

e. Create more effective programs--programs with more impact.

f. Coordinate and integrate each organization's input into a larger
program with greater impact.

g. Eliminate mistrust, competition or conflict

OSTS-POTENTIAL

Some autonomy may be lost.

b. Requires. time and energy tc initiate and maintain linkage.

c. -Creates po,teitial for experiencing difficulty in-determining benefits.

t

d Creates tok;Is4on as who should take credit or success or failure.

e. ExpoNes organizational weaknesses.
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It shouldbe noted th-t additional costs and/or benefitsrelated more directly

to the Specific organization participating in linkage may be identified. The

linkage-.facilitator must be able to analyze the possible costs and benefits)

to inform the participants, and to suggest strategies to deal with those that

present barriers to linkage, activity. We have outlined the following steps from

the perspective of the, linkage facilitator. The steps, however,could presumably

be adapted to a linkage process in which no facilitating agency or person is

involved.

In this section, we will, present an,image of Aprocedurallmodel,forthe
.

linkage process. The step: ()alined in the model are derived from three sources.

These include:

The experiences of the Iowa State University Depa t of-Sociology

and-Anthropology group-As reported i ri Creating_ Oranizational coordina7

/
tic;f: Project Report (1975) by G. Klonglan; inkelpleck, C. Mulford,

and R. Warren.

4. The professional development materials prepared by the East-West

Communication Insti tute Or. ergitz41-imai c m cation and Coordination

injarrdly_Planning (1975) by G. nal andll./Middleton.

The literature review and evaluation, of he/ experiences- carried out by

Far West Laboratory staff.

In outlining the procedural model, particular has been taken to

1,1de two categories of operations needed by a sys c, adaptive model. The

first category is coherence: Are clear and/useful secs of operations connect u.

to.each other by a logical and systemic tissue that constantly and purposeful

directs these operations to a previously specified end? The second category



is adep abilt: Are operations sensitive to new data and new needs that

enable the structure to adjust itself or regenerate with.o9t losing power or

significance while difficulties are resolved or the ends achieVed? The separate

phases .of creating a procedural model are outlined below.

THREE PROCEDURAL DIMENSIONS

A. PRE-LINKAGE ACTIVITY

(can be carried out by facilitator meeting separately with organizations

L'efinE
-Li--

2; Specify set of organizations with potential to solve problem.

3. Meet with organizations to ascertain interest.

DeterMine which organizations will participate and obtain corrrni tment

of organizatibns to enter linkage negotiation. .

5. Arrange for group meetings with boundary persohnel.

LINKAGE ACTIVITY

(carried out in group meetings with boundary persona )

1. Outline linkage approach. and roles (conduct any training needed).

2. Obtain domain consensus..

3. Outline general task environment of each organization, including

goals ,

resources,

functions/activities, and

structure.

4. Analyze specific task environment -o. each organization relative to linkage

problem, including

goals /objectives,
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resources,

functions /activities,,, and

-structure.

Specify any constraints, limitations or unique situations that may-affect
linkage process.,

Based upon previous.discussion; design one or more linkage -xnfigurationi.
(Note; This activi: can be carried out by the facilita independent'
of the larger group.

Sdlect one or more linkage configurati^ns for implementation.

Restate tine goals/objectives for each-implementation'configuration.

9. ,Agree upon standards for the quality ofthe IInkage program.

10. Specify and agree upon,structures, roles, and respdnsibilities needed to
attain goals and objectives.

Set up coinmunication/feedback channels needed to implement linkage and
to monitor progress.

12. Set up evaluation parameters and procedures.

(Note regarding points 9-12: The selected linkage configurations may require

cooperation or specific activity from additional 'individuals within each organ-

ization. The linkage coordinator or boundary personnel from that organization

must ensure that Cooperation, skills, resources 'andcommunication channels are

Present. Additional training may be required.)

13. Impement linkage activity.

14. Provide evaluation feedback formative and summative

15. Adjust: linkage configuration as required.

C. FORMALIZED COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

The initia trial cycle of the linkage activity, as well as adjustment of the

activity based n evaluation information, should lead to a formalized cooperative

arrangement- between the participating agencies. As a final step, the linkage

'facilitator would theoretically withdrew as an integral part of this arrangement.

The experience base,, from which we can draw conclusions about linkage facilitator,
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dissapearance from the system,As extremely limited. In the, health and social

'welfare fields,, linkage activities usually continue under the umbrella of some
i

of coordinating agency. This -may or may net be'tNe casein the educational

setting.
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SECT N II

THE ALAMEDA, PROJ CT

S1MARY OF

FINOIN65 AND OBSERVATIONS

1 pre:ent and ^too.p,4,4
a w

the Alameda Project as it related to the application of the general model

presented in de all in the preceeding section. The documentation presented

here corresponds to the steps listed there Each linkage prOCess general

category (A. Pre-Link#ge Activity; B, Linkage Activity; and C Formalthd

Cooperative Arrangements) is repeated in this section, as are the specific

linkage.process steps (such as 1. Define problem need or linkAggantl.)

Following each specific -step, we discuss firdingS and observations related to

that step._ All specific-situations and instances- discussed here refer to the.

pilot project experience in Alameda

PRE - LINKAGE ACTIVITY

DEFINE PROBLEM NEED OR LINKAGE AREA

In Considering:a linkage program, it is best if both_groups'have a strong

program going before attempting linkage. If programs do not exist, perhaps the

-first task,is to devellp them. It seemed apparent throughout the Alameda
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Project- that a successful linkage program is Most likely to occur when the

relevant content. of the iducationaljirograms of the two agencies is strong and

effective. 'Otherwise, the linkage effort tends to be sidetracked by the need

strengthen the content e result may be add= -on programs that require

.a great deal of staff time and energy and serve to detract from- and:weaken

linkage, effort.

If linking the formal and nonformal educational sectors in programs in
C 1

career eduCation is a goal, establihing a minimal level at which existing

career education programs can fOnction may be the first 'priority in both the'

formal and nonformal educational sectors. Developingnew career education

programs may also be necesFary.
. This effort should be viewed as a pre-linkage

requirement andcan.contribute substantially to the later success of a linkage,

program.

Organizations that have strong programs may pinpoint-a need that is impos-

sible or difficult for the organization to fill alone. The subsequent effort

on the part of that institution or organization to achieve acknowledged goals by

working in conjunction with another institution or organization will generate

the linkage program.

An organization may seek to establish a linkage effort for tfollowing

reasons:'

to offer an integrated learning experience;

to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort;

to share material and experiential resources; or

to share physical resources.
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In the Alameda. Project, the Scouts pressed a need to broaden community

awareness of and involVement in'their 0rogram. The schools perceived and

voiced a need to improve their career education program. For both organizatpns,

the internal. resources needed to accompliSh these goals were limited.

A second problem to consider before implementing any linkage activity is

the attitude of Organizational personnel in general toward linkage ttself: A

,special effort might have to be made to encourage individuals within a given

organization to in lude the concept of linkage in their basic attitudes toward
1

their own and-other organizations. Presently, within SCouting interest in

linkage with public schools exists primarily on the Exploring level- and even they

.the attitude is net shared-by everyone. 16 the public schools, interest in

linkage is probably most prevalent in career and vocational education programs,

but again it is not- an interest shared by all educators. Therefore, if ScoUting

wishes to.link program efforts with public schools, care must be taken to lay

the groundwork in both organizatiOns to deal-with inherent resistance.

2. SPECIFY SET OF ORGANIZATIONS WITH POTENTIAL TO SOLVE PROBLEM

In exploring the concept of linkage; Far West Lahoratory,invited the Alameda

Unified School District and the Alameda Council of SCOUTING/USA to partiCipate

An a pilot linkage program. With support from Far West Laboratory, the two agencies

attempt to meet their organizational needs together.

h spilot test situation, Far West Laboratory provided the motivation for

the linkage effort. Otherwise, because the issue of motivation is crucial,, the

motivation for each organization's participation in the project should be carer

fully-atsessed. Linkage efforts work best when the organizations--and especially

the boundary personnel- -are highly self-motivated to participate and when the

motivation level of each organization is about equal. While 'Ids is not always

possible, participating organizations should be carefully chosen with this ideal
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is-decided that Scouting's career education program could be

enha..,2d through' linkage with the career education ;rogram of the public

schoolt, potential schools should be considered carefully. Insofar as it is

possible at this point, an assessment of their potential for linkageincluding

their motivation for such an interactionsh_lid be made.

In the Alameda Projectinitial contact was established -between the Principal

Investigator of the Far West_ Laboratory and the Superintendent of Schools

in Alameda, who was also a member of the Board of Directors of a local Bay Area

Scouting groupthe Golden Gate Consortium`,

The selection of the people. who will be involved in these exploratory

meetings is very important. Inaccurate assumptions about the organizational

tructure are easy -tonlake. For example, it should not be assumed that a

superintendent ofschools, has unii,..ted-power to.dirrct a district to participate

in a project. It is possible, and. perhaps -even likely, that .a school district

will be decentralized and individual school principals will be allowed to determ ned

what i _ or is not Offered in their own schools. At this stage of the project,

however interest alone is-being-sought and should not be confused with a need

for definite commitment.

It-is also important t remember at this stage not to oversell what each

organization has to offer. Expectations, promises and commitments should be as

clear as possible to all of the participants in advance. (One problem - encountered

at this point is that everything about the project anno knuan and some

people may be uncomfortable with that uncertainty.) In an attempt to interest

an organization in becoming involved in a new program, it is easy to paint a

bright but distorted picture of what they will get, out of it. It would be better

to err on the negative side so that unexpected gains are bonuses. In any case,
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an attempt should be made to be realistic about-the possible outcomes- of

the potential linkage arrangements. This concern should be kept in mind:

throughout the project and period c checks should be made to see that

expectations continue to be r al stic.

DETERMINE WHICH ORGANIZATIONS WILL PARTICIPATE AND OBTAIN. COMMITMENT FROM
ORMIZATIONS-TO ENTERINKAGFNEGOiguil

Once the initial approach to each otter='s organizations is made and the-

interest is established, other organizat onal repwentatiVes should be involved.

In the Alameda Project, ether, representatives ofth= Golden GateConsortium

were invited to meet with the Far West Laboratory Principal Investigatorfor

the project and the Superintendent ©f Schools in Alameda to discuss the project

further. The rimary goal of this type of meeting should be to obtain the

commitment of the organizations to enter linkage negotiation, rather than to

enter a linkage agreement -.

If interest in the linkage effort continues to be high, representatives

of the two organizations at the next level can be contacted. In the Alameda

ProJeCt, these representatives'included district level personnel in the schools

and continued to include.the Council Executive (who was already involved) for

the Scouts.

Someschool.representatives felt that if one organization uses paid personnel

(spcf' ai the schools) and the other operates primarily with volunteers (such as

the Scouts), the impetus for the 1 nkage activities should come from the voluntary

organization. They felt- that the a d ersonnel: might be reluct to request

that volunteers do more work than y are already cirri n

5. ARRANGE FOR MEETINGS WITH BOUNrDARY PERSONNEL

Boundary, personnel can include representatives from all affected levels of

any participating organizations. They should be involved early on in the linkage

effort. Care should be taken not to overlook personnel at any level, even



though a particular level of the organization may nOt'be immediately 'involved

or obviously affected by the linkage aaivity.

In the Alameda Project, for example, school principals were not working

directly with the linkage program and were tirefore not included in the meetings

with boundary personnel. However, the principals' schools and staffs were

affected by:the program activities conductA in the program and those principals

were consequently very-concerned about whL% was going-on and what impact it might

have on their school programs. Had they been better informed and consulted in

advance regarding plans, they not only would have felt better about the project,

but would have been abit to contribute to pilot pl:ans. Thev would have been useful

in designing the program, since they have an overview of the school

shares.

nobody else

Similarly in the Scout organization, unit level personnel (Scout leaders)

should have-been included in this phase of the program development. They should-,

have had the opportunity to be-involved in plans that would affect then '. units,

and to offer infoirmation that could have contributed to the development of the A

project.

In selecting the committee or group toserve 9iboundary personnel, the

"Army Volunteer" method of selectirn is probably 'AOst effective. The committee

will require a great deal of time, energy and creaiive spark, and members who

T! highly motivated to sustain that enthusiasm should -chosen, It is also

important-Lhat the wethbers from each organization be about equally motivated.

If one group is overly enthusiastic and the other is tepid, the work will not

progress as smoothly as it might otherw ise.

When a person who is to be involved in, mplemen. g linkage has received

directives from the top, the facilitAor can exile& to, find COMP initial

resistance. Such directives may be viewed by the person as requiring "extra"
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work and the benefits may not be clearly recognited. The situation can be a

very uncomfortable one for the person, since he/she may find it impossible to

refuse to carry out dirctions prisented'by a superior. The need for self-

motivation is once again evident, since problems may still exist even when

there are very definite benefits for the person or for his/her organization.

'Once boundary personnel have been selected and have agreeciSto participate in

the linkage effort, a series of meetings can be planned. Waste and delay can

be kept to a minimum by polling membe Fore each meeting to determine their

agenda priorities. At meetings, members should be provided with agendas. Room

should'be left for changes, additions, corrections , but members need. to

be aware of what must be accomplished- at the meeting They may just need to know

the items. and the persons responsible, but not nece, sariV, tithe segment,

People participating in such committees.as finis oneseem to we er

theycan.perceive ediate rewards. It is enough to :see some overall

general gain for the organization, for the learner, or for the committee member'.

People have time limitations and like to be able to see some gain for themseiveS'

in the extra tine and effort that this kind of project require's. Personnel

must not be misled into believing that there will not be extra work required.

Another factor that should be kept in mind is that. at the beginning

of any experimental or new program, there is anxiety about failure., It should

-be assumed that people in the position of starting a new project that entails

putting something new before. their organization and before the public are bound

to wonder )pout its chances for success. Anxiety 1 increase as the event or

project., - Carting time approaches. It can be expected that co faints and hesi-

tations will mount at about this time, and that committee members will require

extra reassurance and support from any facilitator or facilitating organizatio.

In the Alameda Project for example, almost everyone felt at one time or another
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that they were doing more than' they should be doin -a d some felt that they were

doing more than anyone_else was doing.

People have to be, continually shown the value of a pro,ject or activities.
/

It, s not enough to demonstrate this.worth once. The whole problem of perceived

rewardsmust be reconsidered on'a on.going basis. Linkage programs especially

seem, to require iung7range MI. and to mainly long-range, diffuse

rewards. It can be easy -for those working on the program to lose sight' of ,

those distant goals.

A group, f support people in the involved agencies should alsb be identified.

This might be the function of the facilitating organization.

A FAr V-nr.m+n r was fcr cd to support the

In the Alameda" oJect,

61 I lett k{.

rganized meetings, took notes, reported on meetings, handled clerical tasks

gathered data and analyzed it, and communicated among the various representatives

of the two organizations.

If _t all possible, boundary, personnel-- can be freed from somere-ular duties
fe

since the rwountof time required -to design ,(1 impot a linkage roject usually

turns. out to be more than anyone anticipates at the beginning, as of en happens

with any new program. If time allotted the participants to m et'and plan

together, they may avoid reaching the point of feeling overwhelmed b he demands

of the project and thus manage to sust.in the necessary motivation.

TAC6'ACTIVITY

OUTLINE LIM: APTtDADI AND ROLE (fllWUCT TRAINING NEEDED)

It is imports to educate the leaders of the linkano effort before any work

begins on the actual development of the linkage itself' The purpose of this
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in the ipr -oc ss i s t.o i ntroduce f: arti cipants to the general approach

and ric_! of activities that till be followed in designinTa specific linkage

Ti-iQ objective is hot to reach specific conclusions but simply toprogram.

UfFit.,4 Ley are going .1 type o

process that will used. To accomplish this, high-level personnel froM both

anizations can be invited to the initial meeting where this instructional

process occurs. (They may or may not need to attend subsequent meetings of

this group since they can be kept informed by receiving minutes of the meetings

and by periodic person' contact with a representative, of the group.)

Procedural guides may be useful in working with the boundary- personnGi.

If representatives from both organizations can consult Written guidelines,

some confusion is eliminated from the communi-cation process. Boundary perso

to not necessarily need to spend 'r time de 1- g such °aides; it is

probably more effective to present them rides that were-devel-,ped in advance

of boundary personal meetings.

In the Alameda Project, the Design Committee ioned with verbal directives

since by and large written l rocedursal guides did not exist.

W oce A k .5 Arp rata, in,

espedally this section of the report, in the form of suggestions or recomme

tionr-can be used to dc' vlop procedural guides.

Dt_would also-e appropriate at this point to conduct training regarding

the linkage process. Since linkage requires real skills, the training program

ocl,focus on problem ;sum within thefuoctional context of linking

orgd The program should also focus on the experiential rather than

the study mode. Although a training program for linkage personnel was

developed in conjunction with study, such programs do exist. A prototype

_

is characterized on pages 49 and 50 of this report.
tr
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,A0main ,con<7ensus ans that each par ipatina agency the li g_ a tivity

agrees t the other agenc" a timaie responsibility to carry (int

certain funct For example, the school must beU:Ne that

the Exploring p ogram of USA has aii'appropriate role in carrying out

Career Seminar's, the seminar program i- to be successful. Because of their

ions as interorganizational touch points, members of the Alameda

Design Committee became crucial elcaents of the linkage model/as boLdery

personnel and it was-through them that domain consensus was sought.

_2

. OUTL_LNE_ E LIASK ENVIRUM7 OF EACH ORGANIZATION

Lt is important to 10.01(' carefully at the general task environment of each

organiiation. A first responsibility for boundary personnel would be tc ether

all the documents that would. be required to accomplish this goal. Such items

might include:-

an organizational profile of she organization (including various
levels within the organization

a description of

astat,lrrnt of g
areat;

overall goals and programs of the organization;

or frmo. p t con

policy dOc4mnts that may fect t_ _ conduct of the project,

specific implementation guidelines releVant to the above items.

Once t. se documents have been collected it then becomes the task of the,

boundary personnel to make an accurate representation of their organize

the other agency. Thet:e are two difficulties in this process. First, the

personnel may be so lose to the structure ofAheir otri oroaniiation that they

overlook functions-, goals, etc., that may not be obvious at all to the other
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914jUni40 ,J11, 1

as relevant to the project, evon

7Q1,4 .

they d he relevant. It then

becomes the responsibility r NOT6 facilita 6 paint out such relevance.

do so, the facilitator must become familiarwith each organization.

The second orobit!m is that a person may become aware of weaknestes within

his-or her awn organization while representing this latter to an outside ocgan-

izatton. Whether these deficiencies relate to structure , communication. ; ocessps,

program content, staffing arrangements or goals, their public exposure may prove

unc. fortable, and for that reason for other valid organizational reasons, the

personnel May not wish to have those weaknesses revealed. un the other hand,

if they are not brought out FA accoun,A for in plans, they can cause difficulties

ater in implementing linkage programs.

Another task area that merits cial attention encompasses all those

oraanizational go is and objectives that help the organizF.

These types of goal and objectives may be overlooked s,,t,

on a more or C

n maintain itse,.

they tend to ooerate

unconscious level in the organ]7_ion Admi; 'trators are

v.Aably ! the bast position to obserVe and therefore identify these goals and

ective, andthey can be involved actit:ly in the process; of describing the

organization. As linkage efforts are considereC the "institutional maintenance

goals" of each organization can continually be kept in mind and nee& can be

met so that each organization can continue to participate in the pro,-.1

For e'-ampl,. such responsibilities as staff development, stocking main ng

supplies, keeping up-mtth reporting functions, fulfilling staffing demands and

in the case of volunteer organizations) fund raising and volunteer training

need attention for the organization to survive.

.

If personnel are operating at, eak level simply to meet the basic survival.

needs of the organization, they may balk at being asked to assume an additional
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work load to effect lin

the load

The ins

unless the linkage process or program itself eases

_Y for ma intenance.

;utional maintenance goals and objectives of both

T!-Irr,t.1 nnA.;.nn^, (.71%,

izaticit can

COr)r).-

that is possible in those areas. The facilitating agency coulc, as- in providing'

a structure.for that cooperation, which .ould.free time for the primary linkage

efforts to be'effected. Comparisons-should be done at various organizational

-levels, so that cooperative programs c I be designed to meet the nee s of the

various levels.

ANALYZE SPECIFIC TASK ENVIRONMENT OF EACH ORGANIZATION__,
LINKAGE PROBLEM

participants understand the gt neral ask env) aent of e r '-

ization, i it is appropriate to concentrate on the Sec probl-m y,r has

provided the rationale for the linkage actin` Both go ls And `u :ould-

be-examineu.

Goals

In linking educational programs, it vj..be necessary.' to dcte',1-rihe, the overa

goals and objectives of a given (educational/ cooienr) area r ri th4,o oronizatirni

by fir -= than e hThal4A 151-f -!dr7ntiti m frJlm

materials. Conducting a content analysis of , rmatrls of a given

-ganizaf:lon may be thf, way to accomplish this. -Howeye, t:me-

cnsuming task and one which requires certain skills on the pa--t of

this function might be provided by the faCilitatinq rian izatio

analyst,

It may be useful' to categorize goals and -ObJe, for ;*0-- pse of

-organizing any programs that are to come out of the linkay Goals

and objectives can pach be placedinto three-atego ies: attitudes, skills, and

knowledge_ Once hese cateoorl s established, it then-be nossible
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at the total set of goals and objective the two organiorganizations and

rmi ne overlap.

be consid. arganiza iOnal lev-' The

level, esucc-i .11y, should not -looker! ,?-inc,e all other levels are

yeh-44-d fr-Pt

Afic charts for gort,l s /objectives comp. o- can be helpfu!. Analy0s done

verballY,,in group s.!_u-

i)
everyone !spec,. the sa

us can help everyone deo

-,--v
language."

the issues and ensure that

To accomplish this task area mostefficiently, the general direriion of

tne linkage effort must be remembered although the more specific goals and

objectives Of the linkage effort will comefrom the process of analyzing the

specific task environment. in AlaMeda, the goals and objectives of the

scho-ls tareer-educatidn program were compared with the goals and objectives

of Scouting -program where- it .related -to-- --education,,--rt- was found

that the degre- of overlap increased as the career education programs increased.

content and emphasis. The most act, --ograms, as might be expected,

were on the high school /Exploring level. ihe most active pilot program, the

Alameda Community Career i-mareness Project (ACCAP), developed at that level,

(andincluded upper Middle SchooL) On the o,,er hand, career ecucai on

°grams were virtually non-existent at the lower elementary/CO Scouting leyel

and relatively little career education linkage activity occurred there.

All Feccurccs can be censidere Tt 'could be remembered that the

,n-ces are ten too close to 'be seen cle,rly and thus may go unused.

Each organizaLAon must put itscif in e position of the other rirganizatior and

look at their own resources from that perspective. Resources can include

foci Materials; personnel, services, connections within the communit

--= -
community networks, courses,aiready existing linkage arrangemepts, etc.
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In Alameda, e5ourc- sharing went no a variety of ways and on a

vav iety of levels. An existing linkage arrangementthe use of LAcrOlfacilitie75

Scouts--was- expanded- when the ACCAP Scouts h-ld an orientation meeting and

various activities in one school library career center. Scout e:ed school

personnel to stile, lie and chaperone trips, and to teach releyint classes.

used the school tern itself as a way of contacting, organizing and reporting

on special Scout detivities. Th0 school used-the Scout organization to secure

transportaJon and insurance for the series of career-related events, to provic,

supplementaryimaterials in the career c tors and classrooms, and to motivate

:.dents lement of Merit Badges .,o'participate4in career exploration.

SPECIFY ANY CONSTRAINTS, LIMITATIONS OR UNIQUE SITUATIONS THAT MAY AFFECT
LINKAGE= PROCESS

Potential constraints or conflict areas can be identified in advance so

that plans can be made to deal with them when they arise. For examples legal

Constraints on the schools regarding insurance responsibilities might affect

linkage plans, as would certOn other administrative Considerations. Brain-

storming sessions might be helpYul here. if as much trouble short

is done in advance, it is less likely that the project will have yvi

a crisis mode and respond to, rather than prepare for, conflict air

Somd details to consider might 6 how credit should be granted to ems

Scouts- i nil ved in ..:Thlinkage prayWand how the grang of credit can be

adCnistered SO that strict eccountability maintained.
w

Boundary personnel may resent any members of their group who regularly

fai to show Lit .
come late, leave early or do 1i _I? work. This kind of behav*or

seems to occur more oftenat higher levels 0 tne- admin a ve ladder since

administrators are often committed and tend to see '.heir function as one of

getting things rolling,after which they may leave; The ns" tend to resent

-old be el in nr 11 h that they are able,.4144
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to met their deadlines.

Any committee member koy have a "h agenda" that may weaken or Jetact

hid w- her contribution to

example, may be a tered '
'fs from a given -ogrvh, 13 they are

th progriA itsc and i herefore may floc iocus 'for_s on naving

program surroA. They may want for example, to establish:an interaction.

with the facilitating organi,. ., and thus may view the linkage effort as a

way to accomplish that goal. An administrator who feels this way would probably

process. Administrators? for

declare the project a success if such an interaction occurs, However, a teat r

in t-h Fames gre,p mint upon same alts as a fail

Problems may .lso occur if boundary personnel from the two organizations

not r gularly available for tings at the Sal2 time, For example, it
V.-

Al, -,da, the teachers could be givep rele time so that they could mee'-' during

_they hard, are volun- an could not m,,th day. Scout lead,

r regular employment

a great deal of vol untee -Ome in

ings. :ormar, they werecommited

evenings and on weekends and thus

unable to give addit-; o a time'trJ the e roject. Tne problem then becam2

onf?: of arranging/coordina. 1g, ja schedule agfrreeable to both ties. This.-

problem ',:as considered by some people involved in the Alameda Project to be

signific -t enough to strictly limit any linkage effort.

rr

.t should also be pointed out -_:hat corrYnidation problems sometimes stem

e iariyuage. useri by t!ijuc n and educ&tbrs C

used by othe agencies, Educatio PrIon czAh be obscure nb,'brmal

educational organizations. ,The resu commw ication gap might nee be

.bridged through the establishment a cotimon-te,

When the nonformal agency is run by volunteers, therels iso a tendency

for the volunteers to wantpre-pack-ged prod they may becoMing
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.involved in a joint effort to =develop new ideas. Educators, on the other hand,

often welcome the opportunity to join other professionals in devlopment,

where they can deal with their-content areas on a more abstract level

tha,. that required by thr daily 'demands of the 'classroom. . The two groups,

19 res, teachers

may resent nonformal educational personnel who wish only to be "told what you

want me te do," whereas nonformal educational agency personnel may resent

to ors 'just want to :t around and tal about great ideas."

Another problem for volunteers in nonformal organizations, especially if

they are good workers, is that they are often overworked. With Scouts, for

example, the Volnteer who is involved' vii th,.an active troop runs a very full

and has i ttia time left over to expand into new areas, 'hereas the

organized, less active unit may the time but not the ability or the

..ifien the

special problem i the program serves a limited number oi peo-

Explanations may need to be 1.Ae to organizations and to their communities

so that people not involved will not e envious of {_5 al prei;,oams and upset

when they are not included in ther, in the long run, this limitation can he

advantageou6 becise-as the orwam grows, others will want to participate

and will view doing so as a privilege ratherth;:ln an ,tion.

Other potential problem :,:%as to conside rxice, budget, school

the calendars of eac. the organizations.

PREVIOUS QISC:i N, DESIGN ONE OR MORE LINKAGE CONFIG

The ae7'lite hest person to de' nn the linkage ar vent

e is. more 1 y to he attentive the need to build upon existing programs

rather than trying to 't new o,:th, while personnel within the organization

may be inclined to want io use the linage process to begin new programs..



Also, the facilitator's experience i n this process d
. i ive him/her the

porspecc.ive to es tat sn reati s . goals tor no MI -;e program, whereas

atioval personnc-J1, who may-have no precedent which to will

not be cnizant of realistic expctations and limitations.

Thp r7T1 '

1y desired by the organi4a tiO

Pin in!2f7,

tasks, on th Jther hand, may require
------

new rlanagement ctures, etc., and p ably shout not be undertaken s an

initial ort. might real pally ou fl

2ver, and become p. , the e oi the linkage process. If, in

orris, respons ibil ,jes can be filed more efficiently as a re_ `'t of

the 1. lge, the organizations iii v then h. ._ the free time to take on new tasks.

The facilitator ,an cusidfvr a ran. e of alt- 'ative plans, from theL-e

requiring a low level of commitment and i through th,,ae luiring a high

1)6, us fig parameters have (10,;e flined h the two

organizations in th .fr meetings up to thiis point. Mnp renc of rriatives

wi 1 allow , onndary .personnel to make choices arm ..ven to incoorate

certain aspects of various choices into an entirely new ternative plan..

SELi ET. ONE I, MORE LINKAGEJONP- 1RAILELIOPROGAMSI FOPIMPLEMENTAT

Once the f,eilitator, coope.ation with 'i or selected boundary personnel

has lutlined various alternatives, ti entire ttee should meet to stile

the final plan. 4.1;1fle this difficult and time --uming, but crucial , process

i7 taking plafr a

be chosyo

clelrly 'en down. Se,acting these-coordinators:may involve creating a n

position ' thin each organization and hiring a new person.to fill it, or it

may mean incorporating these auties,into an existing pL ion. Ideally, this

coo din:'

r

-cr72:7 ch

(one for e organ on)

position \f,ibuld event, ly become a permanent one--if the linkage effort itself

Demme a permanent r'lationship.



At this point, it vould a worthwhile to take another, car2ful 7ook at ny

of the f-:1-,-d ronflguration, m he diffilt fo'r pesonnel to work in

this way--i/A,tir.: i ni rogL ,trengths and ,,,knesses at a

rather e. stage in the project. However, the mori time they spend this

'task at this sage, .The more likely that ,problems, 411 be minimized when the

program is actually p'.it into effect.

RESTATE GOALS/OB1FUTVES FOR EACH IMPLEMENTATION CONFIGURATION

After a program ha, been selected, a pre-operational time line must h.

developed up the goals and deadlines necesszo i net the program

underway. aims of each configuratio 1=!-- be con0firi by one

and 1-7i-ussed thoroughly by the boundary (personnel. This is Lhe time to reach

a consensus, hear about di -,greements and conflicting goals,and address problems.

9. AGREE UPON S7,1NDARDS KJ) OUALITY OF LI )GRAM

-='rA7,e discussion znould tocu., the mini, .)I-standards of ,ality

Cniation exrepzts from thc grogram in crC.r to consider it a success. Tf levdls

C , expectation are snificant')y .difrent 1)'"ween the two group7,, appropriate

readjustment of efYort may have to be made. While the two or '.nizations do not

have to hav,:, identical sta: lards, hey do need to kno ea othe:-'s ,-)mectatioa-..

1O SPECIFY AND AGREE UPON STRUCTURL], 'OLE5 AND RESPONSIBILITIES NECESSARY FOR
-10IPATTP770ATS AND OSJEC4VES

The tasks required of the various .eaple involved in the project can now

be clarified. It is probabiy best vu specily those tasks in writing and

individuals to ,espond to them: Once d peoson has agreed to handle a,given

task, someone must check to see whether or not it is actually completed. The

check-point person should probably be the Linkage Coordinator f( each oryJcation.
P

Their check person should he the Linkage Facilite.ter. It is advantageous

if pen le F.,re he1 to their -ircementF . This ,3Apoort

(



encourages them to .,1;ceessfe.

WOVO 40r ,J11 c,i%; pwrinuu.

'r comp the tasks and assures that the

possible, the people l'rom each v the ts4( organizai

most dir y iuvo,Jed in a proom(,, Jr event can b, plac in direct contact

In rPoject, J5a14 WdS ,.tedtd wa.a

middle-people relayed 111,4gos from Fehool reoresentatives to Scout reoresen-
____/

tative-2, and vice-versa. t is probablAest La foster direct COWAtArtori

LAW0011A41 1. Orgailli6;,;06il representatives:, The facilitator shouid

beHincludad at first ..o that negotiations at this level down in

misinformatich, lack of motivation, etc.

At least one person in the Alamedayroject felt that linkrie shold not

occur on an institutional içi sirp-ifs, it is unlikely th;ttall fhe i-achers

the Alameda Unified School Di rlct, for example, would be enthusiastic ahout

a !'='rticular project. She suggest.d that 0:0 commitTpnt bc made on an '
(

ichool/facu( - oasis. Tho-,- 'Inds of preferences can be eli --1 from 'euudeiry

persono nd (-'seuscs,ed.

It .(ould also be pointed out ia each individual ren : conside net

just er the organization heise represe'ots h -e, hut also ip term

Q.( ..hd!'iher outside cofacts, such L. the Rotary Club, business interests, etc.,

which might , to the Project.

Amonu roles the facilttator may play, a most Upoi,ant ,.61(e is

understanding the degree of responsibility each (lanization Aid each individual

is willing to assume at any point in the linkage process. This can be a complex

problem to assess, since there are as many aiefctent rs to quest :on

of how much responsibility should be allocated as there are organiztions/

ind:

fadi

In the AlaMeda Project, for example, the Far llest Laboratory

felt it-waS annrooriatet a liven point to transfer responsibility
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for the administrltion of specl7ir series of events to the schools and

This intention, however, was resisted by both organizations. For the Scouts

in part ,clar, the transferred responsibility iirfol,ted too much work and

almost caus 1 .hem to drop their r__:,ridipation complc.,tely. A- :f, the

.ek the 'asic responsibility r such 10(1 Hcs as nu6ccs

directidp or portation phond etc. ',:aeks

would perhaps have been more efficiently and appropriat-ly done at oi'vher

the school or Scout si 'out would have required extra staff.

11. .SE UP COMMUNICATION/FEEWCK CHANNELS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT LINT [0

MbNIter-1 PROCESS

Communication:may-be one of the most important and difficult problem: in

the 'inkageprocess, since misirriwmation -:(,Tmon when a program begins and a

few misplaced cm- -Tits may Fle enough to raise expectations to mi-unrealistic

level or otherwise damage ,ventual program resus. Similarly, a lack of

intraOraanizational or interorganizational ,&)imication may cause those working

project to feel that their efforts are being [1- lervalued, thereby dampening

theirerTHi for pregrem.'

To avoi: and other dif J.fL .3p Cn'17taCt should be maint,-ined with

everyone nvelved in the project so th,..; participas understand what each

organizarin expect ,nd what each is capable of contributing to the linkage

effor'- Since everyone involved will proably want xegui:,.,' and frequent progreu

reports, establishing a format for so vyn, c .4stematio weekly progrer

summary wo -J be iight) Contact may need to be maintained not only wi,,a

boundary personnel, but with leaders in the respective organizations, usilq inter-

vies, conferences, memos nr w' ever other means seem most effe-H,

students are involved in programs witn special riqujremes-;---02; too ;1,1

appreciate being kept informed. Since local media are often erJ,;, reptive

to communi4 hews,Anformation on_the project should also be sent to community

7Ac qrhnn, nnhlicatinns
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II Toad communicztin is to be maintained betu the linkage

and Ir\/ m05.t h'

wade L.a the org,,,, i,ions and to ti! houndary ,itments ( lot he

this should stzted nnd ds i lo.ss cedlb

could se-Howly damage tho sure, of _ke Jject A related concern would ho

to caution uour personnel to 4 .y label any per-.ibilities .:bey discuss

others as possibilities Lat!lor Lhan certainties,

EsLablishing feedback shannels that can be clearly seen and easily used by ill

of the boundary personnel group will be helpful. Members col thus be

S.J. Jiei r input is important and can be encouraged to y, urt

frequently to their Linkage Coordinator and/or to the facilitator. To this end,

a prozedure for reporting on events light be estehlished. First, however, the

purpose and of such reports shoy . be determined so that only those that

are relevant -hi-e riuesteL ac person mio is _sked to Compete the reort

should not reel that it h-- t:tork.

The fc-",itaton, the 1-,.,ge oeerAlnators even the he- E.tr.: p9rsonnel 01101110

not assume that communic,Adon take place without a cons,..ous H.Tort to enooura.e

t. For exawl they should not think that sôsm contaC d a list of

neople to inform thorn of some event. Just because ti. task would logical !v

be aqsioned to person having that particular pos ion within the prgpizationai

s.anuoture. Sr---.ific tasks for a specific per-on wi i. depend on tie

. ,

I Ui II Litd iiHNtlye tai, u L;

TU iic that a projecL i piocoeding as smoothly a poSSic, z moz.toring

system can be devised to keep. close ;;ouch onj.he program. This mighi, include

observat 5,- logs, notebooks, calendars, interviews or regular phor,) rails.

Standardized f-,rms may facili'Lte this 'ecord-keepinq.oes. Whther the

fa6iitator or linkage cordinators solicit written reprts or oth tyres ot
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Shot'( repol- resul

6pl 'ni. tit !, :; 11: more likely

of Pone of

nro

parti ci pan

and nanowledgm o people

supp,

that they

rti ci pants an Sher, can be estabWdied througi

me"Thnis and natAr. Is:

ctivi ies and ecults to participants in

Regular progress epo,--,..5 to icy 1 ees t consul tai

Dis- crihrition of a project brc wire to CCJ ent-- el ated (ca education)

personnel in formal and nonfo:.al se,

stributi on of information on i nkage/coordinati on materials.

e Producti or Id distribution of a filmstrip documentin g the process

ol

0 Reports on the project inappropriate pro _,ssional periodicals, at

educational conferences and at metings of participating organizations.

The abo alternative s should each be given careful consideration, and any

1
of them included i n a comprehensive communication ,

It important to k(-_ _se relations effort:, in mi, so that

such people as parents of p tine '..udents, educators and t commv

Iro 4nfo-me, of the nro. ect proA ess When necessary, the

age facV tator and/or linkage c.,or- -tors can accompany nreject

prsr t,!!in they talk with ) need -co know about the project,

each f these participan-- in Orujuut. ijdn CO

o °hers co not have. The pruje.. coord t i example, may -,avra an 0Y- 'io;:f

of thL project while project site-perb,., has :.sore specific nformat- n atio4;

a given program or, ever...

1 SET UP EVALUATION PARAMETERS AND PROCEDURES
?

,rod plans evaluating, the success or fai lure of al 1



-aspects °fine prograM,can beAiscussec, One reason for doing this is that

ttihg up evaluatiOn parameters helps,clarifyand, in some cases, even deter-

mine -- project goals..,

In,addition, deciding what-Thformation is needed an4 what means should

'be used for gathering it may keep the group from letting some event or stage

slip by unoocumented. IfteSts, questionnaires, etc., are necessary for

validating the project effort; they need to be prePared in advance. Tor examplei

in discussing the'eviluation plan,-3a need may be recognized for both'pre- and

postAesttng to determihe student groWth in a certain area. Early planning

will allow these tests t be carefully constructed'. Such tests are not easily

developed and may require the assistandeTevaluation specialists.

'It may be sufficient to let, a $mall sub-group from the boundary personnel

committee,work,on the 'evaluaticm considoratlons for the project and submit

their findings-ml, 'recommendations to the larger group for approval.

Part of 'the evaluation effort might IncludeYa-ratheestraight-forward

,

documentAtion of the project ittelf, which might take the form of photographs,
,

)
i

-

reports, notes,.etc. The purpose of such A docUmentation wodloLbe to illustrate_
,

whatfias been accomplished to others. Since accountability
,

is of primary concern

to most educatiOnal organizations today, the deCumentation might serve to achieve

that aim. However, it also might_be a' means efl'training other personnel within

the organizations --or the boundary personnel frOm new organizationsso that

they will have techniques for accomplishing inte organizational linkage. The

visual documentation then mi 'ght become A part of the raining Package for bogiidary

persopoel.

IMPLEMENT LINKAGE. ACTIVITY

While this seems to be a rather Mple statement and occupies no more

space here than any other,' this one of the more complicated and active
0
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steps iii, the linkage project, since it is the culmination of all other steps.

During this period o time, there will be agreat deal of activity, and many

adjustments may need to be made under time pressures order to accomm date

and account for unanticipated problems or inadequately-made plans,'

It would probably be a good idea to have a trouble shooting team, coma,

prised of the facilitator and. representative boundary personnel, who could

make themselves( available to project participants for consultation during this

period. of. time Individuals could decide how difficult it might be to solve.a

particular problem and if they could not handle it "themselves, could refer it

tro the trouble-%hooting,team, which might have regularly - scheduled meetings

to deal'with such eventualities.

The Alameda Project did not have such a team, and, people runningesome

projects seemed to feel that the linkage efforts were almost beside'the peint.

The Design Committee worked throughout one semester to,come up with liakage

activities, but they werecarripiout in a somewhat isolated way. Individual

participants tended to view the linkage effort as fragmentary, perhaps bemse

there was no interchange:via =group meetings and dfLussion dur!ng this Our

The only person who maintained a comprehensive overview, and therefore saw

more evide
P
ce of linkage thaw anyone else was the Far West Laboratory faci 1i tat

(To a lesser extent, other Far West Laboratory staff members also saw the whole

.eff The continuation of regular,Design Committee meetings duri6g the pilot

test phase-would hav--given people the opportunity to share their concerns and

succes,ses. In this way, the feelings of isolation might have been decreased.

It maybe worth planning for the possibility that participatns, aswell as

obServers in the organization' and the community, will sometimes identify one-

part of a project -such as'a series of coordinated, highly-visible events--
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the total Jett.- .
Public relations efforts within the boundary personnel

group, the or6nizatioh itself, and- he communities involved might attempt to
f

cirri -FY size tho je

14. PROVIDE' EVALUATION FEEDBACK

Evaluation feedback can provide closure for a project, as well as indicating:

the possible future directions a program may take.

"Ine.eva uation might include any projecti, programs or events that have

grown- out of the oriqinal,project, whether onnot they ware specif cally

desighed as part of, that origini,1 linkage project. Once the'concept of linkage

been, brought to the attention of the organization, representatives

the organizations may be able to recognize certain projects programs and-
,

'/
events they are al ready conducting-as linkage efforts.,- FervexaMple in Alameda,

it was acknowledged tha 'law enforcement class conducted .-Jy police in tM

schools had grown_ out -cif a Stout Explorer Unit in law enforcement.

EvalUation results can be communicated t(4 the people involved in the project

to allow tlhem'to adjtist their behavior in ways that will achieve the desired

goals. WithoUt such communications theyjmay simply repeat mistakes. If

questionnaires
. .. ,

etc. are quickly tallied and analyzed and reports made

to participants adjustments can be made in time to affect future linkage efforts

between the organizations.

1S. ADJUST LINKAGE COREIGURATION AS nEgIRTA

Follow=.up meetings of boundary personnel will allowAhem to focus.on the

adjustments-that seem tobWcalled for as a. result of the evaluation conclusions..
. VA

This final step can then lead to-a formalization of the linkage arrangements.

In adjusting linkage-configurations,
boundary personnel can view themselves

as experienced in linkage c.:rart,and,ycan look at other members of the two

organizations whb may now join the linkage efforts as being at a different.



,

level of familiarity with and ex:pertisef.in'.1inkage. ThejooUndary persOnnel

may wish to consider how best to introduce linkage.' to those people who may
.

.

.
.

ue Antereed' i.,u.,.. ;4c,:;peviziiczA, , In doing Lo, lhoy can think back to tholr

owii reAci.ions, needs and areas of confusion when they were in 'that position

They may remember, for example, the 'importance of Outlining and providing payoffs

for each organization and for the boUndary perionnel involved.

, .

At-this point, the boundarY personnel will- also probably consider how Hest
.

,

. , .
.

.

, to disseminate the, project idea to other' groups rithin the educational community

. .
whii have the-totential for participatfhg in the on-gong linkage or for estab-

lishing linkage arrangements4 of their. own.: NA gual presentations di s CUSSC4,

earlier are sometimes a very,,,effective way of presenting anew idea.

C. FORMALIZED COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

problem of institutionalizing the.lipkage arrangement so that it is

not dependent on the individual or the small group is a difficult one. In fact,

there is some question as to how desirable such a] forialization of the linkage

'arrangement- is and how long' a_ given formalized arranaement should exist to be

most effective. The issue of calcificatlon of institutional arrangements might

be kept intilind

However, if linkage is to accomplish much, it probably -requires some types

of formalized an institutionalized arrangements. While.these iayhave been'
. _

accomplished throughout the year on'a short-term, limited or even inforoal bass,

a time may come when 'one or both_ organizations .conclude that formalized

,

arrangements would be appropriate. ,
A-logical time when that issue Might arise

. _

E, is at'the end of the first ,year

Since linkage .implies a set Of ongoing activities and requires organizational

changes and 'agreement's, provision should be made for 'setting up institutional

edhs and Change§ that ens: o the ; IssfUl continuation of linkage activitie

- 1
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This dua- antee that lin a a activities wi 11 bee ai, it P raL part of

the ordgani zat on's ongoing 'plans .
-h

e quay

cooperationcoopera ions, be t17,,2en t

be one cfal of l.i,nkage projec

.o roe mon t r,f Formal

ani x i ons. Such pan agreement may, in fact ,



PART: THREE

REPORTING bit

THE CAREER U C ON.,PROGRAil OF

part _of-the-report contains three uments deveIdped

tb et prtiject,goals:. The firkt document is an analysis
of t e career education content found in the unit level
materials of the Cub Scouting Division, The second do-ciument

is,a Inalysis of unit lei/el materials` of 'the Scouting
Dtvtsion. The third' document a prototype procedural guide
to assist Exploring-Executives and others interested yin

'conducting a career 'seminar ,program. Each docuinent

ontained.
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c.

The purpose Of this study report is o present an analysis of

the freer education content.in the unit.level materials:of the.Cub

Scouting DiVisionof:SCOOTINOUSA

!

The firttsection.of the repo presents a!, compari son of the

ub Scout purposes with-jeneraLstatementsfromItareer.edutation, as

they appear in Selected state and U.S. Office'd Education (WE

docuMents. Following this goals' comparison is!vdetailed analysl

of the Cub Stout! materials used at the uhit,level for leaders,

parents, and yoUth.!



'SECTION ENE

GOALS COMPARISON

. The U.S. Office of Cateer E6cation and.-various State Departments of

Education have developed career education goal statements', organized'into

such areas as self- awareness, educational awareness, career awareness,
,y

economic awareness, decisiontmaking, beginning- competency, gmployaPflity

skills, and apprectatiens and attitudes (Arizona,State Department of,Educati

For each of these areas, specifiC objectives suitable for grade levels from

primary tnrough senior high have also been developed.

The purposes of Cub Scoutin as stated in the COmas 4,0(404,

p. 3., can be related to typical career education goal statementsas follows:

CUB. SCOUT
PURPOSES

TYPICAL CAREER EDUCATION
GOAL STATEMENTS **

INFLUENCING -

THE

DEVELOPMENT .

OF

CHARACTER

AND

ENCOURAGING

(After leaving school, the learner will be) "Capable

of choosing-a-personally meaningful set of work values

- that foster in them a desire to work; successful In
,
in-

..

corporating work values into their total prsonal value

structure in such a way tha; they are able to choose what,
.

for them, is a desirablelifestyle..;" (USOE) "Develop

a positive attitude toward self and others, a sense

TeiiiTlYTTi)7777couting,.. "Preparing them to becomo,Scdu_.: " does n

-as it is Stated; ralatedirectly to career education goal statements.

**The source for'each goal follows the s,tatement and is indicated in

p. entheses.



d.

SPIRITUAL'

GROWTH personal goals." (CA) "Flemen.ary students will learn

the importance of establishing (although tentatively)

personally relevant goals upon understanding of oneself'."

Mevada)

DEVELOPING "Develop -positive attitude toward work and

TYPICAL CAREER EDUCATION
UAL STATEMENTS

and dignity, and motivation to accomplish

HABITS'

AND

appreciate its contribution to self-fUllfilimel and

to the ,welfare and productivity of the family, community,

A

ATTITUDES the nation, and the world; develop an understanding of

OF
.

GOOD

the U.S. economic system and become aware of the relation-

ship of productive worl: to the economy, and to' one's own

CITIZENSHIP economic .well-being. (CA) "Elementary students will be

aware of themse)ves in relation to others in the' community

outside their families; become aware of the rights and

responsibilities they have Within various groups; realize,

that manyinstitutions and organizations-exist because of

definite needs within the community.° (Nevada) . "The

,tudent will hegin to develop an understanding of the

economic relationship between himself, family, and

community." (Arizona)
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CUB SCOUT
PURPOSES'

TYPICAL CAREER EDUCATION
GOAL STATEMENTS

-

IF"PROVING `" Elementary students will-recooni7^ the various

UNDERSTANDING different roles played 11 a family in order to solve:

WITHIN problems and achieve N become aware of the rights and

(

THE responsibilities they have Within their families and school

FAMILY environments; understand the importance of- interdependency

ofmorkers by relating it to family needs and school needs;

develop an understanding of what their basic needs' as
.

l

they relatecto the classrooM, to the home, and to the

'community; have knowledge of work or, obs performed in -he

hOme by individual ma bens ©f the family and themselves,"
.

(Nevada) "The student wkill realize that he and his family

depend on the jobs of others to help pee, their needs."

(Arizona)

STRENGTHENING "Elementary students will differentiate between

THE ABILITY TO' themselves and others with respect to individual abilities,

GET ALONG WITH aptitude's and educational strengths...; identify their role

OTHER BOYS AND in various situations outside the classroom and family

.RESPECT OTHER (occupational roles, play -group roles, team roles,

PLuPLL. ,SHOW- organization roles, vo unteer worker roles, etc. eocg-

ING HOW TO BE. nine and appreciate that the vclue systems of others

HELPFUL AND DO although being different, are thy of consideration, and

ONE'S BEST. that often it is the basis for interpersonal relationships;

ENCOURAGING 'understand that a task or job well done iiirewarded by



tUB _SCOUT

PURPOSES

GOOD SPORT

TYPICAL CAREtR EDUCATION
GOAL STATEMENTS

A orWc self-Jatisfaction as well as by recni

SHIP AND PRIDE

IN GROWING

STRONG IN MIND

AND BODY.

FOSTERING A .

-ion from

others. "(Nevada) "The student will understand that he

responsibilities to himself and others; the student

will r=ecognize the'Implications of working, with and with-

out supervision, independently and with others."(Arizona
(

(After leaving school, the learner will be) "Equipped

SENSE OF'PER- with good work habits, competent in the basic academic

SONAL ACHIEVE- skills required for adaptability in our rapidly changing

MENT BY DEVELOP- society(USOE)

ING NEW INTER- I "Develop early a continuing awareness of career

ESTS AND SKILLS. -oPP

PROVIDING FUN

AND EXCITING

NEW THINGS TO DO

tunitieS and relate theseroppOrtunities to personal

aptitudes, interests, and abilities; engage in the career

develepmen_ process

the world of war

ncreasing self-knowledge, knowledge

d knoWledge of the society that

_panzibility for a seriesilects-it; and by atcopt

of choices that carry one Tong the career development

continuum."(CA)

"Elementary students will: develop an awareness of

the different places,of employment in the community and t 00

--different kinds of work performed there; have skills in

ognizing problems, solution formation, identifying

cal implications, and testing the solutions by research

and application; recognize types of gratification and
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CUB SCOUT
PURPOSES,

TYPICAL CAREER EDUCATION
GOAL. 'STATEMENTS

,._

,

reward as they relate lm:decision-mak_ng.and problem
. . . ,

solving; be aware oVsome of the skills that.are required

,.
._

the use of,tools,
.

equipment, and materials in the world
.

of work." (Nevada)..

"The student will understand that decision-making-i -

eludes responsible act on in identifying alternatives,

selecting the alternat-_ve most consistent with his goals,

and taking steps to implement a course of action; the

student will develop the skills requiredhto identify the

objectives of a taskopecify resources required, outline
..,

procedures, perform .operationsoHand evaluate the product;

the student will develop an understanding. for the value
.-- ',

of work and continual learning; the student will understand

the role.Of leisure and the arts in achieving self

satisfaction." (Arizona)

It is apparent that considerable overlap exists between the Cub Scout

purposes and the goals of career edUcationi especially in the area of aware-

nes of self and others,. To summarize: -Career education is committed to
.

helping individuals develop a realistit self - concept, with regard to their

own needs, values, preferences, and abilities; CO Scouting shares this

comitrnent. Cireer.education aims at helping students, develop the skills

d -

they-need to.get along'with-others and to become. productive Members of society;

Cub Scouting shares-thit. aim. Career education recognjzes the need for

Student* to have-a realistic understanding of the qualities important to.

succiss;'. Cub Scouting shares this recognition.
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carter. education content of the Cub ScoUt ng
=

program cannot be/increased and Improved upon. Information on- careers' and
ti

,career prepar idn can be presented in the Cub Scout program. Just as outdoor
Y.

activities are used to foster understeriding-ofthe natural environment, career

education activities can be used to foster understanding of the'social envi-

ronment.

For children in the Cub Scoutage grOtip, Career education is conducted on

the awareness level. "This,Preliminaryphase of career develOpment generally

emphasizes motivation end work recognition by introducing the learner to

wide range of ideas -tout occupational roles.' Emphasis is usually on developing

Individual potent al based on self-understanding and awareness_of vocational

possibilities." (McClure, 1975).

,

Career education content, on the awareness level, should be-infused_into

regular Cub, Scout activitles'An an unobtrusive manner; that is, it should

not be an add-on, self-contained, separate program. ,If leaders become sensi-

tive tocareer education aspects already inherent in the,CullScouting. prograM,

they will notice many opportunities to emphasize career awareness..
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ANALYS

SECTION TWO.

-AND RaMMENDATIONS

The following analysis o unit level materials points out the career

education content. already irclidedin1 ScoUt literature, indieltes which

activities are especially,earderreliVanto and reciamends attitudes and addl.-

tional content so that the career awareness potentfal can be realized:

The.WOLF and BEAR materials are discussed. first. Because the WEBELOS' age

group and :special levelbetween Cub and' oYScoutingffer opportunity for a

slightly more advanced level Of career 6urenesi activities, these Materials are

:discusied separately. Final .-Y) the analytis-of STAGINGDEN AND PACK CEREMONIES

is presented. Although this hdok totains material for Cub and Webtlos Scout

cereMbnies,'-dnlYlhose.at the Webelos level were found to be structured in such

a.way that specific additional career education,materlal could be inserted.

The materials'are discussed id the- following- specific order:

I. OBMASTER'S PACKBOOK

II. DEN LEADER'S BOOK

III. WOLF CURS 9UT BOOK,

A. Parents' Supplement

B. Boys' Wolf Book

V. BEAR CUB SCOUT'BOOK

A. Paren_ti Supplement

B. Boys' Bear Book'

V. WEBELOS DEN LEADER'S BOOK

VI. .WEBELOS SCOUT. BOOK

A. Parents' Supplement

B. goys' Wdbelos,Book

VII. STAGING DEN AND PACK CEREMONIES
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CUB SCOUT !AVE

CUBMASTER'S PACK BOOK

pp.:_68769; "Parent Talent SUrvey_She":

AS stated, Question #3 is likely to be answered "no" ,by diffident or

.modest. this.could be.revisedto simply ask. Nhat is your job, business or- -

profession ?" Boxes could then be added under the Special Program AsSistance

section- to indicate:

"I'wOuld be willing to-talk about or demonstrate my job to den members"

and "I could arrange for Cub Scouts to visit my place of work."

142; "Program Helps_":

The "Program Helps" magatine should nclude.i. for infusing career

e ucationinto Cub;ScoutActiVities.

vlBil;"Monthly Themes":

Leaders_should be encouraged to give the monthly themes a career education=

,

dimension. Add to par agraph four.'sentence two "...skits based on aviation;

or learning abbutjObs In air transportation..._"

p.

Add to "The Pack' First Two: nthe'instructions for infusing career

education.

160:

Theist of potsible summer activities on this page implicitly inaudes-

some excellent career education content. A paragraph might be added ( efore

the one on Day4Camping)c to say that in planning these trip's, leaders and Cub
,

-Scouts should discuss the kinds' of things they expect to see, and what kinds
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of questions thy might ask to get he most put of their experience. Fo

.

instance, on a factory field trip Cub' Scouts' m ht ask workers about iird
. ,

jobs :Wfiat they do, howitirelates to what the other peopleAn the organization

do, how they got into that type of work, and what they like or do not like

about. it.

208;uHapdiOafts":

Crafts projects can .41se provide an oppot3tunity for ca eereducation

A paragrAph might be added here for example:,

" "MAKE IT MEANINGFUL: Crafts should- ust skills a Cub Scout can Master,

but should-be-challenging-and useful enough not to-be-seen as !busywork".

One vis, tip increase relevance is tO point outJP what ways the experience is

like 'an actual job. For instance`; awhile building a chair for the den room,

a Cub Scout is-using the same kinds' of skills, and for some of the same reasons,

as' a worker in a furniture factory."

2251221111_Lspk;1LuoW:

This is a good -place to Make a statetm nt on the CubScouts' attitude

towards career education. For instance, jut before Tour Prmits, a section

titled CAREER EDUCATION might-read:

"Just as Cub Scouts must work-together to make the pack a success, so must

individuals within a community. Part of citizenship is being aware of the

diverse and necessary jobs. that citizens. perform. 'Beginning to think about

careers and why one chooses one nr another can contribute to the development of

self-awareness as well as to awareness of, others. The best way to transfer

thfs kind of iformation Is to infuse it ntoregular Cub Scout activities.

Point out that the skills-Cub Scouts are arning relate to jobs. Talk about
N\

what jobs hiVe to be done in order to make po4ble activities the CUb.SCouts

9



(i4

driverenjoy the who watchetth poolt he driver of the bus, etc.).

Digcuss what those jobs are like, how they are acquit-4, the adVantages.or

Aisadvantages of eac etc. Give Cub Scouts an Opportbi o ask qUestions.'

7
. .

II. DEN LEADER'S BOOK

Specific ecommendatfons are as follows:

..."his mother's fir name, or say what he'd like tq be when he grows up."

Charades:

book charactyr, 'occupation and etc..."

P- Par4qFz.A:

"FOR WHEN I GROW 0i), THEME - -WHAT AM I? Prepare a box of name tags -with

names of jobs written on,thent. As each boy arrives, pin one to his back. The

object.,of thelame it for each boy,te figure out. which job he-has by asking

the others questions which can only be answered 'yes' orF'po'."

p.:855 new_paragraph_after paragraph 4:

"Leaders can also help make craftg more meaningful by pointing out in

what ways the things the boys are doing are like things grown-ups do on the job."

Lp. g6; after paragraph 5:

."Various jobs are also good to pantomime, su as making an ice cream

soda, repairing a,car, sell n Adoor -to -door, e."
0

118. after.the list of ack activities,

"Sumer i- an especially good time for learning about jobs and the com-

munity becauSe Cub Scoutsarefree to visit businesses during working hours."

,A section on field trips,to businesses and industriesand how to get the most

Out of them should be added to. the National Sumitertime Pack Award Planning
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WOLF CUB gpgijou

A. Parentsa Su lement

Specific recommendationS ae as follows:

f'41?IWAVELPA.41:

"...visit a clinic cif first Aid Squad." Add: 1,'Spend time talking

,personnel-.there, encourage your son to ask people about their jobs-what they

do, how theyyke it, what training or education is needed to start.
4

p.-12; Achievement 4 at end add :

14e10 your son understand that working both inside and outside of the

home are important parts of life. All members of-a-F.001y can cooperate to \

keep the household operating, even though pirents and children may have-
,

t: respons1b111 o elsewhere, P- r rile M9St learn to rare fnr them-.

selves, and others,.

5:

"An interest additional activity might be to watch a house being built,

or visit a furniture or other Shop where professionals use these tools."

1.4Aohievement7 between ar hs nd` 4 or ,4' and_ 5, add:

"Help your son realize that there are many farmers, factory workers', and

others'involved in and affected by pollution, and that solutions must be found

which will still let them make a living. You and your son, right also enjoy

finding out about the jobs :of people who 'help filth pollution and conserve

:natural resources 4

Electives, after hentr dutdry sectib _or at the end

f the elective descrtption on p. 20, add:

"Children often like to think about what they will be when they grow up.

Your son's understanding of possible career choices and of the world he live



in can he increased. l'al rabotit Carters

them. Some careers to explore Inc ude

Electiye 1

Elective

ed to eachelec

people who teach the deaf, telegraph operator
programmers.-

A

Ve as' he doer

computer

2: acting, castrate' designers,_camera operatdrs, sound
producers, stage designers

arpentert, toy and furniture makersElective 3:

Elective 4:basebYll players

Elective 5: boat builders,sAilors (navy and merchant M?,)'.

Elective 8: engineers, industria designers, peal

Elective 9: hotel managers, caterers, cruise-

operdt

Tigineer$,

Electivea10:ifine artists, illustrators, ads r rs ing

artists, drafting, architects'

Elective 13: wildlifebanagers,gaMe biologists

, Elective 14: zoologi-sts,:veterinarians, 200 keeper's

Elect:ie15:.filorogists, farmers, landscape architects, fires

V 'S

Elective 16: police officert, fire 41 hters civil defense workers

Elective 17: chef's, nutritionists, food service workers

Elective 19: fisting, fisheries managers/workers"

gf_pastv__Iolf Book

Specific recortniendatiOns are as follows:

Increase -the career expli otential :

.

"YoU'llhave a' chance to find out about all kinds of people and what

they do.

14litEIT12fland _

ca se parental roles are not always bClearly divided,

say: "Your parents can help you e n many ports and skills. They can g

'to ball games with you and fi

better

yru. They,cao help you w:Ith backyard
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cooking and camping. 'Thecan 14low you. how td do many useful.things around

the house'. They can help you fib(' out abOUt what it would be like to be an

astronaut, atruck driver, a chef. lour teacher.-.."-

. I

"Ask them, what they do and how they lear ed to do

P._48;_l: after first sentence add:

"Find out what jobs have to be done to kee e, house goring."

E,50 add aftervinyour'hOme'.

Ifyoli can, watch a house being built,

how.prefessior_ls use these tools.

p. 56; add a 1./_6:

"Think of some jobs performed by people in your,coninul

t thy? Whey oleyar y impcirt,nt?"

o to a furniture shop and see

y- that 'protect

"There are many jobs in the field of safety (for example firefighter,

police officer). Find out what soft if these jobs are and whf they are im-

portant.'!

p. 82;_after to each other." add new paragraph:

'Other people bSides the deaf and Secret agents use symbols to tali

Do you know that you can talk to a computer? Or with flags to a sail on

a ship? Find someone who uses a symbolic language to communicate. Ask to

learn to Say 'I am a Cub,Spout in

add paragraph between second thirdAt4Prabhs'!

"It takes many different people working together to produce a play, a

tele\ision or a radio show. Some of the things you will be doing for this

elective are similar to what profeSsionals do



p,:921 .a4d... a 4thnaraorankto introduction:

"If you can, visit a furniture or toy shop 4nd see how the things you 'use

see -in stores are madc"

p. 10. Atid paragraph-_4 toiintroduct. on:

"Ifyou,live'near the ocean or near a lake or river, there may. be a boat-.

building shop in your town. Ask one ofJour Parents to take you+there. Talk

to the builderS abdut how they make plans for boats and build them."

p. 124 between par4graphs 1 and add:

"Machioes.are used to build houses, make things we need, produce electricity

and other kinds of power, and do many other things. Many people make ,their

livings operating machines.

c

P._136; after _Paragraph 2 add:

"Imaginu are a.person who draws

book illustrations or cartoons."

p ctures adve. isements, posters,

p. 136i add #6:

"Talk to an artist and find 1Nt about the job. Who does the artist work

for? How does one become a professional artist?"

p,_142; add 3rd paragraph to introduction:

" "If you want. to find out more about birds,4,,ask your parents or teacher to

help you-contact a biologist, game warden, or someone else -hose job involves

studying or taking care of wild birds."

,Nany,people spend-much of their time taking care of animal r. A veteri,

na ian, a zoologist, a farmer, or azoo keeper can-',.tell you about animal. care."

p.

"Think of jobs teat no care-of animals. What do people with

those jobs do?"



V1521add_paragraph41:
4 , .

People who ;ike being outdoors and growing things often get jobs as

`farmers or gardeners. Landscape trChitects plan where to grow 'different

ns-to .make a yard bbautiful. Some scientists spend their time growing

plants to leer(' how to make theth healthier .bigger, end more beautiful."

p. 152;

"Name one job that invokes growing things and- t 11 what a person with

that job would do."

p. 160:

The first sentence is usually, but not always, tr6e. - In any case,

every person should knoW how to prepare food properly. A boy will become

a better cook if he sees that it is appropriate for men as well is for women

to prepare fond. Chance

in your family? Ask that person to read this with you."

sentence to: "Who does most of the cooking

Thenj,add a paragraph_between_pirkgraphs 2_andj:

"Some peoplelike to'cook so much they become chefs, and prepare meals

in restaurant_ or hotels,. Others study how to plan healthy andbeaUtiful

meals."

p. 160 _add #5:

"Next time you eat out with your family, ask to meet the Chef. Ask how

some food:you really liked was prepared."

p, 1011'10_0e:the first paragraph to read:

"It is fun for both kids and grown -ups. Grown-ups and kids are equals.

The fish does not know who is at the other end of the line."

Tlihenadd-te#7.
.

Meet umebody who makes his h living working with fish. What

rules does the Worker follow?"



BEAR CUB SCOUT BOOK

A. Parentsi_SupPlement

Speciffc recommendations are as follows:
.

14 8i Achievement 1; addunderlined-:

Ake world around him an_ the, peoplewho help to_prtqct Our lyi

ment A he completes his various conservation protects.. "-

Ahhie ement 2; add paragraph:

"If a house it being built nearbb go with your son to watch the-car-,

pente s and ask what they do."

p. 9, Achievement 6 add underlined:

.what to cover. Introduce your son to different people whose careers

involve exploring our past. Findout_what they do and why.'"

re,^n.f.11.14 "Idel vapt.

."Help your-son underitand.the' importance of good communication

about the books, newspapers, advertisements and other written materials he

sees every day. Who writes them? Why? How can you tell if writing i good

or bad?"

Achievement 12; add underlined:

". .he is alone. He will probably be interested in talking_to some of

the people who do emergency or rescue wor You can help by making arrange-

ments for_him to meet them. Telephoney ur police or fire depArtment and ask

to speakto_their_pubijorelationS staff."

p. 12; Elective 1; after propec_wtthomtthe faintest

$14rPri.se!_,"_04d:

"He could grow up to be aspice explorer, To find out more, write the .

Public Affairs Office .(Houston, Texas :77058) an4cisk. what careers

Iii space will exist in the next twenty years and how one might prepare for them."
4'
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12L Elective 2; add oragraph:

"fo help keep his interest alive, encourage your son to watch thewe thee

report on the news and compare his observations with theirs. If he is intee-

ested, telephone the station or a University Department. of Meteorology and-

find out how one becomes a meteorologist,"

p. 12, Elective'3; add:

"There are many careers in radio Which Wight interest your son, from

building rad-16st° running a radio station. Masi towns have at least one

local station--try to visit it."

pl12Electivezarah:
"Electronics is an important industry. 'Find oik if there is a company

that makes electric equipment in your area. What local industries use

electricity? Consider visiting the local power company and finding out how

the electricity is generated and brought to your home."

p. 12, Elective 6; add:

"If he can take a plane trip While Working on this elective, arrange for

him to visit the pilot's cabin. You might also visit an airport and find out

what the people who work in the ronteol tower and on the maintenance crews do."

13l_ El cti v 114_ add paragra00

"Most towns have professional photographers. See if your son can visit

On- Or find out who takes the pictures one sees in magazines, TV, movieS4-

or the local newspaper. If your soh is,interested, talk with him about how'

photographers WorkAnd what they do."

p._150 Elective 19; add paragraph:

"As in Achievement 1, your son Iry be interested in finding out about

people who spend all their. time in Conservation, such as forest rangers,

agronomists, water treatment plant Operators, etc."
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goys' Bear Book

Specific- Tecommendations

p. 10, Achievement 1:

Requirement #3 is already Career education oriented.
4°

s follows:

.15Arent2.add:
"4. Watch a profesiioncl carpenter or other wood worker and describe

the job."'

3, add:

"7. Think of jobs that involve-taking care of historical' laces or

things, or finding out about history. Describe them."

p._564,AchieveMen t 94_ add:_,

"- Find but Who wrote a book, an article or other piece of published

ingn Fiiid out if the writer works for a company dr i self- emplbyed.

Lhe 1Y r 411 JUU$ W.J10

job."

t anet

"6. Choose a kind of emergency and tell whom you would call for help.

zL.

find out what kind of training that person has to have to help you."

1

Blectivej add:

"7. Ask your parents totelp you write to the N.A.S.A. Public Affairs-

Offi e (Houston, TexaS :7708)- to ask What kinds of jobs in space there will

be 4the next twenty years. Ask what you should do to prepare for a. career

in space."

p. BS, 2. add:

"7. Watch the weather report on TV on the days for which you are

keeping records and compare their findings with yours. Find out how you can

become a meteorologist and what one does."
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Elective__ add:

"Opt. oral 3. With an adult, visit a local station and find

programs are recorded and transmitted. What kinds of jobs are there in 1.'(110?u

p. g4 Elective add:

"6. Visit your local Ater station and find out where the .elects

`used by your town comes frIA and how it is sent. What do people at the

company do?"

A.

"5. Visit an airport and find out how people there help

fly safely. If you take a plane trip, ask if you can .visi

1s2 ElectiElective 11: add:

Planes

pilot's

"5. Visit a professional photographer and examine the photographic

equipment, or find out who takes the pictures for you r local nev.npaper
Ah

interview the photographer."

a_1621,112_LALd:
"5. If you live in an area where there are farms, try. meet th

ion nvolvpd in -Senn consf
hU I fCo it e Isg 44 1.64.oi. 5 #1t0,1#tO1 4

A 11144111/6
wr

Lion. In the city, talk to someone in a Universi. ,-Department of Geolog,

ask about different. ways of preserving the soil. With 30, adult, visit a

water treatment plant and find out how-water is made safe to drink.

1 9

War

in
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and



qELOS SCOUT LEVEL

The Webelos Activity Badges, as their titles imply,-are already career

education oriented. As does career eduCation they focus on developing an

integrated body of skills and knowledge.. Webelos activities differ -from Cub

Scout activities .in that they dc\not rely on interest areas which may or may

not have career implications.

Webelos Activity Badges 'Inc ude careers which.could.be placed in eight

f the U.S. Office of-Career Education's fifteen major ca - clusters.*

LtiKitE§1Plat Career_ Cluster

Aquanaut Marie; Science

Athlete Hospitality and Recreation

Artist
Scholar

Fine Arts and Humanities

Showman Communl tions and Media

Citizen-

Craftsman
Engineer

Forester
Geologist
Naturalist
Outdoorsman
Scientist

Traveller

represented

_e. .ppen_ x o

Public Services

Manufacturing/ConstrUetion

Environmental Control

Transportation

Business and Office

Marketing and Distribution

Consumer and Homemaker

Personal Services

Health

f een career clusters and a sampling of jobs in each
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'If the Webelos program is expanded or revised, the possibility of

including careers from some:of the other clusters should be considered. Jobs

shuuld be. chosen which ar{e in tcras t ing, include some skil s s or uctivi

which can be attained or simulated by a ten year old boy, and Which represent

the wide variety of career Choices tjiat are available.

Pos:ilitieS include:

Accountant (Business and Office)
Merchant or Trader (Marketing/Distributi
Farmer (Agribusiness)
interior Designer (Consumer, Homemaking)
Barber (Personal Services)
Paramedfd (Health)

WEBELOS DEN LEADER'S BOOK

Specific recommendations are as follows:

L.211.1.SEUTAPILLAEILDicigriint:

"...overnight camp. (Visits to busing2sekiallisIEScouts fulfill

reauirements _for ActivityAgm). Show these in the monthly...

"People usually like to talk about leisure time and career interests.

Many would he pleased to _ monsti'ate their skills to boY.:.

p. dElaj]ladd underlined:

"...famous person (...etc), or job title, on each piece of pap
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VI iBELOS SCOUT BOOK

A. Parents_' Supplement

'-.tions A

p._11,,WithHts_Activity_Ba e- Work ; add paragraph:-

"The Activity Badges focus on different career areas. You_ 'son s Den

Leader will be looking foomways to help the boySMnd out more about jobs

available in the areas covered. When you fill out the Parent Survey Sheet,-

be sure to indicate what Your job is. Also, though you may not work in one

of the areas covert,. , you may know someone who does. Help that person get

together with the Scouts, Most.boys spend some time wondering what they wi 1

be when tiLey.grow up. The Activity Badge work gives them an opportunity to

learn about various job possibilities.

B. Boys' Webelos Book

Specific recommendations .are as follows:

p. 12i add_underlined_to paragrashl:

"...and done well. You m= al who make their n9L doing

p. l add 4th pro
h

"There are many interesting jobs for people who like the water. You will

probably meet some of them.in learning to pass the tests for this badge.

Aquanauts teach swimming or-work as lifesavers, serve in the Coast Guard or

Harbor Rescue Service, or fish or use snorkel and SCUBA equipment to explore,

the ocean. If pfossible, talk to someone who earns a living on or in the water.

b is all about. How. does one p.-epare for this job?"

2211. acluv:Nirenierts:
Talk to one person whose job is on or in the water, and be eta* to ex-

plain'what the job is-and how one learns to do it.
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p. 51; add at be h 2:

"Some people find careers helping people be physically. fit. School

physical education teachers, recreation directiorsland people at organizations

like the V;N:C.A.
.

These pages present an adequate introduction to public service careers

as they stand.- However,- one might add_the following atthe endof_p.

"People who want, to help others often,go into public service. They may

work for the local, state, or fede91 government. They do many different jobs

including making laws, seeing that laws. are obeyed, and protecting people in

various ways. As apart of this activity, arrange to talk to a governmen

worker. Find out what this person's job is, and how it helps people."

"In some tow%. there are people who make their living doing crafts.

They may_have started by doing it for a hobby, just like you. If you can,

talk to-a,professional craftsworker(1 Ask if you can watch the work in pro-

press and see how th6hecessary tools are handled. Talk about where designs

come from, and how:people learn crafts."

p. 109; add paragraph:

"If you are interested you can arr. ,ge to meet a florester and talk £bout

forestry. Or you might write to the U.S. Forest Service for information

about how to become a foreste

p. 137_.,addtbparagraph

"You will learn about some of the people who spend their lives studying

nature."

38 and 150; add

"Find out about someone who is, or was, a naturalist. Describe what,

a naturalist does. ".
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p. 138; agg22LAERRh at JO_ of page:

"There have been mans' great naturalists whose work added to our under-

ding of nature. Ard there any working naturalists in your town? The zoo,
rk

a University department of Zoology or Biology,, or a large park would-4e good

pl a oes tv look for one

"Everyone should know how to he safe outdoors. Some people use these
b

skills every'day. Forest rangers have to know how to live in the woods and

take care of'theprest. Park rangers advise campers outdoor living

practices. Other pc ple who work outdoors may be guides."

178 186, 17:, material on these s is career educiAL

already, a4noadditionsto thisActivIlyareneeded.

p._188,after_paragraph 1; add:

1
"Scientists also seek knowledge irumany other fields. To be a scientist,

you need to know ow to test ideas, and you need to, learn basic' information

is\

about what you are studying. For this activity; you will find out more about

-what Some scientists do."

"Name one kind of scientist and tell what that.-- scientist does."

p. 212; add to paragraph 2:

"If you went into show business, what would you like to do? Why? Can

you name anyone in that, field?"

p. 23Q; add to_paragraph:

"Some become professionals, and make their living in sports."

p. 231Abottom and p. 248 (top); add requirement:.

1.

1= one professional Athlete and tell how that athlete got e a

pro. Name two non-plOng jobs in ...iports."
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p. 205!addparagrapli:

"Would ybu like to do a lot of traveling when you grow up? Some people

have jobs that,let them. do this. Travel agents are experts in.arr-nging trips.-

Visit one and ask how travel- agenets. help people travel. Ask what kind of

people travel a lot." =

add requirement

"Visit,a,travel agent -and find-out what a travel agent does."

VII. STAGING DEN AND PACK CEREMONIES

The ceremonies described in this book are connected tojprogram activities.

presented in other Cub Scout literature. The content of the ceremonies,

therefore, is determined by those activities,-and cannot,be changed unless

the\4ctivities themselves are changed. Aseareer education content is added

to other Cub Scout materials, the need for revision of,the appropriate sere -

monies should be considered.

The bqlk of the book, then, does not lend itself to the addition o

ent_ There are, however, specific ceremoniesall for

Webelos Scoutswhich already contain.good career education messages or the

potential for .them. In most cases, the insertion of a sentence or two will

contribute to the Webelos Scout's awareness pf career possibilities and how

his presentScouting activities relate to theM.

Specific recommendations are as follows:

ll7t__top paragraph:

"...learning things hat may lead the boys to lifelong hobb ies or

voca ions:" Good as is
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activity badges you earn as you expl or tt; --11 us so i e of the 15

Webelos activity areas we will Work-on."

ADD: "You may find some activity you like well enough to. continue

working in all your life, either as a hobby or perhaps even as a job."

p:I.J21/21omasagraph:

.,.is.an opportunity for a ceremony invol 'ing an outside expert in the

subject.' Take this opportunity, if possible, because'it will lead to variety

your ceremonies."

ADD: "It wil also give you the:chance to introduce the Webelos Scouts

to professional people in an area in which the boys now have some basic skills.

Encourage your guest experts to Ydiscuss.their careers with the boys."

...if-,ny of you decide to become real engineers." Good as is perhaps

also ADD: "TheOkare many different jobs where'youcan use your engineering

ability." (If posy e, the engineer might give one or two examples related

to the projects done the boys.)

Same_page,Enqingerspeakin excellent: I'm proud to see that
/

you have learned engineering principles so well."

Add: "I will stay here after tht ting to answer questions about my

about other jobs where such engineering, principles are used."

WebelosDen_Leader_speaking; top paragraph:'

f2Arla:

talk with you.

..hope.yoU will -stay afterward so our budding engineers can

.glad you can...

P=-1-23
Artist,_ top p rags ph:

"You have shown real skill in meeting the requirements for the Artist badge."
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Add: "Stile of you may be interested in b cumiil9 pi,,,,, I .6i1 iGists

you grow up. If you would like to know what a name specific profession, such

as cartoonist or art teacher) does, be here after the meeting to answer

your Evcn if art does not heron r your career. I hope all of you

enjoy creating artwork all your lives. Right now, it-is a great pleasure...

Den Leader, last sentence; thane to:

...Pm 0ad you can stay after the meeting to talk with our Webelos

Scouts and their parents about art."

p. 124, general note:

. When a variety,of activity badges are earned, would still be=a good

idea to invite professid6is in the various areas to present the awards.

Statements similar.to the ones listed above could be included in the presenta-

tion. The prdfess nals co ld all be encouraged to stay after the meeting t6

discuss their are th the Webelos Scouts.

If that is too mbersome, a statement could be inserted at the end of

the third paragraph on this p

,Den Chief lights third candle.)

Add: "You have all learned skills which you can USe now, and which may

help you pick a career someday."

ter: "(Hand badges to parents while

p. 219, Conservation'.

Having a forester or conservation officer present the awards is good.

Also, having the gu&t "briefly tell about his job and items 'of special

interestpertaining to conservation," is good.
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APPODIX

TH FIFTEEN OCCUPATION

OFFICE LTIA1

AND A win OF JOS ZN EACH'

The 'fifteen occupational cluters represeht the entire world

of work around which career education migYit be developed, as

suggested by the United States Office of Education,



THE FIFTEEN OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

OF THE U. S. OFFICE OF FOUCATIOW

AND A SAMPLING OF JOBS IN EACH

Agrt7Businoss kNaturaliResources

Cruiser (Forestry)
Hatchery Worker (risherY)
'Sanitary Engineer-
Range Manger
Campground Caretaker
Fish & Game Warden
Forest Fire Guard
Dairy' Tester
Nursery Worker
Produce Grower

2. Business & Office

Accountant
Computer Programmer
General Office Clerk
Typist
Office Manager
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Retionist
Stock Clerk
Estimator

Communications4 Media

Communications Engineer
Sound Technician
uemcnAper Rennrter

Radio Operator
Mr Traffic Control Specialist
Radio-TV Announcer
Offset Press Worker

44,,,,Construction

Heavy Equipment Operator
Carpenter
Electrician
Bricklayer Stonemason
Insulation Worker
Ironworker
Painter
-Rlumber - Pipe Fi
Dry-wall /nstaile
21azlec

13

Heald

Dental Hygienist
Optician
Hospital Administrator
Nurse - Licensed Practical
Psychiatric Aide
Surgical Technician
Orthopedic Cast Specialist
Nuclear Medical Technologist
Dietician
Sanitarian

6. Envirenmen

Soil Conservationist
Industrial Waste Inspector
Water Treatment Plant Operator
Forest Fire Fighter
Air Control Specialist
Air Analyst.
Smoke Tester
Industrial Health Engineer

7. Fine Arts and Humanities

Museum Technician
Journalist - Author
Librarian Historian
MiniSter - Philosopher
Teacher
Urban Planner
Lawyer - Judge
Anthropologist
Piano Tuner
Musician - Artist

Homemaking. and Consumer Education

Home Economist
Budget Consultant
Child Care Assistant
Salesperson (Textiles
Salesperson (Chit en toys)
Interior Decorat
Dressmaker - Tanta
Foster Parent
rood -Sorvi,.- scn

Home Service Representative

I



tio,nita 10n_

Hunting ti.Fishing Guide
Playground. Supervisor
Park Ranger
Hobby/Sport Shop-Employee/owner
Recreation Facility Attendant

Morzpit
+lost/Hostess - Restaurant
Travel Counselor
Sports iiisilictor
Community Center Director

10. Manufacturing

Machinist
Assembler
Manufacturer's Service Representa-

tive
Automated Equipment Engineer-

Technician

SheqtMetal Worker
Research Mechanic
Tool &(Die Maker
Machine Operator
Director, Quality Control
Marketing Researcher

11. Marine Science

Chemical Oceanographer
Marine Photographer
Marine. Biologist_
Oceanographic Engineer
Marine Meterologist
Diver's Helper
Ocz,n,Flo
Laboratory Assistant
Researcher,
Fish Hatchery Superin ndent

1, Marketing & Dhbution

Wholesaler
Buyer
Salesperson
Fashion Coordinator
Service Center Manager
Manager - Restaurant
Manager - Hotel
Warehouse Worker
_Driver - Salesperson

Personal

Make-up Spetialist
Cosmetulogist
Haircutter
Housekeeper Home
Waiter/Waitress
Ecll CzIptin
Hospital Attendant
Dry Cleaning & Laundry Wo
Reducing Salon Attendant
Embalmnr

14, Services

Highway Patrol officer
Bailiff
Fi=re Fighter

City Manager
Publit Utility - Customer Service
Representative

Mail Carrier
Meter Reader
Social Worker
EmployMent IntervirQwcr

Inspector

15. Transportation

Traffic, Ra & Tre-

Clerks
Heavy-Truck Driver
Ticket Agent
Pilot, Engineer, Bus DriVer,

Ship Captain
Warehouse.Trafficibirector
Railway Express Agent
Cratin0 *wing Estimator
Port Traffic Manager
Automobile Mechanic
Schedule Analyst

ation
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urpose of this study report is to present in analysis of car

education conLem. In WIEL IVVUI it U#

SCOMINSA. F:ndings of t ,2xamlua ion ft fir5t, th:

crucial elements. of career eclucution ar; airead,y contained in the Stour

that noportimities for further infusion of career

education content are numerous.

Scouting purpose - -to aid youth in devel upirig good character,

or

citizenship, and fitness--it compatible with the goals of career education.

This consonance makes infusion of career education content into Scouting

materials a logical course to follow.

This report notes Career education content in Scouting materials,

indicates opportunities for further development, and recommends additions.

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENBATIONS

SC 'TMASTE '3 Ht

Scout leaders who are alert to career education goals will find many

opportunities to make appropriate additions to the program themselves.

thy thoulH prnuHed with career education materials anti

activity ideas, such as the following guidelines for infusing career education

into any trip plans. This information could be added to the handbook where

appropriate.

"Group outings can be a way of learning about careers. Before you

tell the boys be aware of the various jobs done b, people they might meet

along the way. Ask them to help you think of questions to ask those people to



,

out more about their jobs. Let them come, up- with as many question

poss ble, but halie in mind' such questions as

How did you decide to do this kind of 'work?

How dic' you get .thiS job specifically?

What work did you do before.this job? Does your previous

-,What are your hours?

Do you work indoors or outdoors?

Do you work mostly with people or mostly ;41one?

What do you like about your job?

What do you dislike about y r job?

What'kind of person rho you think would like your. job?

What kinds of skills are needed for your job?

help
you l

(The SCouts will probably come urwith a queStion about pay., which is
a.

certainly a. good_ ---thing to know about a lob..' However, point out to them
',hat

asking about salary is Considered by s be an invasidn of privacY,

probably shouldn't be done., :r

On the trip, speak with such people as the bus driver, the gasoline

station attendant, the lifeguard, the tour guide, or the ticket taker at

- park entrance. JIlink of every worker-atongthe way as a candidate for

d

the

interview. -CiVerlook yourself. This might be a good way to let 4)

Scouts know about your lift outside of Scouting. It is 'also an -opportunity .c:3

talk about jobs 4 in Scouting, both voluntary and profetsional.) Ask the

worker:, i f they would be willing to answer some questions about the

front oNteScouts.

In this process, Scouts will see people in their roles as wor

in



Scoutmasters might also be giVen a small collection of anecdotes about

adults who became interested in their Oreers as a result o some'Scout

activity. The more. famoui the'adults, the bette-

Specific recommendations for other additions to the HANDBOOK a e'as

follows:

Recognizing people's interdependence is a basic part of career awareness.

p._ 31:

-UnderstandingAmeri n social, economic, and governmental systems is a

basic career awareness nor, and:exploring,vocatione and hobby possibilities

is part of career exploration.

p._391

This analogy should be emphasized. It will help boys realize the

relevance of what they are doing now to what they will do as adults.

p. 42:

A section could be added here, titled "Career EduCation," as follows:

"Another program element in Scouting is career education. This should not be

confused withvOcatlonal or job training. Career: ducation is a broader

process. It includes not only information about specifiC careers, but a basic

understanding of why people have careers, and how everyone in a community

contributes (through jobs and other activities) to meeting the community's

needs.

The Skill. Award'and4ler t Badge activities include many opportunities to

gather information on what various jobs are like, and whether they would suit

individual interests and abilities, whiCh will help Scobts make wise career



choices when the time comes. As Scoutmaster, you should be aware of the

potential of parents of troop members and others in the community as resources

in various career areas.

Career'educatibn is particularly relevant to the__ underlying purposes of

Scouting in developing citizenship and leaderShip sCilis. If one understar;ds

the nature and importance of a variety' of jobs to the. success of a community,

one's abili to relate positivelyto other members of that community is

increased. The boy who has learned leadership skills inScoutino maybe more

ly to t&(e e.-!onsibility and achieve a position of leadership in his

future career."

p.57:

"A mental characteristic of the 14-ytar-old or older is given as 'begln_

to think about vocations.', This is the time to .begin emphasizing specific

information about careers, an? to give boys opporianities to observe or talk

to working people."

lareas in which a boy may be earning a merit,badge. If the job is not

21_114 PALI9...OragraPh 2:

"However, the troop committee is"an excellent source of i nformation and

,ontacts,particularly when it comes to finding people in different career.

represented within the committee, it may be among troop parents or friend

lastSiEJtimderlinadararahu:

...adult interests, either in terms of career leisure activities."

A number of good career education learning activities are included here.

k.187.AdcementReLAlimmlts:

Revise these as indicated for the equivalent pages in the Scout Handbook.



p. 2g Nature Questions:

This-game can be'adapted to Career E ucation.by calling

and having It" think of a job instead of a natural obAct.

TROOP COMMITTEE GUIDEBOOK

Specific recormendatlbns are as p lows:

P. 12:

n ou.azy edu4a4 io.1
-TIvikft ma

# # 04j Ul Me addition.

could be described right after ildVancement, as-`t follows:

"A committee member discusses career areas which will be touched on by

individuals working on awardsor badges/Or by-the troopas a whole. Ways to

provide information on- these areas, such as asking experts to come to a troop

meeting and speak, arranging visits to bUsinesses, indu stries, etc., or. even

setting up nternship experiences, are suggested. ""

p. 20; paragraph 3:

The recruitment ,of merit badge counsel': s c ould be one of the tasks of

the career education committee member as d ibed above. P,ople quailfied tO

provide career education experiences might also serve as a source of counselors.

-P4,211.

Defined purposes of the merit badge progr include provision of:

"Opportunities for Scouts to learn about a wide variety of subjects including

1

Scout skills and vocational, avocational, cultrel and service fieldt." -This'

emphasizes the career education. aspect of b4dge work.

p. 42; add to_R- aragraph l:

"Especially in the more career- brentc. merit badges, the'counselor



7 .

p!014Wruttlng Merit Badge Counselors,_ last paragraph:

"It is a program of learning skillt or hobbies." 't is also an
*

opportunity for thiScout to meet an adult who is prof cis: the skill

presented, and who may use them either professionally or as a leisure activity."

III. SCOUT HANDBOOK

Because of his greater sophistication and mobility, the boy of Scout age

can xplore careers more independently than cana Cub Shout. He does need

Auidance,'however,Ao get the -most out of his opportunities.

Specific recommendations are as follows:

Skill Awards :..

Regpirement_

Good-example ofa career education activity.

,p._112Ladd'to-the

"People who run city services."

p._ 11.3; add a paragraph between paragraphs 1 and_2:

"Think of questions you ,would like ask, for example: -your community

service a 4 d or volunteer job? What'kinds of skills or knowledge do you need

to do it? e e did you get them? Why do you think community service is

important?"

First Aid

Fulfilling requirement #1 will involve finding out about medical careers.

123, add after" .sheriff's ice":

"As part of their jobs, all these people are trained to provide first aid."



Family Livin

p.4 15(4 add after paragraph 2:

"Long ago, family jobs and people's careers were oneand the game, people

raised their Own food, made their own clothes, and built thei own homes

Today parents may_work at jobs which seem to have ittle relationship to

4
family. jBut a career s still an important part of one's-life. Family members

can help each other by being interested in what each-member does."

p. 157, add_ to paragraph

equirement 4. What are teir=lobs called? What he.Y2?"

p 160:

The analogy between fam ly and business finances i good.

Community Living

p. 165;_ add_ toreopirement3 between first and second sentences:

"Find out about one job in each of these service areas and describe what i

involves and hoW one prepares'for it."

Add a requirement 5:

"List several services that people in a commu ty need."

TULLinfprnatigpit of career education.

P.:,_174_, add to Paragraph3:

ic utility. Talk to pePple-who work in these places and ask them.

of

what they do, how they like it, and what training they needed to get their

jobs. Afterward, tell..."

Communications

177 add a regOrement:
fi

"7. Name four ways in which p4ople get information dispersed, and giVe

the job tie of one person who makes a living' in each."



p. 8.5;. addongrAph:,

"If youineed help-placing A c111, the telephone operator help.ypu

p. 1 _addparagraph:

"Who writes or preparesthese stories? How do they go about.it, and where

do -they get their information? Whatother'People are involved in getting the

story. to the ,public, and what do they do? " -.

Environment

p.:2754 add :to`regUirement4;

"Name two jobs in which people study the eniiirOnment. =Tell what they do

and how they do it."

p. 279k akparagrIptIL:

"Many people spehd their ives studying these laws. Biologists and

zoologists study plants and animals. Agronomists study the effectS of
_r.

different farming technique. Marine biologists study the sea."

Conservation

adcne- ulrefnerit:

"5. . Tell what each of the followinn people do.: waste -water treatment

_
operatorv'enVironmental inspectors.,-soil scientists.,!

p. 312; add: 4e

"Cnvi'ronrrtantal inspectors monitor the leve of'pallutipn in the air

and,- if it grows too dangerous, must issue a smog alert."

p4LatipidtLpAtpaerah.3:

"Soil scientists study the earth.and can suggest to fa=rmers ways t

add or return nutrients to the soil."
t-
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JERI-Ping PAMPHLETS

The analysiS and recommendatiOn e presented in two sect ons,* the firtt

which is described below:

SECTION,A: The career eduction content and recommendations:are presented

-in chart form.

The first column umbe- which will be us for reference in

SECTION. B); thetitle_pf_thepamphlet and the date of the last revision. The

revision date is very. important-tb the value of the pamphlet as a career

Aducationresource, since information in many fields is rapidly opt-dated.-

Each.paMPhlet should be reviewed by experts in the career areate'determine

pevition,requitements. Aowever, it is probably reasonable to assume that any

pamphlet over ten years old.is not useful in,a career education program.

The second column contains a summa of -;the 'amhlet contents. While all

of the pamphlets can be considered career relevant, some have Sections

specifically geared to caeeer development. Statements regardinglpeci c

career educe on content have been underlined.

The'third column indica

,

in- e uire n_s whit are Most_

directly related to_careers. It was found that most of those reqdfrements

were added as a result of reeommendationsfliade by. the Program Development

Diviston of SCOUTING/USA ("Career Exploration Req0ements in the Merit Badge

Plan, 11/15/72).

The fOurth,co umn contains sam le e uirements which would increase the

career education emphasis of the merit badRe program. Additions were made to

the most career relevant pamphlets. However, this is not to imply ,that all of

these additions should be made northat additions to other pamphlets should not

be made.



SECTION A

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS-

CAREER EDUCATION ANALYSIS



CODE I/

TITLE

REVI ION DATE

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS ,

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

industrial elution

can

to-14r

ve r vete

it

ti en urance the stock market

business an vernment an

2. if) Give job titles and

describe what three different

bank es!loyees do.

own bus ne s

, Discusses history of U.

American
,

historical sites, and events.

577Hrat I

004

Antal.

Science.

777,

005

Arc

964

:106 Provides infermation on basie architecture skills, In-

Architecture eludes a section on what an architect does

19t6

ng n t 011 speeches 2. (a)
5 (b)

Name three careers in which

people study history. Tell

how these people help us

understand our heritage.

Discusses diseases and characteristics of farm animals

2nd railing techniques. section ir cereers in

livestock_productior'

Presents safety, care and use, of archery eguipment.

01 Presents differenttypes of art, what ft is, how it is

Art used tb communicate, reproductionif art' and a brief

1g7 presentation an jabs inr .

5. Talk to an architect and

find out how archite is train

for their work;

'6108 'Introduces basictstronomy: the sen, moon, stars, planets

A tronom and viewing the heavens. Includes a_sectiononcareers

and career re oration.



CODE

TIT!:

REVYNN DATE

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER pLICATION CONTENT

WENT SIIMMARY

(Lreer edutation emphasis u 1r

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

m le Additions

009

Athletics

FocuseS,on amateur Sports: 'following, rules of games,ind

developing individual athletic'ability.

010

Atomic

Ene

Discusses what atomic energy is, some of the equipient

that is used'

i171teareelOamPer,

( ). Talk to someone who

works with radioactive mate-

rials. Find out about their

job. How do they guard

against exposure to radiation?

011

Aviation

012

Basketr

IntroduCes WOG theories of flying, airplane design,

the,areospace age, safety, and careers in aviation.

9. (c). Describe the duties

of one person who is res-

onsible for air safety.

Demonstrates basket weavin

013\

Beekee

014

Bird Stud

Discusses thie value of bees and their social structure;

how to keep arldllige bees;

Demonstrates how, to identify `birds by sound and sight;

dijusses migration, bird watching techniques, extinct

and rare birds.

015 Demonstrates bookbinding; contains a short section on

Bookbindin careers,

4

149



reAr
. ,

REVLON DATE

0i6

tan-

9

017

491ing.

01

Camn_2

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

^ONTENT SUMMARY

/MT

Y'lreer education emphasis underlined)

RELLVANT RLQUIREMENIS

Existin Sam le Additions

Discusses field c'i-ieryintion, plant identification, plant

collection, and telmportance of light, heat, water,

oxygen, and carbon dioxide. Includes a section on careers.

1. mom V*

(In Music merit badge pamphlet #069,)

1......13.1111111.611141.1.11101, 1

9. Describe two possible

careers in Botany.

Introduces basic camping skills: first aid, what to pack,

egninment, meals, and how to make camp.

Introduces canoeing skills:. boarding, paddling, launchinc .

lie!;aving with a canoe, storing a canoe.

020 Discusses combustion; importance of water, chemistry of

ChemtatIL plants, animals, foods, and metals; how to analyze chemi

073 crls; pollution; and industrial and agricultural chemistry.

70clUdes a section on careers in chemistr related fields.

021

Citizenshii

in the'

LOPOW11 t

-1 2

scosses the individual's role as a citizen, organization

of government, volunteer organizations,'and water resources 5. (a).

Mentions careers inRb1iervice.

9. (b).

Discuses person0,responsibility, Declaration c' ndepen- 7.

dr.n,e, Bill of Rights, Constitution, natio, 11 problems,

th :tion how govornmcnt mts and what servim it pron.tides,

1972 naturalization,

7 I



CODE

TITLE

REVISION DATE

023

Citizenshii

in the World

71-0-2

024

( Coin

Collectin

5

025

Communica-

tions

7573

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CONTETT SUMMARY

,(Cai.eer education emphasis underlined)

Discus:es world problems, different ideologies, inter-

national relations and organizations, world resources

and world brotherhood.

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

Existin Sam le Additions

9. (). Name and describe the

careers of three people who

promote or have promoted world

peace and understanding.

Demonstrates identification, collection, and care of coins.

Discusses sellin verbal comunication, writin a resume

an activity t at invo ves commun cat on.

c0705i5FITWIRTT5i5M1ds
flstsseveraisecificones

7.

8.

026. Introduces the history of components, flow charts, com.

Cam uters puter systems; and includes a section on careers in

973 collauters *related fields.

027-

Consumer

Bu 9 5

028

Cooktn

67

Discusses foods, product price and value comparison,

advertising, and consumer protection.

----7Discusses menu and food preparation, clean up, food

packaging and storage.

Presents bicycle care and safety; discusses evelopmnt

of individual ability on 6 to 150 mile trips,

I



Lfl

CODE

TITLE

REVISION DATE \\

MERfl BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CONTENT SUMMARY

,(Carer education emphasis underlined)

023

atiELlishi

in theArld

972

024

Coin

Collectin

Discus es world problems, different ideologies, inter.

national relations and organizations, world resources

and world brotherhood.

_ - . _

Demonstrates identification, collectla, aid care of coins,

025 Discusses sellin

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

Sam le Additions

9 (9L Name and describe the

careers of three people who

promote or have promoted world

peace and understanding.

verbal communication, writin a resume

Communica- an activity t t invo ves commun cat on,

I

.

tions p as zcs a C01711-71041_.21
9 3

8.

026. Introduces the history of components, flow charts, um-

Com titers puter systems, and ,includes a section on careers in

3 computer and related fields.

027'

Consumer

8u irig

9Th

028

Cookin

67

029

Cycling

Discusses foods, product price and value comparison,

advertising, and consumer protection.

Discusses menu and food preparE4ion, clean up, food

packaging and storage.

Presents bicycle care and safety; discusses ovelopliut

of individual ability on 6 to 150 mile trips.

t

6.



ERii 6ADGE PilaLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CODE 11

WILE

REVISION DATE

C0651 IiF]:t.Aiii

(Career education emphasis underlined)

!WITT n: UIREMENTS

xist1i

,

Soil. Additions

Discusses breeds of cows, milking cows and dairy manage030

PlilL'ini

1950

Ent,.

031

Dentistr

Presents dental problems and correction strategies with

iprojects related to dental care. Includes a section on

careers in dentistry.

032

. are

0eMonstrates how to train and care for dogs. Veterinarian B.
,

,Eipstedasaieer.

033

Drafting

Introduces the language and tools of draftihgsketchi;g

and drawing. Contains a section on careers. ,

,

4. Name three kinds of busi.

messes that need people with

drafting skills, What do

these people do?

1965 . .

034

Electricit

Introduces basic principles of electricity. Discusses

alternating and direct currents, how a battery works,

safety, terms to know, and apprenticeship prorams in
,

12. Visit a power company and

find out what jobs have to be

done in order to deliver

electricity to your home.

1974

electricity,

035

Electronics

Demonstrates how to read, design and set up a simple

circuit; explains thelinary system and demonstrates how

to build a flip flop circuit. Discusses jobs in the field

5.

14.65

2Lelectronic:.

........__

036

Emergency

kqareness

Demonstrates proper.conduct in emergencies, how to signal

for help, home preparedness, and rope work.

__...______.

;55



N

rog 4

Ti ILE

REVISION DATE

(MERIT BADGE PAMPHLIS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CONILlif SWARY
RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

(Career education emphasis underlined)
jf_t_t le Additions

037

En ineerin and attlu_es

968 enter the fiel

Focuses on careers fin enoineerin what

nd Oat tninino is required to

038 Introduces environmental science and presents.a section

Environmental 2Elartr2portunites.

clence

039

Farm.

1961

046

Farm'

Mechanics

1958

041

Farm Records

042

F 1:Rsie!,.7

rintin

Introduces land utilisation and faring,

Demonstrates erutIon and maintenanc77

2. Name and describe the func-

tions of two people a farmer

might ask to help rearrange

the Farm's facilities.

Introduce
ockkeepinQ end farm man a emetrt.

Demonstr ges fingerprinting, identification finger-

pilpt hi for of'fingerprintin!j:

7. What job belongs to 'a

person who is able to teach

farmers record keeping.

6. Name and destribe three

jobs in which fingerprinting

is used

Discusses fire causes and prevention; conduct in dangerous

sitilations; home and camp escape plans-and the role of

tliu fire department:;

I

(a) Name and describe the

duties of fire station. person-

nel.

Cont'd.



vi

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CIE[ ErATIM LU

CODE #

TITLE

REVISION DATE

CONTENT SUMMARY
,

.,__

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

Existin amtl Additions

_...

013

Firemanshi

_ _____
,

(continued from previous page)

.

.

1...

7. (g) ;Describe the personnl

and proajdures.which the Fores

Service employs to control

forest fires.
i

044 ,

First Aid

__ _

0emotb;.rates basic first aid including treatment of

bleeding and broken bone's.
,

-1972

045

Fish and

Wildlife

Discusses the relationship between peciple and wildlife and

qencies that manage wildlife. qgests

5. (b)

5. (d)

for career information.

7-1972

......_

046

qshin

74

Demonstrates how to identify, catch, clean, and prepare

fish. Presents fishing regulations.

,

4.

,

) 047

Fdrestry

--171-

---_

--.-

013cusses identification and measurement of trees, forestry

projects, and problems. The career of forest manager is

:presented.

048

Gardening

,.

Introduces home gardening techniques and dtscusses J'Je

food value of vegetables and fruits.
.._

1971

049

YEL1112
1973

Demonstrates how to trace a family genealogy.

/
___
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)AERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT,

COOE 1

TITLE

REVISION DATE

CONTENT SUORY

(Career education emphasis underlined)

RELEVANT REQUIREMEN1S

Fxistingl-------Uille qditions

058

Landsca e

Introduces principles of.landscape design, plant identifi-

Cation, effects of soil and climate, growth habits of

plants, and reading topographic Maps. Includes a section

1.

6.

ArchAtcture

1969 on careers in lanqqp! architecture Ad related fields.
....:-.....2.,,......-= 7 _ _ 1- -, 1

-c.z......=

059

Law

1975

....,--...ras

Introduces general law hisLory, civii and criminal loll

law enforcement, and 2011.7_00w to become a lawyer

4.

7.

8,judgeclarticipate in related fields.

060

Leatherwork

Demon_trates braidfng, tanning,..and repairing leather.

Ii!lic_LesisLtioiijptiirileattienrwork. ,

A. (f)

I
1970

L 051

Lifesaviaa

1965

....._

0pmonstrate5 resre and first Pid technlqopF, nsefill in

witer emergencies,
,

062

Machinery

--riB-6--

Degnstrate 5. identification and use of rrious :ools,

Includes a section on achine related occupations.

6,

0,1

Marmals

---T17-2

Introduces identification, observation, photography of

mammals, and discusses their life needs.

6. Describe what a zoologist

or biologist does and ho one

trains for the job.

064

Masonry

Demonstrates US1s of concrete, cement, piaster, and stucco,

Discusses the history of bricklaying and career ORROrt11-

3 (g)

nities.

Met'ls ,

rjeerq
1972

Discusses

metals in t

metal fabrication,

history'of metallurgy, rock collecting,

e home, use of metals, properties of metals,

and careers_ipliggAla

2 Add: and explain how

.

metallurgists can contribute

to our knowledge,

.
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MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CODE #

TITLE

REVISION DAZE

' CONTENT MARY

(Career education emphasis underlined) ,

.

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

MEM Samile Additions

088

Radio

1965

089

(Railroadin

973

Demonstrates how to design, build, and opdate a radio.

Discusses .obs that exist in radio and related fields.

Demonstrates design and constructiontof model trains.

22Alm_iietand-rel_a_tedareersDiscmesra.

novels, magazines, and other literature.

V

,090

n--);,-
Dcuu,."

Discusses

Demonstrates

of reptiles

1974

11. Describe what a herpeto-

logist does.

091

Rtptile

Study

reptile identification, observation, care

as pefs, and superstitions about reptiles.

f:1972

.......__

092

Rifle and

V

Demonstrates safety, maintenance, and use of rifles and

shotguns. Discusses individual skill development.

--

\

Sholiun

'Shooting

1967

093

Rowin

964

Demoutrates care and operation of various types o ,

V
0

'

7. (b)

.

ri

,

094

Safety

,

Discusses personal safety, Tifety in the home, safety in

public Rraces, and accident prevention.

.

1 7(j 171
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MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION CONTENT

CODE

TITLE

REVISION DATE

,,

CONTENT SUMMARY

(Career education emphasis underlineu)

RE EVANT REQUIREMENTS

Existing Sample Additions

109

Theater

---11E1

Jtiaj.eitir_andotIntroduceslii4r_emalAyg 7 Describe four jobs in

huter beside= acting and

explain how one prepares for

them.

ELlrtunitiesintheatgr.

110

Tref'

gfiTL
_

Discusses costs of accidents, vehicle safety, . ced a e

and local programs, traffic signs, stopping distance,

citizen responsibility, and safety regulations.

1975

111

Truck Trans-

iFfif5T---

Discuss-Kthe importance of trucking and the role of truck

companies, Describes operations, truck safety, trucking

jargon, and includes .

5,

93
/

112

1/1421
Science

1973

Discusses life cycles of parasites, nimal health and

diseases, veterinarians do and dab op

9.

in the field.

/

113

Water 511AI

1969

Demonstrates skiing safety and individual skill develop'

ment,

114

Weather

---Tqa

Introduces identification of cloud formations, reading

weather maps, and using related instruments, Also dis-

cusses the significance of weather,

2. (a) 6. Describe three jobs in

meteorology and explain how

one strains for them,

115

Wilderness

Discusses crucial equipment, food, shelter, and clothing.

Piscusses what to do when lost, how, to find water and

Hid a fire.

u
,

guru al

--77



)0E

FIE

EonN DATE

116

Carvino

956

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CRREFP, FDUCATV CrTPT

CONTENT SUMMARY

fr lIndr.0,1;ip(?)

RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS

Lxistln Sam)ie Auditions

.Demotrates ho'a to carve and how to care for carOlg

tools.

117

Work

970

:

.

Demonstrates how to work with1 and care for wood and tools.

Djscussescm2rapprluniOes in woodwork,

(Pam0iIet not published to date; requirements analyzed

from Stout Handbook.)

9. Find out about ' free

people who are involved in

energy production, Conserva-

tion, or safeguard2,1g, and

explain what tkei; jobs are

and what they do.



MFPTT nAnnE PAT-7!ILET, cont.)

SECTION B: This section of the report lists the ,:i1MFtl' education goals

and objectives identified in the merit badge pamphlets.

the code number in the riuhthand margin refer to the mer: badge (or

badges) in whill the goal or objective occurs. (See SECTION C-lumnOne,

pp 11-27 of this report, for the key.)

The goals and objectives are also-keyed into the fifteen career clusters

used by the Office of Career Education of the U.S. Office of Education. The

co dH number i the left_hand_margiprefers to the appropriate career clusters,

as follows:

Code Number Cluster Title

1 Agriculture and Natural Rsorces

2 Business

5

6

7

9

CoTounications

Conslction

Homemakinp

Environment

Fine Art. and Humanities

Recreation

10 Manufacturing

11 Marketing

12 ---,Marine Science

13 Perse-11 Services

14 --Public Services'

15 Transportation

It should be noted .i.nat no goals or objectives wero found in the HomemWnh

Personal Services clusters.

*See the Appendix for a samp-Yng of jobs in each cluster.

64



In addition to th goals and cfbjective:i in t,L :ftster area, the pamvhbts

contain '.'Jur other goals and objectives of more general career education

1. Prepare en autobiographical resume' that you would use in aLlying

for a job. (025)

2. Look ahead at possible career opportunities and tell what would be

the sL_ps in preparing for one o, them. (075) 7,

Appreciate the importance of your education in your future career. (096)

4. Write how your education today will be of value in your career of

tworrow. (096)
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SECTI N

MERIT BADGE PAMPHLETS

CAREER EDUCATION

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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rcer Educatlon

Cluf:ter

2 tirite ho, to set up your own aall iness.

1 '.-Al'Ecme things that you can do to ,prepae for
lives -k prdurtion.

1 Tell about careers in livestt prodtion

1

care in

P-iz e ti vaiw jf cares in 1-",westock preduction,

SubliLLL a skeLi th priJ wholesale and reLaLl
cuts Of beef. Tell kf-Dout the UMA dual grading system of
beef. Tell about the grades in each system.

1 Sketch a cut-Kai plan with cutting anu 1,0adlAg chutes wr
handlin 50 or more beef cows and their càLves at one time.

1 Tell ho? --le are f__, veighed, nd shi

1
Sketch a plan f a feed lot; hay and grain storage
facilities, and loading chute for 30 or arc ftttening

Make a sketch showing the principal le sale arid ±ail
cuts of pork. Tell About the recommended USDA grades of

Tell the basis for each gradp,

Outline in the proper in -from the breeding of

Pa :Ilet

ow)

002

004

004

004

004

004

00A

t 4.71h n4n.rj nictr=1,1qqfli

thandfinihingperi3 004

Pi 4. f 1g produc-irql is a nicer orolect, or
4 sit a recking ,-lant or Si-rs7 ard handling hogs. Describe

your visit.

Make a sketch of a u5cful :-.72d1 berm and exercise

yard,

9ep management records nn r brood 0 2(1 chicks (sex__ or

4s aight run) for 5 monthe,. Record feed consumtipon,
1. 'cation, mortality, and vaccination. Present the
records for review.

1 Visit a farui or ranch where sheep are raised. Tell about
your visit, including the feeding program used.

1 Describe some differences betweer the production of native ,

lambs and the production of range lambs.
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Manage i.prodscing flock for i5 months. Keep
cord; of feed purchased, ogr lold, and mortality.

Present records for review. ei1 bout the grading

of eggs.

1,2 Raise 7^ chicks, poults, or ducklins. Ecep records

of tees intake nc weight gains. Fi.esent records. fol:

view. Kill and dxs two birds. Tell about (7- .7RS

of poultry.

Recognize the ,Aportance of liking outdoor rk and

finding satisfaction in making things grow to a career
live to producUon.

1,8 List the principal disc :.es in your area that afflio,

the animals in each classification. Describe the syrn

ptoms and explain the proper treatment for the diseases

rou list.

4 escribe the proces an architect follows In develop-

c=ng plans for a how

ribe the arrang: its of a buildir-L.7 you adatire.
thr function for which the buildino was desigin-1:1.

floor plan of e building.

004

nrIn

004

004-43

004-24-33

005-32-41

006-15-27

006-,, 31

4 Sketch a buiWing you admire. 006-29

007-41
7 Discuss -1! opp=attatities in art.

11 Promote a ,oduct 01. an idea with a pictuIe or pictures. 007

4,7 Esicin something useful. 007

7 Ni different career cp .tunitics in as Lronomy. 0087-78

-o prep?re C.17!?erS_plain hwat you car d o ll
in

astrauly.

Tell what careers exist in atomic enary.

Tell what fields atL related to careers in atomic

energy.

008-78

010-58-62

J10-- '-3-67

Tell the nearing of the following: alpha particle, 010

atom, background radiatiOn, beta xticJ, curie,
fallout, half-life, ionization, isotope, neutron
activation, nuclear reactor, particle accelerator,
radiation, ra !ope7tivity, roentgen, and X ray.
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5

---,
Label all details. Draw a second pi_ shying haw
chin could h startctl. Also show b7:1 it
could stopped. Show what meant by a "critical
mass.

0:0

Tell who five of th7., following p,-Iple were; e' 010

each of the five al. .,vered in field o a,c.mia

Henri ilecquerel, Niels Bohr , E'rie Curie, Altert Eins
Entic, Fermi, Otto Hahn, Ernest Lawrence, Lise Meitaer,
William nom;, and Sir Ernest Rutherford. Explain .

hew`' any ane person'!: discovery was related to one other
person's wctk.,,--'

Build model of a reactor. Sh,..,w the fuel, the oc.,,trol 010

rods, se shielding, the moderator, and any cooling
material. Explain how a reactor could be uF,7-;,.1 to
change nuclePr energy into .21eetrical enerav or make
cgs rais_t five

Make three-dinensional -.1s of he atuns the three 010

orrs of Ilk _rogen. -e.,!utrons, and
electrons. Use these IrAc-ls to Ala: , the differ--
between atomic web:Ant c Imber.

Describe the zorking
for cle is -aviatioA.

-rist opporturu_

ne2ded for -ic

aviation,

at

-icat-IrAu 1-81-83

011-81-83

011-81-83

T folowing aircraft instrume&s and e_n_ 0.1_1

the loseS of each: altbmter, airs Peed in
coaloass, i-urn and bank -_ndioater, oil pressw.c. ,7nd

t ure gauges.

.15 P 11'0: out on .'odel )1- e the forces wh!_ch act on an 011

ae in flight.

c at le.. 011

Write in nut moro an 2v, words a and why 013

e used in pul

divi6-, at le

a hive

1,6,9 Visit a bird re 7, scri!se its p e.

i-,Inagement

7rib.s

012,

10 Write an a-ticl- of ast 200 worric iiading 015-21-23
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)

r,0,7 077,

To]!: when each should be used. Pebind a book,

_in- four ar, more issues of a magazine t-oLher.

lAst possible ...;,c...idgens rlated to botany.

1 Tall what training is necesary for i job in chemujy, 015

boL..lny -Liriculture, LL:,,:teriology

016-54-q

-zy aged: , find out haw chemistry is meeting

farm prableTos of soil iertility and crop pests.

1 Visit a laboratory or place nf Uusiness that uses chemi- 020

ca;-i and find out howand w a13 chemicals er used.

-020

Visit an in-iustri I plant that makes CI aicu pLelucts

or uses cha.deal pLosesses and dessrib- L:71-,,e proses -s

us;A. hat- if any,uollutants argkproduc:1 and how
L7,t-- they handled?

Explain wh; training is needed for careers in chemical

fie1ds.

Describe two d4fferent kinds of work don, by chemists,

by chemical A' ineers, rd by chemical technicians,

1.4 -ribe one job in your -)at is a form of pubJ

service. Tel what qualif cations gl need for the job.

Prepare an autebiographiL;a1. resume that you would

in applying for a job.

Pick an item or product. It n 2 real or imagined.

Build a sales plc7,1 based on it JCA poin-c,s and try

:ell your counselior on buying from you.

Check caree._-_-, in the field C,ULLCaCIOIA.

Tell tn.., aaaning and use of the folialing:

a. business data processing
b. 1.1.(J1 -1 LULA.' lvl

simulation
scientific pre,
floating point
trUneatiou
fixed point

h. accuracy
input

j. =,00rd

Tt. , ,tput

172
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n. instruction
e. hardware
p. indeRing
q. iuup
r. subroutine
s. real time
t. tire sharing
u netics

020-45-47

020-42 _5

021-39-40

025

025

026



11.

Tolt ' of t:11,::

_Y.11.71 g.

b. ..-_ h.
.,-

e. on-lino , i. 7,.-.J_Lo,,,_,_
(

,-..,

--t
,

e. microsecond 17.,, can '. T;cossin unit
f. aa- i.,ss

Name four lnpuioutnut devices f, ommputs. 026'

their uses in a sysm. Fwplain i7.6e)ollerith code.
ho,-.7 your n7nr ic;Ldbnc Jona

card-

Prnparo flowoh,,Irtf-1 to work out

Explain to your counselor how t program could be stored
in a computer. Tel 'now it cow', used again.

Prepare flowchar1-7 to 1Jnr3-(-91t the average atte.Adanoe
and dues paid at ,,he la ,:_ve troop meetings.

0.40

2 Describe the differences between nalog end di, com- 02r;

puters. Tell the use of each. IpIatn the dj -&ances
id

for diiiLereal u afiuters. 026

2 EXpladi What each_or 020 -61
jobs

. .

cUstaTiF :7,ngLncm:
C, prograralP,.."

U. an yst

salesman

Tell about the zation of milk.

1 ,p-11

-raw
for decay. en:

rip rn,n-,r-rsr

Stud ti-te F _

a. Ua tic X-ray fiiaa ab a cii-,-.LL!_e t a lower
Label its parts and suzfaceL;-. Lhow sur-
g structures such as bone auCt gum tissues.

b. Snuw on your :73-awing where the nerves and blood
yew- enter torth.

o, Sha4 on you
likely to be .

are bacterial pi, , 2 is nos

030

tTn_/1 9r

037..



8 TcAl or 51-i1 about dental e,ecay and gum dieae and w, c, 031

fl

. .

t t.t.ztt t. A '

sugortl, and.

nTrango for a. it with a dent-dt. Before gping, ask if

you can 1Je given a dental -1mlaatirm and a plague

0,7!mcastr2t1nn. Aft- gustions aloor.
-Jou , know. Ti{ a oart on what. the

Ji d

sjart: at iAlstlalmeats a. dentist On t=rarate 031

aets of p.,,:er, draw them, label them, a.,H explain ho

are used.

fl the help of a dentist, F are a plaster dast

ina a vibe nixing beIdf water mast _,, plastic;

model plaster, sTN,tula, and Jibber uold.

n , 1 '1 field of
tooth (-7%-re

scam of He different 1en

Tell -hat tr4nthg you need to be

vatcinarianS do.

-cat typc of '-ackgrol-nd to to qn into

draf as a r.

or enlarge it On 7:=

Show drawil ,i_F; you I of orthoc7:aphio pzojurzLIons.

Show an iscaetric

031 -30-32

031-3J- 12

032--55

0 7-55

033-1-10

Make a rouqh 'oh L. aam. From m:_ke a

scale floor pl-n. The drawing tr- prorerly titid
Show by conventional sydy315; all nrjs. aquil.:17ent,

and safety devices. List 64,1wing insLrurgants used.

Jc QM at ne to_f__LaAsh kJ)
shawi:.-Ig your progress iu,scholarship, physical

fitness, or financial activity. (2) A sivae ach,,matic

drawing of radio or electronic circuit. (3) A per-

-spective drawing of your (--in house. *Ise pro propol-

tion. Show shcabs and tres.-
Make a scale drawing of ET:7e piece of craftwork. It mu-: 033

Le so clear it can by_sPmeone.else to make the

article. The drawl -o have a bill of material .

There is t he an e of cost.
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sxpinan whab ow,loading a, ckgtrie circuit .T20g. 034

A.LOA,,,,3

Dia/ by ,., cbming hat la Loos '1 in a kinni;03l,

inst t bridge can 7 a ).D; f Vie (10.11ter

Lot! , JJ AL:ut

YO:.1 ezz3r in electric al.

Inesus -.ferent jch aras Of- oIoc

,,,.1.ae-e!.

0 3

0. ,

510 a 1 7.H.,AL. It allAuld ijicluto a: _di as 035

Haors, trusisters or tube. ..0:

:caeca syabols, inhal all the p- : and cr.'," what

their u1'?

,10 plain 114 to avoid heat (la, ,isa to parts, u15

4,IC lire cird

of a drs: *air and fi70 b114.

411d cost to pump 10 ;00 gallons of water Lot

level into a reseiriol wn4e sutro ii at 550 feet

above sea level, Ass- .--61ectrio pos.: costs F cents

, 'ear cad 'the combined pumo and ifoter ef.7i ncy

is 80 percent and 5 percent of the water is lc.n in

035

alt ic ViLe far peasal 73 heat tralisfer, Draw a 037

aneniing heat t lAltsus see of flad, Ex-

plain ,thy you on alt a Hat transfer wit) a high

rate of fie-.

Sal '1U.4 .LD :: re eni for J-e

sin ,,:nts.

ineaming

)h-.5 a, busy street or highwa: ia your t- Study -lie 037

e flag when he and 1 iht_ Get ai the city

inane in ant- ',biles and -population

uva the next 5 years. ?-ort an what you found. In-

cla'ila put. plan of 7 I. a lanaffis situation in 5 years

light be ftelpeo at the place studied,

4 Set up a distil iing apparatus mc an rut a fr,ctiu?

ltrr 1r4 a arann O prr 100 purity

nerh:ent di stilled, Scud :in why you act bettei. results

etionating coin.

Write a repot i explining ho4 enetT; n a tarsi is Langeu 037

into useful work in a =nine. Use drawinys to shew

A. happens.

Dess.eite . rind "1 work done b'r ..e eminent, br

rich branch of earing helps cur, sracietN.

rinild 3,4r1,-

Siany incur

D?siip a cA, or ',41er 1

demon for trans ing motion. Prepare a wetting Lae

Pain a an a ill croon word, plastic, or metal,

OT1

Tell what high act preparation is needed tia yet into 037

an accredited engineer ra college,

4,10 itee an inspec,ion tri o a nianuinctureng or Processing I

;art or an engineering jcb in your tour. Tot :tout

what is napping with an engineer. Prepare a report

telling about the trip. fliTbasize things that use

engineeriii

1te a slide rule. Show its =a solving problems, 037

Dilelain the mathematical basis io: the ride

'craLlaIg is needs e n preare for e career ea,

engines.aing.

5011 mi cirC77 171 03E]=';.;-52

oplain the do 11T are.

tlith Youe ounasi r plan and r- r M:ojecr ip one D.

fo

nir. water-holding capacity of

nn 1fr Thn of nllif renr

to runoff. Li both are related to the water

End (r1i7sil CVd2S,

write about ce ot! hi in 501 w- is or mon showing:

a, Mon the climate, toposaeaphv, and geology have

infliknced the nioltv,i and kinds of plants aid

uds.

b. fin the litlng and nonliving elements ate in-

tarrelated,

C . 1--;ny it is ii-)ortant that people undersl !ei

this,
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4.

ir 10 Lcry::. 031

you , Toll 1.,That t:hav WIC

ccuncii. .

r - ;

rci 201

i7ks

Ea: lain n.---zotngir.' .wing: eology,
nitimg tactor. Give an

eyaztiple (I.:

WY7n a LCI t,1= XL a Fthori,; talk to

'e)71.J.cr,,tirgt

a@ The eau_ T what it

dc= to lakes.

The c;
t

...a: land pollution. Tell what it

Le environment.

Toe ,.:;ases (..)," air T(211

he unvirennnnt.

1. cCalr; get, ink-" the t,fl=74,7_,

animal ijle rom where they wcze

r6sclvs the _,Ifiumee of laiA plant life on 0:38

Tight intensity, wind, velocity, and hullikfiitAr; 17:he

:Infix,.:41c,,J of water plant life on the wat,-.,n7 env: Cfli1t.
both an ar-1 -,71-r piontF, offPct en±itil life.

On a tracing papr ovt lay, ihow the best OL9

one enter of the farmste:=C Lo another@ hc,:' La

get fic the farm--4:ead to fields, pastures,

1ain your

1-,uilcang -nat woula nest nit vouL

d. Tell von, would chAnge the plans t- Zit

your needs.

mak, rid 0-xnlaia a dotaiL.1 plan for water Lnu sanitation

Aes for a farm.



arca. i J_O

icr

E. lain

e_xample (A:

1I-4L;

Wind

r

md

1,1011 v.Thrit 1.vor2

:71:s

ecology,
iiitng ractor. Give an

a in PDE i; talk to

a. The Call Dolluton. T 1 what it
dc.-2 to lakes.

h The c land pollution. Tell what it
:=11.ocri; 1 va environmet.

Toe euses ch: air pollution.- Toll ;-;hat dc,
he enviroriTant

cJrli,; g.t to t:
111 from Hier

CVH-S7 the _.9f11.772.nce of land plant life on
Tight intensity, wind velocity, and huilikfiitAr; 17_he

:Infit,:41c,'J of water plant life on th e water envi--onnil;
ho w both land ar,1 ,-,7=1t()-r piontF, offPct

Cn a tracing pap ov:lay, L-312,sw the best tLLng
one (:-nter of the fai.ynste:± to another. .7 :IT 1:1C7

get fy_s-,' the farri-,teed to the fields, pastures, 1.

niain your dr- -v-r.

t_L' net WOUIU Pest zit _I_;)7 VOUL

11,7g von 14,11)1d change the plans t it
your needs.

Ma-k= ad ,,,colain a detail- Plan for water sanitation
facie. Lies for a tam.

C

























On tracing ro verlay; sha4whlre you woniti relocate 039
the main faahstead centers to best suit the new of
your kind of farm operation. Explain why you would re-
locate lie centers.

Make a scale drawingc of a farm stead site that has no,
buildings. Tnis_drading should shin present location
of the following: trees (mark whet r desirable or not),
windbreaks, slope of land, roads, streams, ponds, di-

'on of prevailing winds in winter and surver, high
and low spots,

,
electric

039

On this plan shot where you would put the farnstpad centers 039
to best, suit the needs of your kind of fannoTeration.
Explain why you would put the centers where you have.

_ a scale drawing of a fametead as it is now. Show 039
locati of buildings. Name them.and mark as menu

obsolete, or dyable. iShaawin2)reaks,
desirable trees, roads and farm lanes, electric lines,
direction of prevailing winds in inter and summer,
and poor dr&inage

Do the folloging on a tractor: grease, change oil and 040
oil filter, clean air cleaner, flush cooling system,
clean radiator

1 With any farm machine, do a daily service check for field 040
use. (Ix) Ihings needed for test field performance.)
Prepare any farm machine for

Adjust farm eguipaent on

1 .Pick a piece of farm
nuts, bolts, and screws. T
Replace those that are missing
things you did.

7. Repair broken

Check all
that are loge.

gigged. List

Put a new handle in any tool f1d on the farm.
any cutting tool found on the Build a tool rack
and place to stord nails, bolts and washers.

Pick any farm machine and explain\hcw power is
ferred to do a job.

t

List'tools usually found in a well
the uses of four.

Recognize tlie need for initiative and
in faahrorzgement.

the inportanoe o f

173

040

040

040

040

shop. 040

d character 41-3

p u don. 080-11



1,2

Disousa what .ski is
for a family farm.

nTla5n what recd
tax report.

1,2' Make out a sample of onc year
27 calves, and 15 pigs.

a

1,2 -Keep a 7 day milk record for a herd of CWB.

1,2

041-

01

for 3 colts , 041

041 ,

Make out a bill of sale for the following to James pros U 041
Co., Chicago,

160 lbs. of spring Lye $. 30 lb.
32 dozen eggs - $.42 per dozen
1 Cockerel - $5.75
24 pullets $2.50 each.

_egrchicken and egg production records for one month. 041

lain what kind of records and boo should be kept 041
for a general purpose and stock farm.

4

14 Take the prints of one person. Have the prints and
descriptions ad pted for the civil identification file.

14 Give a short history of fi inting. Tell the
difference between civil and criminal identification.
Point out the es of each.

14

14

Show you can identify the eight s.'
these.

Name the surfaces of
ridges are found. plain why pain impressions must be
taken on a card.

ller

042

042

six of 042

where friction or papillary 042

14 Take a clear set of prints. . Use both rolled and plain ins 042
preSSiODB.. Yoke these on an 8- by 8-inch Personal
Identification fingerprint card (No., FD353).

14 Tell ,,hat a fire inspector'does and what training is 04354-55
needed for the job.

6,9 Tell what fields lead careers
management. ,

6,9 Appreciate the need for a lo
of wildlife management.

fish d wildlife 445 -34

045 -35



6,9 Work with your counselor on the fol Study 045
/ for 6 wets the kinds of wildlife within several blocks

( of your home. List those wild for your neighborhood.
t Also list those that -axe bal. EXplain-why you hive put

en your lists. Sur-,:lest plans for increasing the g'ccAl.
wildlife in your ne Tellmhat groups ni t ,

help thi

6' 'Organize and run a neighborhood oampai:- to clean
places that harbor rats or other harmful wildlife;

045

Pla carry cut a project that will'impzcve a 045
or and area for fish or wildlife. pork with your
counselor or a fish and wildlife manager,

Go out 2 days w th. a commercial fisherman. Describe Ills 045
catch. TelI mod. Write about the iriimportance
of,sudh fish to the world's economy and Iae =



Vizi r--fugz LLinar4,

wa ms. Interview' the
at le- _500 war On what is being. dale
area for fish and wildlife.

6,9 Tell which agencies sponsible for fish
Diana's:went in your state. Tell the differen
their authorities and responsibilities. Describe
tunities for a career in one of these.- Exp/ain how huht-
ina fishing, and trapping lawn are vet in your state.

the four methods used in fish and wildlife
t' to maintain or increase ,n- s. Give an

pie of each `for your state.

and-
rye

ildlife 045

6,12

045
am-

Visit,a game farmbr fish hatear. , Interview the resident 045
manager. Write report of at least 500 words on the
place Of game farm birds and hatches` fish in conserve--
ti on.

icing with /your counselor car a_ forester, Ian and carry 047
Out a forestry project that 'Teets need, such as tree,_
planting, seed collecting, range rovement, recreational-
area improvement,,or fonastwildlife t.

6,9 Describe what= the career of Forest Yanagerris.

1,6,9

0,47-25

Visit a managed public or private forest Ilea or water- 047
shed, wit its supervisor and write a 500 word report on
how area is managed to grow repeated crops of lum-
ber, to protect the watershed, to support repeated crop,
of wildlife, or to provide other service -and benefits.

. 'lake a field trap to a 1oggit4 operation, or to a
using industrial plant, and write a 500 word report
felling what new material is, where it domes fran, h
the .finished products are used, and how-waste matey
are di of.;

available in sien. 050-4-9

0 S7

1 9dribe the
lic building.
which you use

home or a pub- 051
e they comp List those

every day. Tell where they' from.

including maps or' drawings of the gec- 051
s on or belie/id the surface -pf an area that



hag thelsoil where you liVewas fore. Tell 051
f rock from which it

Visitwa wine or quarry oil pr gas field; a gravel,
clay, sand, or shell pit; or hthsr liLe operation.

Tell haw the product is removed,

Get a
plain th
(If

that you knag.
graglie map).

sold, and used. What safety precautions-

051

c map of your how area. Study it. Ex- 051
Important geological features shown ail it.
alt got a local Nap; study cn:!, of 6nothar place

photo may be used it ,Of a

Visit your water sys scribe the source ,

and amount of water needed for your tn.

EY2.scribe how a geologist

teirrite stories

following. x'= tat you
news or magazine writing:

s soviety

lication op anY of the 057
good

A nods story

A Scout story

-A sports story

An editorial

A feature

I
lity, 051

051768-75

A review of a play, mom, eVision

Explaiethe following terms: font, pica, face, machine- 057
set type, handspt, galley proof, half-lone, electrotype,
mat, oapy, flush left, beat, copy desk, streamer,

anzl copyright.

Idsit a newspaper or magazine office. After the visit, 057
explain how a newspaper or magazine is prepred for pub-
lication. Explain the different departments and execu-
tives'and what thev do. Explain the importance of th6
C Janne.

a durmy of a fob newspaper or i
elude several different-size advertiserents.

3 Show at least 15 of the proofreader's or er's
marks. CoLxect a proof or copyread a manuscript. Use
as many of these mar? ..as needed.

In- 057

057



and show a
for the

to illustrate a Write a 057

Write 'heads for the three stories. low a' standard '057
heax r c eaule but vafa different type sty and Si hw

,face, type size, and count for each.

Prepare a script for a 50-minute radio television news- 057

cast.

nf o i.ties mllable in 3 urn a i5M. 057-39-42

058Make a drawing (1/8 inch equals 1 foot) of your he
Shoe all buildings such as the house, garage,

and harm. NOTE: If this is not possible, make a draw-
ing of a friend's yard.)

Make a plan for these q
drives, walls, fences, and plantings
wiph.

b. 51-= s for drainage of surface water.

On a tracing of the drawing,
HaVe at least two kinds' each
trees and shrubs.

Nacre 10 hx.1 10 trees,
and 5 annual good for Fa g in you;

their growth habits and soil1 and climate needs.

a. Tell the differen
cis plants.

a plan plan. 058
-d evergreen

b.: DesoLibe the differm
coniferbus e

c., Tell differen

d

and
plants. Nam one of each.

Visit a we .; -lan soaped yam, park, or buil
scrib6 how the landscape architect has hel'

ials and

4 Shad hew, to read o gra maps. plain e im
portailce of agood drainage plan.

Describe thaprk of thlg fallowing:
landscape contractor, nuraeryman, and gardener.

Tell %tat a contract is. Mast all contracts be in liar

tag? EXolain. Tell -shout several laws that. agave been

passed to protect the consumer -and the seller. Tell

about sevaral of the organi:-ations that exist to helptham.

058

05g

058

058-7-9

059



Tell whatci is. Tell whA criminal law is.' Tell 059
the main differences between them. Give examples of
each.

7 Ask rive people (not more than one frQn your immediuLe 059
-amily) about the role of law enforcement officers in.
our society. Discuss thef- answers with them. Go to a
law enforcement officer _Jur neighborhood and ask
about the responsibilities and dut. s. Discs your find-
inqs.

7 Plan and conduct a r ck trial with your troop or= schco! 059

class. .After the trial is overi discuss it with the
group

7 Arrange a visit with a lawyer a Air/ 059

bank, title company, or g- t. Ask about ax-
on tilt.: duties and responsibilities -TA/Cved.

Attend 1 .1,,ion of a...civil or cl:J.Amnal court. Mite 059
cr

- it.7)/x7s or more cn what, you

f11,01k d ! .059

of'ilammurabi,

. LI° the Magna Carta.

tR 12.1e devr.aopm of the jurysyst em.

Two famo t in history.

7,14 List fi fields related tc lax and law enforce

Desdibe how to becoMe a lawyer or judge.

10 Do the following:-

tearn how to tan,

Tan or cure the skin of a small-animal.

and finish leather.

c..) Shaw proper care of leather goods. Make small
repair on something made of leatl,r.

d. Eole a.ld heel a pair of shoes o
a record of costs ar: time

Plain or braid an ar7r.icle of leaser or 1
substitute.

1 4744.3_

059-56=57

059=52=55

060



10 Toll what jabs the a.
qualifications are need
ditions exist.

try, what 060747
of working eon-

13 ColleL '1us of Live rieleilL kin);.s or 1c=aL1),. 11 OGO
the chief characteris and best uses-of each.

10 Make an article, of leather which Lis :

Transfer of a pat

b. Cutting leather

c. Deb-oration/by one or more of the following:
tooling, sing, stamping, carving, or burn-
ing

Ching holes

e.

060'

10 Make a drawing showing how each of the following works:4 062
diesel engine, steam turbine, four cycle gasoline eng

lain.how the power in a shop or factory is trans-
mitted to the machines.

10' Put tuber or build wooden or metal models of these: 062
inclined plane, screw, Vie, wheel and axle,

block and tackle, and gears.

10 Make a metal object from,a plan or blueprint. Use a ma- 062

chine lathe and a drill'Ipress.

10' Make a drawing showing how a drill press talwork- 062
inn lathe are made. EXplain three operations that can
be performed on each.

10 Visit a machine shop, trade school, or factory. Note the 062

benohwork, power equipment., machine tools, aftd safety de-
vices to nrotect workers. Describe your visit. If no
such shop is available, make a chart or outline showing
five mechanical occupaticns. LasE the work and training

for each.

10 lain the proper way,to use the following hand tools: 062

screwdriver, ball peen file, calipers, hacksaw,
rule, combination Tall hew to use these kinds of
wrenches: open end, adjustable, markey, pipe, box and
socket. Show the use of any eight of the above tools.

10 List the training and skills needed for 5 machine work 062 -49 -6

related areas.



a. a stepping-stone or flagstone w

b. Plan and mold sognethin ornamental

_ c. Make major repairs in a nc
d. Build a useful dry, pry _

, an outdoor fireplace.

Plaster pr stucco a wall pr ceiling.

Visit a rock quarry or a factory where
material is made. port on what happy
beginning to end.

run

064'

Find out what jabs there are in masonry. Choose one in 064
which you are inttrested. Report an the qualifications
you zest have for the jab. Tell what the working
tuns are,

Do the f

a. :y plans for a useful
masonry stricture such as a wall or out
fireplace.

Lay-it out an Dig as needed for
a foundation. Pour a fcl dation of solid con-

,

crete mixed yourself.

c. Prepare nortar

d. Build the struct Use r-son's tools correctly.
- /

10 'Pick a metal article commonly used around the home. Find 065
out what metal or allay is used in it. Tell the
nein steps in naking it. . 1

1

ln Explain what ayetal is. List fro around your 065
les of five different kinds'af metals or their
s.

064

Collect three r
metal in each.
might be recovered.

twin a different -recoverable 065
Tell bow the metal in each

10 . Fick three different industries which metals and. 065

y- allays having highly specialized Tell haw
es of that metal made the possible.

10 of thd following mechanical
elasticity, ductility,

maileabili Use a different metal for

ti.

2 0

of 065
-:s,

tx



10 Explain what is meant by core sign and
;Put in a glass of strong salt Waterteur pieces of steel,
three of which havenbeen,protected-fvma obrrosion
(1) galvanizing or a-gating with zinc, (2) pain
(3) tin plating, 1.-'ut a scratch that c hr ugh
coating on each. After a few days write a brief report
on,what took place and why.

065

are the es ofoommpn household materials such 065
as plastics, porcelain, wood, and glass with the properties
of metallic alloys like steel and brass. %

Collect a sample of alloys from each of the following 065
groups; tell what metals are part of each: carbon steel,
stainless steel,, cast iron, brass, solder, aluminum
alloys, bronze, pewter. Describe the main properties
of the alloys. Tell what property is irostydesizable for
each.,

10 Show s
treatmen

of metals by cold' working and heat

Name four different lls of Metallurgy.
they include.

Nan the four s'of musiCal i nst is .

Tell how you get tones] one of each group.

065

065-22-23

069

7 Teach three to a group of people. Lead them in 069

singing the songs.. Use proper hand motions.

7 Compose and write the score for -a piece of music of 12 069

ures or more.

Ser for 6 months as a member of a school, church,
unit, or other to musical organization; or take
a soloist in public six times.

7 Sing or playa simple song or hymn pidked
selorkz./Pead all- the signs and terms of the score. Ui

good phrasing, tone, Vic,, and rhythm.

12

12

Visit an oceanogr a c res ship or an a

institute. mite a 500 word report about your visit.

Give a 5-A-rlinute spec
Oceanogra '

yo

069

069

071

on "Jobs 071

Describe the advantages, disadvantcg3e hd r 073

of going into painting as a career.

4,10 Add colors to a white base paiht to .073

of a color.



4,10 Fi d pain ihe following: 073

ide surface.

c, s. A pic?2e of furniture.

A concrete wall.

A boat or canoe.

floor.

g. A porch rail or fence.

,A lawnmower.

4,10 Elate the chief uses of oil, water, and rubber base 073
Tell the use of enamel, khellAc, varnish, and

lacquer. 11 how they can improve a surface.

4,10 . Show the right way to Vie, clean, and. store painting . 073

equipment.

3,7,11 Look ahead at possible career oppo _unities and tel]
what would be the steps-in preparing for one d them.

3,7,11 Makd planning cards and take 50 feet of movie film.
Dq the following:

Edit your film so you have at least 25 feet of
quali movies that tell a story.

b. Shah your edited ,film to your couns

075-30-31

077

3,7,11 Take 10 good black and white or color pictures. Do the 077

following:

Take. from three to five of these pic
doors with flash.

Take at least 5' of the 10 -s so they tell

a- story.

c. Show your pict
ganized way.

3,7,11 Tell what industries provide opportunities in photography. 077-60,

ur counselor or-

EXplain how pltraphic film is proces Tell how 077

black and white prints are made.

188



3,7 11 Explain common photographic t such as lens, shy 077

viewfinder, camera angle, expos
f- number, and planning card.

.uagative, transparency,

1,6 Explain the nature and function of the soil. Tell about
it.:4; ba..-turz,s;c;LLuzLul'e, 111 -L-.:11-, i.r, o:g...1-lic n1::t-

r, and the relationship of plants to the soil. Tell how

scthe il may be improved. Select ono soil , from your

area. Describe it in relation to the

1,6 Tell how to propagate plants seeds,

tubers, buds, and grafts.

1

Oil.Crops apti

Corn Option

a. Grow a plot of.00rn. Re
experimental code number.

have your plot ins
Tell about
farming.

0

gs, 080

riety or

unselor.
cia1 corn

080

c. Tell about the cone buti of ern mimes to to-
day's food supply.

Tell about one important insect pest and one important 080

di-ease that damage each of th.7.- following: corn, small

grains, cotton, and fruit trees. Collect and name five
weeds that damage crops in your locality, Tell how to

control these wit ut harming people, wildlife, or use-

ful insects.

List possible fields in crq
-do to prepare for them.

a. Crow a plot of

b. Have your plot inspected by your0ounselar.

you would 080-4 -43

c. Tell about modern methods of
oomMercial scale.

-gong

Tell of the contributions moans n_e to our food
supply.

11 080

080

a. Give production figures for small-grain crops
listed in the United States Statistical Report
the latest year available.

for

b. Help in harvesting a crop of grain. Tell haw to

reduce harvesting losses.

189
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Fria and Muti Option

a. Plant five fruit
bed plants.

or

d.

a tree, vinei or b
pruning is mcessarv.

trat6 how a graft

properly. Expl,aii-i

a hoW one fruit, net, or
for use.

xy samples of
sesc
each crass

nade of it.
Tell each is most-likely

d. Tell the different ways for using fora
feed for livestock.

plot of cotton.

s as:

counselor. Tell
of, cotton farming.

e. Tell about an insect that causes serious damage.
Tell hag it-affects cotton procbction. hue;

it is controlled.

',Tell hcrwi cottonfinished

product.

190

from the field

080

080

080



0_ t s 080

N4Pting
of site' for such

a t 5Q ds 080
alfalfa,

rye,
percent

4 SE, how to use five important plumber's

4 Make a drawing
plumbing in a house.

4

4

081

of the, 081
use of drains

ain thi way the hot and cold 081
home or that of a neighbor

it safe from freezing.

Tell what kinds of pipe
ing.system. Tell

and descr. be t use of e d4 of the fol
w , cap, nut, t, force cup, half-- -hal
solder, flux, el te, nipple, coup plug

=bar.

solder three r 081
two straight pieces,

4eces of galvanized pipe, 081

of uSed a poll.00- 081

081

and ingredients c a 8 clay 082

lain the meanin g of the following pottery terms: bat, 0
Wither

grog, slip
tric cone, glaze.

Do three of the following. Each is to be pain glazed, 082
or otherwise decorated by you:

Make a flat tray or di*.

Make a box, using the slab method.

c. Make a vase or jar, using the coillethod.

Make four different tiles of your cc design.

Make a human or animal fib cr decorative
design.



7

Pap

of pottery to be on 082

2 by 11 se One 'rust be a recog-
must be of ytzur own design.

Visit' a
or Ivor

scribe

'c plant, trade school 1082-59

ppocesses and _de-

Tell what opportunit ies exist in ceramics in the United 082-59-61

States and.what you would do to prepare for them.

7 Recognize the impo r Ince of the cerami indts 082-59

3 Using offset: .
083

Make a finished piece of publidity.
set by the c,guipment used. It can be a newspaper,
poster, etc,

Using le-terpress.

a.

b.

h

Y-

lay card or handbil.

Run 100- copies of the
or smaller jab press.
ink, set gauge pins,
accurate' and wash up

083

11 Using silk -screen: 083

a. Make a stencil screen and base.

b. Print at least 50 copies of a poste
card,' or other material.

8,14 Pecognize-,the. importance of proper publicLeal

8,14 ti careers in public health.

192

084-60-62

084-60-62



De ribe sip major jobs in the pulp

Visit a par mill, pulp mill, container plan
plant, or printer plant: describe the visit.

Check out jabs in radio. Talk about these with your
counselor. Tell what job might interest you Tell
what you n,'to prepare for it.

15 Nano f
what each

"-
Tell which

f a railroad
nd 10

mat and

ll List career sales and
curseign help you prepare far them.

a.

Describe
railrdading.

on what
,

elesMan to 21I out about his "jib.

Utite hOw-your educati
care= o f t crorrc4.

ate the importance of
career.

wil of value in your

in your

Memel in clay a plasteline or calve in 1403a) soft
soap, or other soft material 1hefollowing:

a. A full size human head.

b. Aswan scalenrcdel of a grOup of animals
people in action.

7 Mice a plaster mold of a ruft or stable, in this mold
rake a copy of the fruit or le.

7 xe t value of space elploration.

Discuss possible careers in space loratioitry you need for them.\

2.0
.193

06-3638

16-21-30'

088-42-44

089739-50

095-28 -31

095-22-23

09656-63

66-58763

097

097

103-5859

103-58-60



la_in
er.affple for

satellite
b. =named space probe

c. v manned apa mis

spiz-off

103

tlessness

trajectory

Discuss and tat
a. The Law of Acti

b. and pig

of the follcwing:.

geaction

C. How satellites star, in orbit

of a point that can be c by raising 106
Your answer inist 1ze within 5 percent

t.

103

Use the b point al; a bench mark with an assimed 106
elevation of 100 feet to determine t -height of four
other points.

194
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Ftom a point, measure
south 130 feet. LW

330 feet and was t 330
the range or bane
-shrubs, and rocks.

r line rth 330 feet 106

point, manure a base
pram one or more

line, take compass read-
Face the distance.

s drag a map to Scale SUbmit a neatly, 106

s.10- tell
10

108159-60

109

10" Describe f iffc

one

liaterproo f a piece o

%leave a piece of c

yourself.

10 of the-fo
turfint, "nonwoven, tricot,
Gretge goods, bleaching, f Giza
printing,rolier printing, durable press nanforiz
preshrunk, ater repellent, and fire retardant.

Design the setting for a play. kihke a model of it.

Act a or part in a full-length play; or act a

in three one-act plays.

109

109



7' Direct a play. Cast, rehearse, and stage is
mist be 10 or more minutes lcag

Shay skill in istage
as an old man or waren
as

7

r;ea ri era
or a rirmster

or

109

109

7 write a one-act per. It
It ITRISt have ai

a climmi.

utes
fact, and

Design the li t r a pJ
flit a taller guidance.

lain the fo/

196

109
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.a;:.

...,15 Outline the
scribe what each claiparimirit s.

2,15 visit a truck territhal emd clo the

-Tr

111

111

dces. 112-36

112-37-39

112

112

txteIzatitisible h

'ameite; W11 lyzw they
tkV dlesagail pf fa=

0'

197



ring the water cycle. 114

of clouds. Tell the differences

a month showing:
-(2) Wind dim

and.saetine
the weather oe s ts f r

at thd a time each day. List had
_aer really turned out. Count-the-times fore-

and what really vier* the saMe.

114

P

the abate where you UM. Tell had it 114'

f _ transportation,

Tell what meteorology is. Visit a Weather station. Ex- 114

plain had ciaservati a follow-
lng iris to -wind vane

s, tornadoes, cyclones;
lines, and blizzards. Tell the differences
them.
Estimaid the wind speed and direction
these affect trees, flags, etc.

'tell about job

114

its 114

1

ing had

ties in woodWork. 117-59-61

198
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APPENDIX

MME MM
MalmuEG 0 $Mat

The fifteen occupational
cluiterirepresent the. entire world.

of work around whith career education might be deyeloped, as

suggested by the United States Officeof Educatitn,



E FIFTEEN OCCUPAT CLUSTERS

OF THE U. S. OFFICE-OF EDUCATION

AND A SAMPLINGING OF JOBS IN EACH

A ri-Businessl Natural Resources

Cruiser (Forestr )
Hatchery We&ir (Fishery)
Sanitary_Erigineer
Range Manger
Campground' Caretaker
Fish & Game Warden
Forest. Fire Guard

Dairy Tester
Nursery Worker a

Produce Grower

Business COffice

Accountant,
Computer Programmer -

General Office-Clerk
Typist
'Office Manager
Stenographer.
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Stock Clerk
Estimator

-Ern nu ications & Media

,Coemiuni cati ens Engineer,

Sound Technician
Newspaper Reporter
Radio Operator
Afr Traffic Control Special
Radio-TV Announcer
Offset Press Worker

Construction

Heavy Equipment Operator

Carpenter
ElectOician
Bricklayer - Stohemason
Insulation Worker
Ironworker
Painter
151urber - Pipe Fitter

) Dry-waT1 Installer
Glazier

Health

Dental Hygienist
Optician
Hospital Administrator
Nurse - Licensed Practical
Psychiatric Aide
Surgical :Technician
-Orthopedic Cast Specialist
Nuclear Medical Technologist
Dietician e -

Sanitarian

Environment'
,

Soil Conservationist
Industrial, Waste Inspector
Water Treatment Plant Operator
Forest Fire Fighter
Air Control Spicialis
Air Analyst
Smoke Tester
Industrial Health Engineer

Fine Arts and Humanities

Museum Technician
Journalist - Author
Librarian - Historian
Minister - Philosopher
Teacher
Urban Planner
Lawyer - Judge
Anthropologist
Piano Tuner
Musician °- Artist

Homemaking and..Consur Education

Home nomist,
Budget nsultant
Child Care Assistant
Salesperson (Textiles
Salesperson,(Children
Interior,Decorator
Dressmaker - Tailor
Foster Parent
Food Service Representative
Home Service Representative

200 214



Hospitality & Recreation

'Hunting & Fishing Guide
Playground Supervisor
Park Ranger
Hotiby/Sport Shop-'Employee/owner-

Recreation Facility Attendant
RecreationSi'Therapist
HoWHostest - Restaurant
Travel Counselor
Sports instructor
h:ommuhity Center Director

Manufacturing

Machinist.

Assembler
Manufacturer's Servicd Representa-

tive
Automated Equipment Engineer-
, Technician
Sheetmetal Worker
Research Mechanic
Tool & Die Makdr
Machine Operator
Director, Quality Control
Marketing Researcher

Marine Science

Chemical Oceanographer
Marine "Photographer
Marine Biologist
Ocearographic Engineer
Marine Meterologist
Diver's Helper
Ocean Floor Cartogr pher
Laboratory Assistan
Researcher -4
Fish Hatchery Superintendent

Marketing & Dtstribution

Buyer
Salesperson.
Fashion Coordinator
Service Center Manager
Manager - Restaurant
Manager - Hotel
Warehouse Worker
Driver - Salesperson
Wholesaler

L`

-\

PersonalServicas

Make-up Specialist
Cosmetologist
Haircutter'
Housekeeper Home

Waiter/Waitre
BeirCaptain
Hospital Attendant-
Dry Cleaning & Laundry Worker
Reducing Salon Attendant

Embalmer

Public Services

Highway Patrol 0fficer
Bailiff,
Fire Fighter
City Manager
Public Utility - Customer Service

Representative
Mail Carrier
Meter Reader
Social Worker
Employffient Interviewer
Building Inspector

Transportation

Traffic, Rate, & Transportation
Clerks

Heavy4ruck DriVer
Ticket Agent

Bus Driver,

Ship Captain
Warehouse Traffic Director
Railway Express Agent
Crating & Moving Estimator
Port Traffic Manager
Automobile Mechanic
Schedule Analyst

28115
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NEED

St, lots need to be are unities in theitr communities.

To expoie students to .a variety of career opportunities and allow them

to discuss these opportunities with professionals in ,various fiefds,

cEEPLaill4k

An individual from the community makes a presentation to students

interested in careers associated with the speaker's occupation. Any number

of fiel(is of interest may be covered by any number of speakers at a aree.

Seminar.. A year's program may tnclude'severaY Career Seminars.

PROGRAM

The r--1 crcr nimfmnim
Cw..

CArl.4
,4eW4.4 rAm Interest F,T1nrirs,

0..high schools by presentin9.'on school time information.aboutoccupations

to interested students. The career program is presented in an assembly or

classroom setting by a specialist in his,or bier p fession. Resource peop

have consfOrable expertise in the particular area selected and are contacted,

recruited; and briefed well in advance. The resource person is given an out-
.

line which indicates basic facts that students need to know. The resource

speaker will also be briefed on information specifically requested by school'

personnel.1 Primarily this helps to familiarize the resource people with the

type of yAng people with whom they will be communicating, and gives them a

start in organizing theircpresentationt.

An opportunity is made available at the end of each program for Young

people to become members of the nearest special interest post of their choice,

or to express interest in establishing a new one.

ri
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NEED

St, lots need to be are unities in their communities.

To expose students to .a variety of careert opportunities and allow them

to t#i &cuss these opportunities with professionals inr various fields

CAREER SEMINAR

An individual from the community makes a presentation to students

interested in careers associated with the speaker's occupation. Any number

of fields of interest may be covered by any `number of speakers at a'Career

Seminar.. A year's program may tncludo'several Career Seminars.

PROGRAM

ry.i Carccr - interAt FY

toiligh schools by presentin9. school tige..information'abou occupations

to interested students., The career program is presented in an assembly Cr

classroom setting by a specialist in his or her p fession. Resource peop

have considerable expertise in the particular area selected and are contacted,

recruited; and briefed well in advance. The resource person is given an out-
.

line which indicates basic facts that students need to ,know. The resource

speaker will also be briefed on information spdclfically requested by school

personnel.1 Primarily this helps to familiarize the resource people with the

type of yAng people with whom they will be communicating, and gives them a

start in organizing theircpresentations.

An opportunity is made available at the end of each program for Young

people to become members of the nearest special interest post of their choice,

or to express interest in establishing a new one

2
205



PARTI IPATING ORGANIZATIONS

Three groups combine resources to produce -a Career Seminar program.

They are: 1) -Exploring BSA; 2) High School(s); and 3) community represen-

tatives. The primary role of Exploring BSA is to facilitate the linkage

between cam .lity representatives and schools. High School personnel provide

the fatilities, school time, and inter2sted students. Community representatives

contribute time and information for the career presentation,
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS

One major goal

ht- d

e Career Seminar is to provide an opportunity for

n thn4, ,nr,,"k..1 p+-0

cry ounity participants benefit as well.

Some of the benefits of the Career

oc:1001, Scout and

nar Program include:

1. The Exploring program makes contact with potential members.

2. The Exploring program can act as a catalyst between the schools

and the community.

Exploring executives and school personnel have the opportunity

to establish working relationships with one another.

Students are helped to discover relationships between what ey

read in text books and what o curs in the real world.

School personnel JE'e put in touch with workers in fields of interest

to students.

SchoOkscareer education programs are enhanced through organizational

efforts of the Exploring program.

7. Students receive first hand information from resource people In

the students' interest area.

8. Community receives interest. and attention from youth.



Activities involved in producing aCareer Seminar may be divided-in o

four-phases. These pKases are: GROUND WORK, BEFORE, DURING? and FOLLOW UP.

Activities for the, GROUND WORK phase include:

Select partic ing

Make formal inquiry to school personnel re:

co willingness to participate;

o availability of facilities;,

o insurance requirements.

Determine which careers will be presented at the Career Seminar.

There are many good ways to do this. Attitudes and levels of

sophistication in the areas of Career Education and Exploring will vary from

school to school. It is up to you to select or'devise the manner most suited

to your situation Sc.. examples are as follows:

a. Classroom Based Model

Individual teachers, plan. units and/request, via the guidanC6

department, resource people for speCified ifirs. Requests are

made a minimum of 6 weekS in advance and are sent to the.

Exploring diVision which in turn honors those requests with

confirmations. The individual classroom hears the resource
t,

person andPis able through the counselor and teacher to arrange

an on-site visit. This method allows considerable amount of

faculty input.

Guidance Department8asedMo,Model

Career resource aide'confers with the guidance department in

determining the career interest areas as indicated by the career.

interest survey.
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Depart 1 a d

Each department selects career t est

Each department head is responsible for

1~x lo

The

up

Ca ee

dept C 0 d Model

rea focus upona

put from students and

pring student.40Mmittte and the dean of students decides

n the career- speakers Wed on the career interest survey.

The Scqut Exectttiv app

voidance_ counselor, Care

is interested in either

sibilitY and interes

inistered cand,,based

a c I

4 th lis

and

Adel

h s school contact person (perhaps a

Weer administrator or teacher who

outing or Career,Education). Once

re established, the Career Survey is

student respionsep the Scout Executive

o speak-toterests CPMMIunity resource people

during a Career SemiO4r.

d careers with 40 airegly existing pos. or proceed

f activities for BEFORE the Greer Seminar takes places.
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Activities BEFORE the Career Seminar` include:

Make contact with professionals in selected areas (this could be done

ough Rotary, f Cc ,may o;' individual co cts).

2. .Ask company to provide volunteer participants for CareerSeMinar.-

3. Brief participants (see Appendix A).

4. See. that school schedules time anerooM for seminar, sets up class

release procedures, hall passes attendance check, etc.

5. lee that school publicize's seminar (student paper, bulletin board, etc.

All publicity' should indicate that the Career Seminaris being run
1

collaboration with Exploring, BSA and the (name) School Distric

6. Invite counselors, advisors, and other school personnel with interest in

Career Education to attend.

Send confirmation letters to school ta f, to resource people and

others where appropriate. (See Appendix B.)

r
If itudealhtere§t, in the career area warrants a more in depth examinat _n

of the career; you need to onsider establishment of an Explorer Post.

preparing fns his possibility you should:

1. Ask if company is willing to sponsor an Explorer post.` Explain what

this involves.

2. Arrange a follow-up activity, a hands -on experience or field trip,

if appropriate.
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FOLLO4 7UR activities include :

1. Return speaker to his/her place of

2. School personnel t SiB persuhnel

rk.

tudonts might ua

seminar in a simple questionnaire. (See Appendix C)

Send written thank-you's where appropriate. (See Appendix R)

If a new post is to be organized after the Seminar, see the

following publications for information:

Post Action Ideas Book;

Cx Lorin_ Advisors'_ Gutde;

ExRr1 orin Techni ues;

and other Explorer/Leader Development Materials.

Carry out organizational Explorer Post meeting with i students.



Additional Hints:

1. Don't make promises that cannot be fulfilled.

Exploring Mould n be "sold" thew. Thv focus ,

the career.=

'The same seminar topic may be, conducte in a second school on the same day.

If several careers are covered in a school yeartf seminars (or orLia given

day), students can select " -".numbe to attend so that each;student hasAhe'

opportunity to attend some.

Seminar can serve two -unctions:

a) be purely a service to students;

b) be a medium by which BSA identifies potential members.

6. The Career Seminar can serve as a recruiting means for BSA especially in

schools where privacy laws prevent doing a career interest survey.

Career Seminars can serve as an alternat ve to Exploring.'s "First Night-
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lou are aboutto play an important part in the career planning of young people.

What should you say in order to be of-the most help to them? Whatever torn se

will be accepted as an important source of information. Mha4ver you say will

be a form of guidance.

Guidance is the attitude you present Which will help the students

1.- to understand themselves..

2. to make.the most of their capacities, interests ands qualities.
'

3, to adjust themselves satisfactorily to the varied situations
within the total environment.

to develop their ability to make-wise decisions,
problems independently.

5. to make .their own unique contributions to society to the fullest
possible extent.

and to solve



y- ,J0GESP-

DO.

1. -DO ,keep in mind the age. nature arid in of the student ..o

-Worn you are

DO set an informal, comfortable tone. for the pr_ ram.

3. DO begin with general- remarks on nature anj relative-importance of the job.

4. DO .recognize that the job information you are giving t only one step
in 'helping make a career choice.

DO be prepared with the job facts and current information - particularly
local-information.

DO be objeCtive,,honesti and ealistic in:describing your job-- give facts
or state. opinioni as such.

7. DO use films and other visual aids or devfces if brief and pertinent.

DO give students a chance to participate - they learn by doing. After
a 25-30 minute talk, allow, 15 minutes or more for questions and answers.

/-\

DON'T

1. DON'T overload your material with detailed facts and figures.

2. DON'T over ell your job.

3. DON'T try to recruit.

4. O 'T delibeiately-ditcolkage consideration of the field.

5. DON'T dwell on your personal biography and job success.

6. DON'T try to advise ilidividual students OhNtheir personal qualifications.
Only trained guidance counselors have the kind of expertise and personal
data needed foe counseitngindividual Students.
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CHECVLIcT F BASIC FACTS AND INFORMATION

A. About the Jo

1. General nature/of the work and its importance.
2.- job Duties- - typicJ work day,'.sowe individual' a ) 'atiuns Oh 61. job.

3. Equipinent, tools or materials/used. .

4 Relation:to other jobs - beginner. jobs leading to this one, jobs to
which one can be promoted, related jobs in other industries.

5. Earnings - beginning salary range, average salary after five years,
hourly or weekly-ratesOeet.l.

G. Hours and working conditionsAovertime, seasenality,\layor night,
vacation Orovisions, sick leave, and security-,provisions, -k .

-locations (inside, outs de, hot, dusty, etc. unioOrepresentation
7.- Prestige and social v-Tues:
8. Advantages and disadv ntages of the work.
9. Other facts.

B. About the Job Requirements:

1. Personal qualifications - sex, age, physical demands, special
abilities and interests.

2. Training and education required - minimum level of schooling - where?
cost? length? School courses that apply, special training on-the-job.

3. Licensing or other legal requirements, special tests or examinations.
4. Union or professional affiliations.
.5. Other,facts.

About Trends or Opportunities:

1. Total number in occupation - number young workers age 18.
2.- Need for workers - under or over supply and explain.
3. Tranifer alid promotion opportunities to related Fields.
4. Number of new entry each year.
5. 'Local opportunities - what does job mean in local terms?
6. Provision in occupation. for Women and minorities.
7 Ty es of local emplOyment, pay rates, number of workers?
3. Outer facts.

About further- inf on

Trends.

1. Useful sources of detailed inforir Lion.
2. Bibliography of references.
3. Available literature on job.
4. Local persons who might be willing to talk to students interested in

field.
5. Other facts.
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HERE ARE SOME Q EST o-- INTERESTED STUDENTS WHT

1. What does a person do in this job? What is a typical day's work? For
example, what was the first thing you did when you came to work this
morning? What did you do next? Other things that you do on this kind
of job?

2. What parts of your job do you like best? What do other people in he
occupation say they like about it?

What parts of your job do you like.leas do other peopi.
dislike? Why do people quit?

What are the absolute minimum qualifications for getting a beg- 'ks-job

in this occupation? What Other qualifications are necessary fo dVance-
ment? What others are desirable?

What kind of training is necessary for this kind of job ? Where are some
of the,better,places- to get it? How long doe it tflke? How much does
't cost?

6. What is. he usual range of beginning salaries? What are the aVerage
earningS annually after five years? After ten?

7. What are the usual hours of work? Is overtime or night work required-.

.What are the working conditions like? _Is_the work-cidne in surroundings
which are comfortable or uncomfortable? Pleasant or unpleasant?

9. Is the job steady. or seasonal? Is there danger of prolonged-unemployment
during economic depressions?_ Does the worker becomi more, or less
valuable as he grows older?

10. How. did you get your job? How could we get one like it?

,11.: How can I get more information about this job? From printed material,
trade journals, etc.? From what other qualified people?

Any questions you may have re ated to youryrogram, should be directed to:

Exploring Executive:
The Local Scout Counc;
Telephone:
Address:

4" .9
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE FORMS

0
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CO FIgMATIQN LETTER TO SOt RCE PEOPLE

Thank von fnr anrc inn to nArt Exploring Career Seminars

The enclosed information may be of some help in your presentation.

The program is scheduled at Wigh_Schnol's name and address)

on _Wee from _MLLE . When you arrive at the

high school, contact

am sure that your knowledge of the (career field

field will be of great help, to the students.

Thank you for your time and effort. If you have,any questions, please

call me ____ji__)erof-numfocal SkoutorfAtL__

Sincerely,

. Enclosure: ms from Appendix A)

(name
Explorin
(address

'221
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CONFIRMATION LETTER TO SCHOOL STAFF

Dear Counselor (or teacher, .principal, Career Education 'Specialist; .)
4 '-

This is to confirm our plans for producing a Cyeer Seminar at

High School. Thetareer Sempar will take place at

oom from: ,time The speaker(s) will present

info on theJollowing topic(s):

In order to'publicize this even please inform students of the date,

time, place, and topic. In addition', students need to know the name of the

person they should contact if they are interested in attending. All publicity

shoUld indicate that the Career Seminar is being produced in collaboration

lib Exploring/BSA and lhe: School -District.

Sincerely,

Exploring EXecutive
Address
Telephone
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THANK YOU LETTER= TO SPEAKER

Thanks very much for the presentation you made. You gave the students

a good idea of what your job entails and of the variety o career Oportunities

.available in the field.

I am sure you put aside pressing and significant concerns to\spen0 the

\

morning (afternoon with us, and we appreciate your time and help iI' responding

llto our request.

Sincerely,

Scout Executive
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APPENDIX C

FEEDBACK
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SCH 1L /SCOUTING.NG. PERSONNEL

Please answer the follow questions

What were sore of this things studen learned from this speaker?

Da

Company
Speaker
Careers Discussed:

What infoi about h career area was not covered to yoursatisfaction?

'Did he /she use any audio - visual equipment or props?

Because of 'this presental
ideas about their future

Explain:

on, do you thi m. _ny of the students have new
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.please 40

STUDENT FEE UBACK

following questions:

Date

Company
Speaker
Career(s) Discussed:

1. What were -some of the things you learned from h s speaker?

What nformation about the career area was -covered to your satisfaction?

,What did you 1 ke best about the presentation?

Because of this presentation, do you have new ideas about your futu

'Explain:.

e

Would you be interested in exploring -his,career area further?



Activities that occur DURING the Career Seminar include:

As pre- arranged, either BSA person or school CC person will pick up the

Career Seminar speaker(s) .bring him/her to school and show them the

oom in which the seminar will take place.

2. If speaker. is from an existing post, an Explorer of that post who s

also a. Member of the school student body coule ,peak to students at the

seminar describing activities cif-the post.

A school guidance counselor may:want to record participation

seminar in students' cumuIetiY6

4_ Announckariangements (if any) for those interested in exploring other

,(related) career areas.

ASk students if they are interested in Joining an Explorer Post in the

career era,. If response juttifies'atab ishment of.a post, announce

arrangements for follow-up activity.
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,Thi materi

1) Notes from Audrey Clough

was adapted from:

B LI 0 G. R P Y

2) E n Career, Greater New York Councils, B.S.A. 25 West 43rd_Stree
10036, Exploring. Division.

) In School Pro ram, Viking Council, B.S.A., 5300 Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis,

14 nnesota 3422,fExploring Division.
. .

A Conversation with Steve Lavelle , Sequoia Council B.S.A., 1095 N Van Ness,

Fresno, California 93728.
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